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Abstract
Nowadays, building resilience is a key topic in many research fields such as
Management, Engineering, Psychology or Ecology. The frequency increase of natural
and anthropogenic disasters and the consciousness about their effects are among the
reasons why resilience has gained importance and Governments are investing money in
boosting the resilience of organizations, infrastructure, cities, individuals, etc.
However, there is not much research on specific methodologies to design resilient
organizations. A main goal of our research is to improve this aspect providing a
framework to design resilient organizations. We explain how to design resilient
organizations based on the Viable System Model principles. Then, we focus on an
important aspect for being resilient: the communications. We use as a case study a
Nuclear Emergency Plan from Spain to show the applicability of our framework.
Since the communications in an organization can be modeled as a diffusion process
in multiplex networks, and we did not find any suitable architecture to study them in the
context of our case study, the architecture we design in this thesis is generic and allows
us to model and simulate any kind of diffusion process in a dynamic multiplex network.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
This thesis started as a research collaboration with the Civil Protection Agency in
Castilla y León with the objective of analyzing emergency plans. The start of this
collaboration came at the same time as the nuclear accident at TEPCO’s Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). Since different studies pointed out that the emergency plan
was not resilient (Langlois 2013), we decided to ask ourselves: How can we design
resilient emergency plans?
To answer this question, we started reviewing the concept of organizational resilience
and its measurement because emergency plans can be considered a virtual organization.
We found a close relationship between resilient and viable organizations. Taking into
account this relation, we proposed to apply the methodology to design viable
organizations, introduced by Pérez Rios (2010), to the design of resilient organizations.
This methodology, based on the Viable System Model (VSM), highlights the importance
of the communications for the well-functioning of the organization.
Due to the importance of the communications, we have focused on their study. The
communications inside organizations can be studied as a diffusion process in multiplex
networks. In the Laboratoire de l'Intégration du Matériau au Système (IMS) at University
of Bordeaux, Bouanan et al. (2016) developed an architecture to simulate information
diffusion processes in social networks. Through collaboration with IMS, we studied the
applicability of their architecture to study resilience of communications inside
organizations. We used the case study provided by the Civil Protection Agency: “Study a
Nuclear Emergency Plan (NEP) from Spain”. We found that their architecture was not
1

suitable to include all the attributes specified in plan as detail in Chapter 4. As a result,
we developed a new architecture that fulfills our requirements. We used the same
modeling and simulation methodologies proposed in Bouanan et al. (2016): Agent Based
Modeling (ABM), Network Theory and Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS).
We built the architecture using a bottom-up approach. First, based on the abovementioned methodologies and their associated tools, we designed a model to study the
communications inside emergency plans using the case study proposed by the Civil
Protection Agency. Then, we extrapolated the development process and the specific
model to provide a general architecture to study diffusion processes in multiplex dynamic
networks, being the study of the communications inside organizations a particular case.
Although we followed a bottom up approach to design the architecture, in the thesis, we
first explain the general architecture and development process. Then, we focus on how to
apply it to the case study.
The application of the methodology introduced by Perez Rios (2010) and the
architecture and the development process we propose in this thesis to study diffusion
process in multiplex networks constitute a framework to study the resilience inside
organizations. We understand as framework a standard set of practices and
methodologies that allows us to study a specific problem and similar problems to the
original one.
Through this study, we proposed improvements to the communications in the
emergency plan proposed by the Civil Protection Agency. The framework developed in
this thesis will also be the basis to study other emergency plans and other organizations.
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Therefore, although our initial goal was to design resilient emergency plans, we came up
with a framework to design resilient organizations using formal methods.

1.1. Research goals and Contributions
The final goal of this thesis is to provide a framework to design resilient
organizations using formal methods.
To achieve this goal, we define the following objectives:
-

Define resilient organizations, identify what are the characteristics that contribute
to their development and understand how organizational resilience is measured.

-

Identify a methodology to design resilient organizations

-

Establish an architecture and a development process to study the resilience of
communications inside organizations.

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
-

A conceptualization of organizational resilience.

-

The identification of the main characteristics that contribute to develop resilience.

-

A four level maturity model for organizational resilience.

-

The identification of two streams to measure organizational resilience: before and
after the disruptive event occurs.

-

The relationship between resilient and viable organizations that set the
justification for the application of the VSM to the design of resilient organization.

-

The identification of the communications inside organizations as a key element
for their resilience.

-

A general architecture and a development process to simulate diffusion processes
in multiplex networks based on formal modeling and simulation methodologies.
3

-

An instantiation of the architecture to simulate diffusion processes in multiplex
networks using DEVS as formal modeling and simulation methodology.

-

A customizable model to simulate information diffusion processes inside
organizations taking into account the social aspect (i.e. the behavior of the people
that carry the diffusion process) to study the resilience of the communications.

-

The application of DEVS to provide rigor to study the resilience of
communications inside organizations

-

A framework to design resilient organizations based on the methodology
introduced by Perez Rios (2010) and an architecture to simulate diffusion
processes in multiplex networks.

-

The application of the framework to study the resilience of a Spanish NEP

1.2. Research Environment
This thesis has been developed in a Cotutelle program between two research groups:
INSISOC (INgeniería de los SIstemas SOCiales) and ARSLab (Advanced Real-Time
Simulation Laboratory).
INSISOC is a research group (Excellence Research Group of Castilla y León)
integrated by researchers and professors from Universidad de Valladolid and Universidad
de Burgos. Nowadays, the group has fifteen researchers.
INSISOC was born in 1998 when Professor Cesáreo Hernández supervised the thesis
of Professor Adolfo Lopez Paredes entitled “Analysis and Engineering the Economic
Institutions. An Agent Based Methodology” (“Análisis e Ingeniería de las Instituciones
Económicas. Una metodología basada en agentes”). The initial milestone of the group is
4

the article entitle “The Social Dimension of Economics and Multiagent Systems” written
by Professor López-Paredes and Professor del Olmo in 1998.
INSISOC is focused on the study of complex systems. We model and study the
behavior of complex social systems defining the behavior of the components. Our aim is
to explore and develop methodologies to study this type of systems and problems.
ARSLab was funded by Professor Gabriel Wainer once he joined Carleton
University. Nowadays, the laboratory has eleven researchers, most of them Ph.D.
students. Additionally, every year, we have visitor researchers and professor from
different labs all over the world (France, Argentina, Brazil, etc.). The research in the
laboratory is based on DEVS formalism. The aim is to augment previous work with new
theory, methodology, and supporting development tools, including the integration of 3D
visualization facilities.
In this thesis, we have taken advantage of the background and expertise in both
groups: the study of complex systems using Agent Based Modeling (ABM) techniques
and the expertise in formal methodologies (DEVS in the case of this thesis). Combining
their expertise, we have been able to provide a framework to study the resilience of
organizations.

1.3. Related Publications
We published some of the obtained results in different conference proceedings,
journals and a book chapter. At the time of writing this thesis, we have two journal papers
that we are waiting for them to be published.
The list of the related publication to this thesis is classified by type and listed based
on the date of publication in an ascending order.
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Journal articles
Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Mario Ramirez-Ferrero, José Luis González Álvarez, Adolfo
Lopez-Paredes.

“Modeling

of

a

Nuclear

Emergency

Plan:

Communication

Management”. Human and Ecological Risk Assessment: An International Journal, 21(5),
1152-1168. (2015). https://doi.org/10.1080/10807039.2014.955383
Summary: Using the case study provided by the Civil Protection Agency (the NEP),
we modeled the communications in the organization using Network Theory. We used the
model to study the properties of the Network such as the network diameter, the degree
distribution, the average path length, etc. using Gephi. We used this analysis to suggest
improvements to the NEP.
Cristina Ruiz-Martin, David J. Poza Garcia. “Project Configuration by means of
Network Theory”. International Journal of Project Management. 33 - 8, pp. 1755 - 1767.
2015. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijproman.2015.07.010
Summary: We proposed to determine an appropriate sequence to develop the
components of a Project Management Plan using Network Theory. Although our
approach is compatible with any project management standard, we used the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) to illustrate how to apply this methodology
due to the complex interdependence among its processes. We built the Network Model of
the PMBOK as we did with the NEP.
Manuel Morales Allende, Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Adolfo Lopez-Paredes, José
Manuel Perez Ríos. “Aligning Organizational Pathologies and Organizational Resilience
Indicators”. International Journal of Production Management and Engineering, 5(2), 107116. (July 2017). https://doi.org/10.4995/raet.2017.7423
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Summary: In this article, based on the discussion presented in the book chapter “The
Application of the Viable System Model to Enhance Organizational Resilience” we
proposed to identify the organizational pathologies defined applying the VSM using
resilience indicators. We concluded that an organization with any organizational
pathology is not likely to be resilient because it does not fulfill the requirements of viable
organizations.
Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Adolfo Lopez-Paredes, Gabriel Wainer. “What we Know and
Do Not Know about Organizational Resilience”. International Journal of Production
Management and Engineering. (Accepted. In Press).
Summary: We presented a literature review about organizational resilience. The main
contributions of this review are a conceptualization of organizational resilience, a fourlevel Maturity Model for Organizational Resilience (MMOR) based on the development
of the abilities or capacities the organization has to deal with disruptive events and the
identification of two streams to measure organizational resilience.
Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Gabriel Wainer, Adolfo Lopez-Paredes. “Discrete-Event
Simulation of Diffusion Processes in Dynamic Multiplex Networks”. Simulation
Modelling Practice and Theory. (Revisions Submitted).
Summary: We defined an architecture and a development process to study diffusion
processes in multiplex dynamic networks based Network Theory, Agent-Based Modeling
and formal M&S. We detailed the development process and the architecture using DEVS
as the formal M&S methodology, and presented a case study based on the NEP.
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Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Adolfo Lopez-Paredes, Gabriel Wainer. “Assessment of
Organizational Resilience through Network Theory”. Dirección y Organización.
(Submitted)
Summary: We applied Network Theory to do static analyses of the communication
network established in the NEP. We studied how a failure in different communication
systems affects the network connectivity and therefore the resilience of the information
transmission process.
Eduardo Agenjo, Natalia Martín-Cruz, Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Adolfo LopezParedes. “Does CMMI Implementation affect the Performance of the Firm? An
Evaluation from a Dynamic Capabilities Approach”. International Journal of Production
Management and Engineering (Submitted)
Summary: We studied the impact of the Capability Maturity Model Integration
(CMMI) on firm performance both during and after its implementation. We used Spanish
firms in the Information and Technology (IT) sector. Doing statistical analysis we found
a negative relationship between the use of CMMI and profitability in the firms during the
analyzed period and sector.
Book Chapters
Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Jose Manuel Pérez Rios, Gabriel Wainer, Javier Pajares,
Cesareo Hernandez, Adolfo Lopez-Paredes. “The Application of the Viable System Model
to Enhance Organizational Resilience”. In Advances in Management Engineering.
Springer 2017. ISBN: 978-3-319-55888-2. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-55889-9_5
Summary: In this book chapter, we identified a relationship between viable and
resilient organizations. We argued that the application of the principles of the Viable
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System Model (VSM) improves organizational resilience. We also argued that the VSM
constitutes a valid framework to design resilient organizations.
Conferences
Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Adolfo Lopez-Paredes, Gabriel Wainer. “Applying Complex
Network Theory to the Assessment of Organizational Resilience”. INCOM 2015. IFACPapersOnLine 48-3 p. 1224–1229. Ottawa, Canada. May 2015. (Best Paper Award)
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ifacol.2015.06.251.
Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Gabriel Wainer, Adolfo Lopez-Paredes. “Modeling the
Communications in an Emergency Plan with P – DEVS” Winter Simulation Conference
(WSC). Ph.D. Colloquium. IEEE Press, p. 3086-3087 Huntington Beach, US. December
2015. https://doi.org/10.1109/WSC.2015.7408412
Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Gabriel Wainer, José Manuel Pérez Ríos, Javier Pajares,
Cesáreo Hernández, Adolfo Lopez-Paredes. “Organizational Resilience in Practice: the
Viable System Model” International Joint Conference (IJC2016). San Sebastián, País
Vasco, España. July 2016. (Poster)
Gabriel Wainer, Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Adolfo Lopez-Paredes. “Cellular Models
for Emerging Traffic Behaviour” Second International Symposium on Cellular Automata
Modeling for Urban and Spatial Systems (CAMUSS 2016) Quebec City, Canada.
September 2016.
Cristina Ruiz-Martin, Youssef Bouanan, Gabriel Wainer, Gregory Zacharewicz,
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1.4. Organization of the Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
-

In Chapter 2, we present the background related to this thesis. First, we present
the problem we address in this thesis. We discuss recent works in emergency
management and we review the concept of organizational resilience. We also
review the concept of viable organizations and the VSM.

-

In Chapter 3, we explain the three methodologies we use to develop our
architecture to simulate diffusion processes in multiplex networks: Network
Theory, ABM and DEVS.
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-

In Chapter 4, we propose a definition of organizational resilience that integrates
the ones presented in the review provided in Chapter 2 and discuss the
measurement of organizational resilience. We also relate viable and resilient
organizations and we defend the application of the VSM to design resilient
organizations.

-

In Chapter 5, we present the preliminary work for the architecture proposed in this
thesis to simulate diffusion processes in multiplex networks.

-

In Chapter 6, we detail the proposed architecture and development process to
simulate diffusion processes in multiplex networks using formal modeling and
simulation methodologies. We also explain how to instantiate the architecture
when we use DEVS as formal modeling and simulation methodology.

-

In Chapter 7, we detail how to use the Data Experiment Collection component of
the architecture and the Step 1 of the development process using as a case study a
NEP from Spain. We also explain how to obtain the Network model and AgentBased model components of our architecture using the Step 2 of the development
process. This case study is also used in the rest of the chapters to explain the other
components of the architecture and the other steps of the development process.

-

In Chapter 8, we focus on the definition and implementation of the Diffusion
Abstract model for the NEP using DEVS and Steps 3&4 of the development
process

-

In Chapter 9, we present some results of analyzing the Network model.
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-

In Chapter 10, we explain how to analyze the simulation results obtained using
the NEP Diffusion Abstract model and provide relevant information for decisionmakers.

-

In Chapter 11, we state the conclusion of this work and present future research
lines.
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Chapter 2 Background
In this chapter, we first describe the problem we aim to address in this thesis: the
design of resilient organizations. Since we aim to design resilient organizations, we will
provide a review about organizational resilience (how it is understood and measure) and
the concept of viable organizations and the VSM.
After the review of organizational resilience, in Chapter 4, we define resilience at the
organizational level, as the measurable combination of characteristics, abilities,
capacities or capabilities that allows an organization to withstand known and unknown
disturbances and still survive. Since resilience is mentioned several times along this
chapter, we introduce the definition here.

2.1. Description of the Problem
Nowadays, building resilience is a key topic in many research fields such as
Management, Engineering, Psychology or Ecology. Governments are investing resources
to develop resilient institutions, communities, organizations, and individuals.
Since 2010, the US Department of Homeland Security has evolved from discussing
what resilience means to set three principles to develop resilience: (1) adaptability, (2)
withstanding and (3) rapidly recovering. The European Commision (2017) has also
identified resilience among the top five European Union’s priorities. The European Union
Action Plan for Resilience (European Commission 2016) outlines three priorities in the
area of resilience: (1) support the development and implementation of national resilience
capacity, (2) promote innovation and learning capacities to advocate resilience and (3)
develop tools and methodologies to improve and measure resilience.
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The Government of Canada is also focused on resilience, especially on climate
resilience since climate change is strongly affecting Canada (Goverment of Canada
2014). They propose to build climate change resilience based on the following actions:
(1) translating scientific information and traditional knowledge into action, (2) building
resilient infrastructure, (3) protecting and improving human health and well-being, (4)
supporting vulnerable regions and (5) reducing the hazards related to climate change and
risk of disaster.
Although there are differences about how to build on resilience, there is no doubt that
the frequency increase of natural and anthropogenic disasters and the consciousness
about their effects are among the reasons why this topic has gained importance and
Governments are investing money in improving the resilience of their country, including
organizations, infrastructure, cities, individuals, etc.
Moreover, recent disasters have shown evidence of the catastrophic consequences
and have revealed that not all of hazards can be prevented (Hosseini et al. 2016; Lalonde
2007). We do not need to look far to find some recent disaster. A few months ago
(August/September 2017), several hurricanes in the Atlantic Ocean (Hurricane Harvey,
Irma, and Maria) devastated several Caribbean islands and had several consequences is
the US such as Texas or Florida. During this same period, Mexico suffered a devastating
earthquake. Other examples of disasters in recent history include the Earthquake and
Tsunami in Japan in 2011 (MacKenzie et al. 2012), the Darfield Earthquake in New
Zealand in 2010 (Whitman et al. 2014; Kachali et al. 2012), and Hurricane Katrina in
2005 (Garnett & Kouzmin 2007). Likewise, anthropogenic disaster has occurred such as
the accident at TEPCO's Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) in 2011 (Omoto 2013;
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Langlois 2013) or the World Trade Centre attack in September 2001 (Kendra &
Wachtendorf 2003; Mendonça & Wallace 2015).
To overcome the above-mentioned situations, Emergency Plans are designated.
However, the traditional approaches to design them are based on top-down perspectives
that aim for the compliance of a set of laws, regulations, and directives. These traditional
approaches usually focus on a hierarchical structure similar to a military command chain
giving a small margin to adaptation to unforeseen circumstances not identified in the
plan.
Emergency plans can be considered a virtual organization, where members from
different organizations get organized according to the definitions in the emergency plan
with a specific purpose: solve the emergency.
We have chosen emergency plans as the organizations to test our framework because
they are complex organizations where the communication between the people involved is
a key element for the coordination and well function. This is important in any type of
organization, but especially, in Emergency Plans, where having up to date information
and data is critical. Moreover, the literature remarks the importance of improving
emergency plans and we have access to data of a real NEP provided by the Civil
Protection Agency.
2.1.1. Examples of recent disasters and their consequences
After the accident at TEPCO’s Fukushima NPP, several problems in the emergency
plan and crisis management were identified, including the loss of functionality at the offsite emergency management center. One of the causes was the lack of availability of the
communication systems. The emergency plan was not well implemented in terms of
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warning the population, evacuation, distribution of iodine tablets, etc. The responsibilities
were not well defined. There were a poor communication and information management.
The analysis of the above issues suggested, among other actions, the review of the
communication and management systems in the emergency plans (Omoto 2013). Doing a
similar analysis, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) suggested the need for
improvements. These improvements included strengthening management systems,
response arrangements, transparency, and effectiveness of communications mechanisms
(Langlois 2013).
Following the Darfield earthquake on September 2010, in (Whitman et al. 2014), the
authors carried out a survey among New Zealand’s organizations. They used this survey
to find the most helpful factors in mitigating the disruption in the operations after the
earthquake. These factors are well-designed and well-built buildings, the relationship
with staff and the capability to restore critical services quickly or not to get them
interrupted.
After Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans in 2005, the most important industries in the
area such as the fishing, the cotton, the rice or the sugarcane industries were destroyed. In
(Chewning et al. 2012), the authors studied how Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) were used by organizations to aid in their recovery after the Hurricane.
Through their empirical study, they showed that the organizations that have the ability to
use ICT in these situations are more resilient. These organizations used ICTS to improve
their connection, coordination and share the evolution of the emergency with both
external and internal stakeholders.
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After the World Trade Centre attack in September 2001, the New York City
departments lost their primary emergency operation center. In (Kendra & Wachtendorf
2003), the authors examined how organizational resilience was exhibited in the
recovering activities. They concluded that anticipation is a key dimension of resilience.
This anticipation lays in the design of the organization, training, and preparation.
However, they pointed out that creative thinking, flexibility, and ability to improvise in
new emergent situations are also important. The analysis of these crises showed that
organizations have to improve their capacity to adapt and reorganize when unforeseen
events occur. They also pointed out the importance of the communication systems.
2.1.2. Previous research on resilience and emergency management
Following these examples provided in the previous section, we consider that a
resilient communication system contributes to improving the emergency management,
which lays on emergency plans.
The importance of the communication mechanisms in emergency plans is also
remarked by the principles of resilient systems and resilient organizations (Longstaff &
Yang 2008) since emergency plans can be considered a virtual organization.
Although the previous examples remark the importance of improving the resilience
of the communications inside emergency plans (a type of organization), there are not
many tools or methodologies that allow us to test and improve the communications in
organizations. This number is fewer if we include the social aspect (i.e. the behavior of
the people that handle these communications).
Previous research in this area focused on identifying factors that help to improve
organizational resilience. For example, Folke et al. (2005) reviewed the main features to
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deal with crisis, changes and to build resilience. Through this review, they found four
important factors that contribute to improving the organizational resilience. These factors
include building knowledge and understanding the resource and ecosystem dynamics;
feed ecological knowledge into adaptive management practices; support flexible
institutions and multilevel governance systems; and deal with external perturbations,
uncertainty, and surprise. Carroll (1998) described how self-analysis of operating
problems in organizations could improve their resilience. However, he also illustrated
how the logics underlying these activities depend on the socio-cultural context such as
hierarchy or occupational groups. This context dependence can cause conflicts and
communications problems inside the organization. Crichton et al. (2009) studied
incidents in different sectors, and found common aspects among them. They concluded
that the application of cross-sector lessons learned during crisis management can improve
organizational resilience. McManus et al. (2008) proposed a process to improve the
organizational resilience. This process includes six factors: building awareness (i.e.
identifying and understanding the elements that contribute to organizational resilience),
selection of essential organizational components, self-assessment of vulnerability,
identification and prioritization of key vulnerabilities, and increasing adaptive capacity
(the ability of the organization to make appropriate decisions in time, both daily and in
crises).
However, these authors do not propose any tool to evaluate how resilient is an
organization. Lee et al. (2013) worked in this direction introducing a survey tool to
measure the resilience of organizations. They measured organizational resilience based
on two factors: adaptive capacity and planning. To analyze how the organization
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performs based on these factors, they defined several indicators (eight for adaptive
capacity and five for planning). For each of them, they identified their strengths and
weakness and this is used as a measure of the resilience. However, this does not provide a
systematic method to analyze the resilience of the organization in terms of
communications and information management.
Several works have specifically focused on improving the resilience of emergency
plans from different perspectives. Some of them focused on identifying the factors that
improve the resilience. For example, Zhou et al. (2011) proposed five critical success
factors for emergency management. These top factors include the organizational
structure, a clear definition of responsibilities and the effectiveness of the information
system to ensure the transference of information.
Others aimed to improve the organizational resilience through the development of
processes. For instance, in (Turoff et al. 2004), the authors proposed eight design
principles to build a flexible, robust and dynamic information management system for
emergency response. These principles highlight the importance of up-to-date data, welldefined roles, information sharing across the organization, etc.
There is also research focused on improving the resilience in emergencies through
the evacuation performance. For example, in (Lv et al. 2013), the authors introduced a
new method for evacuation management support. They used interval-parameter
programming within joint-probabilistic constrained programming and integer linear
programming (optimization technique that deals with uncertainty) to calculate the optimal
evacuation route. They applied the model to calculate the evacuation route in different
scenarios. Applying this model, they also evaluated the robustness of the system
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analyzing what is the influence when the constraints for the evacuation problem are
modified. Simonovic & Ahmad (2005) developed a simulation model based on system
dynamics for understanding human behavior during flood evacuations. Their aim was to
simulate the effect of different evacuation policies. They applied this model to emergency
planning in the Red River Basin. Chen et al. (2006) applied agent-based simulation to
identify the time it takes to evacuate the Florida Keys in case of a hurricane. They also
studied what is the effect of a landfall in the evacuation route. They identified the most
congested roads and the bottlenecks. They also got the average speed of the vehicles. In
(Hammond & Bier 2015) the authors aimed to identify alternative evacuation strategies
for nuclear emergencies. They studied different strategies based on the predicted
radiation plumes. They compared them in terms of the size of the evacuation area and the
adequacy of the protection measures and chose three. They compared these three to the
existing ones and they conclude that there are methods that perform better than the ones
currently applied.
Studies on how to improve resilience by decreasing the uncertainty level or the
failures in the plan have also been developed. For example, Bañuls et al. (2013)
developed collaborative scenarios using Cross-Impact Analysis, a methodology to find
relationships between events and to reduce uncertainty. To analyze the resultant graph
they used Interpretive Structural Modeling, a methodology to identify and summarize the
relationship between the variables. The authors used these scenarios to assist in
developing emergency plans and as a training tool. Karagiannis et al. (2010) proposed a
generic model for internal industrial emergency plans that can be instantiated for specific
industries. The authors used this generic model to perform an iterative risk analysis to
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identify possible failures in the implementation of the plan. Their objective was to
improve the robustness of the emergency plans. Gomes et al. (2014) analyzed a nuclear
emergency plan exercise. They studied a real simulacrum with real people to analyze the
messages passed and to find sources of resilience and weakness. Their aim was to
identify sources of improvement for future simulacrums to increase the resilience of the
emergency plan.
Other research works focused on improving resilience improving the decision
support systems. For example, in (De Maio et al. 2011), the authors proposed a
knowledge-based system that includes the information from social, software and web
technologies to support emergency management. The decision support system uses Fuzzy
Cognitive Maps to deal with the complexity of this information (a Fuzzy Cognitive Map
is a type of representation in which the relations between the elements can be used to
calculate how important the impact of each element is). With this tool, they assisted the
emergency manager during the crisis. In (Espinosa-Paredes et al. 2008), the authors
applied Fuzzy Cognitive Maps to represent the decision-making process during abnormal
situations in a NPP. Their case study considers the loss of coolant in a boiling water
reactor, and they simulated different scenarios to test their approach. They presented a
way to predict the effects and causes in a complex system such as an NPP. They also
provided a tool that helps in the decision-making during emergencies in nuclear power
plants.
Mendonça et al. (2006) applied gaming simulation to evaluate decision support
systems for emergency response and to train the people involved using virtual
environments. These virtual environments provide data (e.g. activity record, log of the
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communications, data recorded by observers, etc.) that can be used to evaluate the
system.
Other authors focused on improving resilience through anticipation. For example,
Chang et al. (2006) analyzed where to reallocate off-site monitoring installations using
both simulation and optimization techniques. Their goal was to reduce the current
monitoring network without affecting its monitoring capacity. In (Park & Jung 2007), the
authors proposed a measure to quantify the complexity of tasks in emergency procedures
in an NPP. This measure is calculated using five factors: the amount of information to be
managed, the logic in the sequence of actions to be performed, the number of actions to
the person has to do, the amount of knowledge needed to recognize what to do, and the
need of resources needed to establish a decision criteria. They also found that this
measure is correlated with the time to develop the tasks. Akbar et al. (2013) presented a
simulation tool to forecast hurricanes and water surges in the Gulf of Mexico. Their aim
was to aid in decision-making and first response preparation. To validate their tool, they
used the Hurricane Katrina as a case study.
Although these are useful methods and tools, none of them tackles how to improve
the organizational resilience from the communications and structure point of view. We
focus on filling this gap suggesting the use of a methodology to design resilient
organizations (the VSM) and providing an architecture and development process to study
the resilience of communications using as a case study a real NEP from Spain.

2.2. Organizational Resilience
During the last years, the study of resilience has become more important because
people are more aware of the consequences of natural and anthropogenic disasters
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(Tukamuhabwa et al. 2015). However, some authors (see e.g. (Horne III 1997)) think that
the study of resilience is gaining importance due to the speed of changes in the economy,
society, and technology. Because of the speed of changes, survival is now considered a
critical aspect; being resilient is important for survival in such a changing environment.
Although there is increasing interest in the topic, there is no agreement about where it
was first introduced. Some authors say that it was in Psychology (see e.g. Coutu, 2002).
Others say that the concept was popularized after Holling (1973), “Resilience and
Stability of Ecological Systems” (see e.g. Henry & Ramirez-Marquez, 2010; Annarelli &
Nonino, 2016).
Today, research on resilience is important in many different fields such as
Management, Ecology, Psychology, Disaster Management, Organization Management,
Sociology, and Engineering. As research in resilience has been attacked in many areas,
there is no a widely accepted definition, even in the same area (Bergström et al. 2015).
At first sight, one may think that there is no relation among the different research
areas on resilience. For instance, one could believe that resilience against disasters is not
related to build resilient systems, organizations or individuals. However, several authors
have already identified relationships between the different fields. For example, we need
resilient individuals to build resilient organizations (Mallak 1997; Biggs et al. 2012; Doe
1994). Resilient organizations also need resilient supply chains (Sheffi 2007) or resilient
infrastructure (Bell 2002; Erol et al. 2009). Resilient organizations contribute to create
resilient communities (Kendra & Wachtendorf 2003; Lee et al. 2013) or societies
(Beermann 2011) and to develop resilient territories (Gilly et al. 2014). Resilience
engineering principles affects the resilience of organizations (Righi et al. 2015).
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Figure 1 represents the relationship among these areas centered on their relation to
organizational resilience. Organizational Resilience influences the resilience research
areas painted in grey color, and it is influenced by research areas depicted in white color.
Organizational resilience is influenced by resilient individuals, resilience engineering,
infrastructure resilience, cyber resilience, system resilience, supply chain resilience and
business resilience. Organizational resilience influences community resilience, societal
resilience, economic resilience, city or urban resilience, territory resilience and socioecological resilience.

Figure 1. Relations between resilience concepts and organizational resilience. The arrows
indicate the direction of the relations.

In this review of the concept of resilience, we focus on resilience at the
organizational level since we are interested in the study of organizations in general and
emergency plans in particular. Remember, that as we have stated in Section 2.1,
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emergency plans are a virtual organization designated to solve the emergency. More
specifically, we analyze how organizational resilience is conceptualized and how it is
measured.
At the organizational level, resilience has simultaneously emerged from different
fields such us Enterprise Risk Management, Business Continuity Management,
Emergency Management, Crisis Management, Physical Security, and Cyber-Security
(Braes & Brooks 2011; Braes & Brooks 2010; Gibson & Tarrant 2010). In these fields,
researchers and practitioners have studied how to protect the organizations against
disruptive events.
Louisot (2015) considers resilience as a main issue of Risk Management, and
Jackson, Firtko and Edenborough (2007) view resilience as a new way of thinking about
risk. As systems and organizations cannot be designed to anticipate all possible risks
(Fiksel 2003), we need resilient organizations to deal with high consequence and low
probability risks events (Dalziell & Mcmanus 2004; Ambulkar et al. 2015) or when
policies, procedures, practices, and tools fail during an emergency response (Kendra &
Wachtendorf 2003).
Although there are several reviews about resilience at the organizational level
(Bhamra et al. 2011; Annarelli & Nonino 2016; Linnenluecke 2017; Bhamra et al. 2015)
the research questions we discussed earlier are not yet answered. Bhamra et al. (2011)
introduced a general review about resilience based on 74 papers published before 2011.
They identified five perspectives for resilience studies (ecological, individual, socioecological or community, organizational and supply chain). They focused on the
conceptualization of resilience based on these perspectives. However, only three of the
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definitions they presented were in the context of resilience of organizations. Bhamra et al.
(2015) presented an updated version of Bhamra et al. (2011) including 100 articles and
five definitions valid for organizations. Annarelli & Nonino (2016) investigated the
research domains of organizational resilience based on a literature review and co-citation
analysis. They aimed to understand the actual state of development of organizational
resilience and the future research directions in this area. They also reviewed several
definitions of resilience and organizational resilience, and proposed a new one. However,
they did not analyze what are the differences in the conceptualization of organizational
resilience. Linnenluecke (2017) focused on the evolution of organizational resilience
theory. She acknowledged that there is no unified theory and proposed several future
research questions such as “What capacities bring about resilience really?” or “How
resilience can/should be operationalized?”
Although these reviews have dealt with many important issues, there are still many
open questions regarding the conceptualization and elements that contribute to resilience
and how it is assessed.
In the rest of the section, we summarize the review of the conceptualization and
assessment of organizational resilience. This review and the discussion about
organization resilience presented in Chapter 4 has been published in (Ruiz-Martin et al.
2018).
2.2.1. How is resilience conceptualized at the organizational level?
We have reviewed over 50 definitions about resilience at the organizational level,
therefore called organizational resilience. This review indicates that, although there
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seems to be a common core understanding about what organizational resilience means,
there are relevant issues to be discussed as we explain below.
There are three main streams in the conceptualization of resilience: (1) resilience as a
feature of an organization (i.e., something that an organization has), (2) resilience as an
outcome of the organization’s activities (i.e., something that an organization does); and
(3) resilience as a measure of the disturbances that an organization can tolerate.
We found that all of them have the same basic meaning: they have an emphasis either
on the organization survival, or in dealing with jolts, risks or changes. However, there is
no consensus about the following issues: (1) if the risks are only related to threats or also
to opportunities, (2) what survival means, (3) if the risks are already known by the
organization or not, and (4) if resilience is always a desirable property.
Resilience as a characteristic or set of characteristics from an organization
As we show in Table 1, most authors understand organizational resilience as an
ability to deal with internal and external changes, risks or jolts. Others define it as a
capacity to deal with them. Finally, some others define it as a capability to deal with these
issues. Ability, capacity, and capability have different connotations; however, the authors
of these papers do not clarify why they choose one term or the other. Likewise, they do
not define ability, capability or capacity. These three words are sometimes used as
synonyms to refer to the power to perform an action or a task. Therefore, we will assume
that these terms are interchangeable in the definitions.
Without specifying why they use ability, capacity or capability, some authors
combine these terms with a specific adjective to define resilience. For instance, Manyena
(2006) and Hollnagel (2010) consider resilience as something intrinsic to the
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organization. Powley (2009) defines resilience as a latent capacity. Gilly et al. (2014)
state that the resilience of an organization is both an active and a reactive capacity.
Resilience can be also considered something dynamic (Alexiou 2014; Kamalahmadi &
Parast 2016) or incremental (Ortiz-de-Mandojana & Bansal 2015).
Table 1. Organizational resilience conceptualization as capacity, ability or capability

Approach
Resilience as an ability
to deal with internal
and external changes,
risks or jolts

Resilience as a capacity
to deal with internal
and external changes,
risks or jolts
Resilience as a
capability to deal with
internal and external
changes, risks or jolts

Authors
(Horne III 1997; Mallak 1997; Mallak 1998; Hamel &
Valikangas 2003; Freeman et al. 2003; Starr et al. 2003;
Sheffi & Rice Jr. 2005; Jackson 2007; Grøtan & Asbjørnslett
2007; Bhamidipaty et al. 2007; Milanzi & Weeks 2014;
Mafabi et al. 2015; Alblas & Jayaram 2015; Chand &
Loosemore 2016; Hu et al. 2008; Tillement et al. 2009; Danes
et al. 2009; Hollnagel 2010; Ates & Bititci 2011; LengnickHall et al. 2011; Demmer et al. 2011; Acquaah et al. 2011;
Bauernhansl et al. 2012; Tse et al. 2012; Winston 2014;
Jaaron & Backhouse 2014; Lengnick-Hall & Beck 2005)
(Tierney 2003; Fiksel 2006; Manyena 2006; Stewart &
O’Donnell 2007; Powley 2009; Dewald & Bowen 2010;
Proper & Pienaar 2011; Linnenluecke et al. 2012; Gilly et al.
2014; Ortiz-de-Mandojana & Bansal 2015; Alexiou 2014)
(Bell 2002; Reinmoeller & Van Baardwijk 2005; Zhang &
Van Luttervelt 2011; Kamalahmadi & Parast 2016; Annarelli
& Nonino 2016; Robb 2000)

A small group of authors (Hilton et al. 2012; Burnard & Bhamra 2011) considers
resilience as an emergent property the organization exhibits when it encounters setbacks.
Others consider resilience as a process to recover from a disruption (van Breda 2016).
Horne III & Orr (1998) understand resilience as a quality to respond to significant
change. Other researchers (McManus et al. 2008; Erol et al. 2009; Gunasekaran et al.
2011) define organizational resilience as a function of specific capabilities or abilities.
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For instance, (McManus et al. 2008) define resilience as a function of three abilities or
capabilities: adaptive capacity, situation awareness, and management of keystone
vulnerabilities. Erol et al. (2009) include enterprise flexibility, adaptability, agility, and
efficiency as attributes for enterprise resilience. Gunasekaran et al. (2011) include
adaptability, responsiveness, sustainability, and competitiveness. The essence behind
these capabilities is the same: dealing with change, environmental jolts or risks. Defining
resilience as a function of characteristics indicates that resilience is a complex concept.
Resilience as an outcome of an organization
Other authors, instead of defining resilience with the focus on what a resilient
organization has, define resilience with the focus on what a resilient organization does.
For instance, resilience is defined as “the maintenance of positive adjustment under
challenging conditions such that the organization emerges from those conditions
strengthened and more resourceful” (Sutcliffe & Vogus 2003; Vogus & Sutcliffe 2007).
A resilient organization can return to its performance level after a disruption (Sheffi
2007). It is able to achieve its objectives and realized opportunities in face of predicted or
unpredicted disruptive events (Whitehorn 2010; Hilton et al. 2012; Wright et al. 2012).
Resilience as a measure of the disturbance that an organization can tolerate
A small group of authors defines resilience as a magnitude. Under this view,
resilience is the amount of disturbance an organization can tolerate and still survive
(Linnenluecke & Griffiths 2010; Mamouni Limnios et al. 2014)
2.2.2. Open issues in resilience conceptualization
Many authors consider resilience a property related to events that may have a
negative impact in the organizations. For example, resilience is related to surviving or
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adapting to disruptions (Horne III & Orr 1998; Bell 2002; Sheffi & Rice Jr. 2005; Hu et
al. 2008; Lengnick-Hall et al. 2011), disasters or catastrophic events (Tierney 2003);
(Alblas & Jayaram 2015), challenging conditions (Sutcliffe & Vogus 2003; Vogus &
Sutcliffe 2007), disturbances (Tillement et al. 2009; Linnenluecke & Griffiths 2010;
Hollnagel 2010; Mamouni Limnios et al. 2014), threats (Bhamidipaty et al. 2007; Dewald
& Bowen 2010) or changes (Fiksel 2006; Grøtan & Asbjørnslett 2007; Stewart &
O’Donnell 2007; Milanzi & Weeks 2014; Mafabi et al. 2015). However, a small group of
authors considers that these changes or disturbances can also be opportunities (i.e.
positive risk such as an increase of the demand) (Bhamidipaty et al. 2007; Dewald &
Bowen 2010; Ates & Bititci 2011), and resilient organizations take advantage of these
opportunities.
Regarding the discussion about what is the meaning of “surviving” in the context of
resilience, some conceptualizations state that an organization is resilient if it bounces
back to a prior point of stability (Freeman et al. 2003; Sheffi 2007). Others acknowledge
that an organization is resilient if it returns to the same point or if it achieves another state
of stability (i.e., it changes, while minimizing the effects due to changes and hazards)
(Burnard & Bhamra 2011; Acquaah et al. 2011; Demmer et al. 2011). Some authors
consider that a resilient organization can also bounce forward, grow or become stronger
(Bell 2002; Fiksel 2006; Vogus & Sutcliffe 2007). Woods (2015) identifies four
meanings of resilience that bring four interpretations of “surviving”. These four streams
are using resilience as rebound (i.e. returning to previous or normal activities after a
disruption), robustness (i.e. absorbing disturbances), graceful extensibility (i.e. how to
extend adaptive capacity in the face of disruptions) and sustaining adaptability (i.e. the
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ability to adapt to future disruptions as the conditions change and evolve). These four
meanings can be understood as different forms of survival.
Many authors do not define the type of disruptions that resilient organizations are
prepared to deal with. Others state that the disruption or change is turbulent (i.e. it
happens very quickly compared to the normal adaptation time) (Fiksel 2006; Ates &
Bititci 2011; Burnard & Bhamra 2011; Bauernhansl et al. 2012). Others consider that
resilience refers to both expected and unexpected events (Hollnagel 2010; Hilton et al.
2012; Wright et al. 2012).
In most of the research works, resilience is considered as a desirable ability or
capability for the organizations. Although this is not specifically stated in the definitions,
it can be inferred. However, a few of them consider that resilience is not always
desirable, depending on the state of the system or organization (Mamouni Limnios 2011;
Mamouni Limnios et al. 2014). For example, in a Cournot duopoly (an economic model
where the companies compete on the amount they produce and the production decision is
made independently of each other and at the same time), after an increase in the
production cost for both firms in the same amount, companies are not willing to exhibit
resilience (understood as bouncing back to the previous state of cost) (Lambertini &
Marattin 2016). The reason is that the new equilibrium in the market may satisfy both
companies and they will not be willing to invest money to return to the previous level of
costs.
2.2.3. Resilience and related concepts: fragile, robust and antifragile
To clarify the divergences we presented in section 2.2.2, we need to analyze the
concepts related to resilience. Resilience is related to fragility, robustness, and
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antifragility. The concept fragility is related to how a system is broken or damaged in
case of variability (Taleb 2012; Taleb & Douady 2013). Robustness is the capacity of a
system to absorb disturbances (Woods 2015). Antifragility is a new concept introduced
by Taleb (2012), which is defined as the property of a system that, when facing
challenges such as failures or volatility, it improves. He differentiates fragile,
robust/resilient and antifragile entities, although he uses indistinctly the words resilient
and robust.
Woods (2015) pays attention to the difference between robustness and resilience.
Being different, using them indistinctly creates confusion when studying resilience. A
robust organization absorbs disturbances, but it does not necessarily recover in case of
disruptions. Read (2005) provides an illustrative example comparing trees. In case of
wind, both a palm and a sycamore tree moves from their equilibrium position. When both
trees are exposed to the same wind intensity, the sycamore tree movements are much
smaller than the palm tree. Therefore, it is more robust. However, the palm tree is more
resilient as it is able to recover easier from bigger disturbances (i.e., the sycamore tree
will probably break).
By focusing on the type of disruption that the resilient organizations are prepared to
face, these organizations should be able to survive to both known and unknown
disturbances. A robust organization is designed to cope and absorb a set of known
disturbances. Therefore, a resilient organization is more prepared to survive than a robust
one. Following this view of resilience, we consider it as a desirable property in any
organization although in section 2.2.2., we show an example (Cournot duopoly) where an
organization is not willing to exhibit resilience.
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Being resilient is not only related to bouncing back to the same previous point of
stability; being resilient is also achieving another desirable point of stability. If this new
point is better than the previous one, and the organization is stronger, we consider that
this organization is not only resilient but also antifragile. The distinction between
resilient and antifragile organizations clarifies the open question about if resilient
organization responds just to threats or also to opportunities. If the organization is able to
recover or survive to threats, it is resilient. If this same organization takes advantage of
the threats and opportunities to become stronger, it is resilient and antifragile.
2.2.4. Organizational resilience and its attributes
As discussed in section.2.2.1, resilience is a complex and dynamic concept. Complex
concepts are characterized by different elements or attributes (Suddaby 2010). To identify
these elements, we analyzed over 110 works that tackle the different models and
frameworks proposed to build or improve organizational resilience. This review revealed
that there is a great variety regarding to the factors and mechanisms that contribute to
resilience. Sometimes, the authors refer to the same concept with different words. For
instance, improvisation (Coutu 2002; Kendra & Wachtendorf 2002), creativity and
innovation (Dervitsiotis 2004) are used to refer to bricolage skills; face down reality
(Coutu 2002) is used to refer to situation awareness. Despite the different terminology,
we also found some common and repeated characteristics or factors that contribute to
enhance resilience.
The most cited attributes or elements of a resilient organization are presented Table 2
identifying the authors that defend them. It is necessary to remark that other proposed
elements may also be important attributes for organizational resilience. A resilient
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organization includes a mix of several capabilities and actions to be performed. It is this
mix what makes an organization resilient (Gibson & Tarrant 2010).
Table 2. Most cited attributes that contribute to resilience

Attribute
Building situation
awareness
Managing organization’s
vulnerabilities
Having resources

Improvisation capacity
Ability to anticipate
events
Agility
Learning capacity
Collaboration
Resilient individuals
Flexibility
Robustness
Redundancy

Authors
(Coutu 2002; McManus et al. 2008; Afgan 2010; Braes &
Brooks 2010)
(McManus et al. 2008; Whitehorn 2010; Erol, Sauser, et
al. 2010)
(Orchiston et al. 2016; Brewton et al. 2010; Crichton et al.
2009; Kendra & Wachtendorf 2002; Mallak 1998; Ates &
Bititci 2011; Aleksic et al. 2013)
(Kendra & Wachtendorf 2002; Rerup 2001; Weick 1993;
Grøtan et al. 2008; Coutu 2002; Mallak 1997)
(Berman 2009; Rerup 2001; Hardy 2014; Apneseth et al.
2013; Wright et al. 2012)
(Ismail et al. 2011; Gibson & Tarrant 2010; Starr et al.
2003; Thomas et al. 2016; Megele 2014)
(Hilton et al. 2012; Zhang & Van Luttervelt 2011; Burnard
& Bhamra 2011; Aguirre et al. 2005; Robb 2000)
(Boza & Poler 2013; Winston 2014; Proper & Pienaar
2011; Alonso & Bressan 2015)
(Doe 1994; Mallak 1997; Riolli & Savicki 2003)
(Berman 2009; Kendra & Wachtendorf 2002; Proper &
Pienaar 2011; Megele 2014; Pal et al. 2014)
(Jackson 2007; Pal et al. 2014; Heinicke 2014; Kendra &
Wachtendorf 2002; Tierney 2003; Tompkins 2007)
(Chopra & Khanna 2014; Johnsen & Veen 2012; Powley
2009; Tierney 2003; Winston 2014; Hu et al. 2008)

2.2.5. How is resilience assessed in practice at the organizational level?
In this section, we focus on the assessment of organizational resilience, and we study
how it can be measured in practice. With this purpose, we reviewed over 30 works that
propose tools or methods to assess organizational resilience. The number of articles in
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this is fewer than in organizational resilience conceptualization. The review of these
works indicates a lack of consensus about how to measure organizational resilience.
We can classify these works in the same three streams discussed in section 2.2.1:
those assessed using the features of the organization, those assessed on the organizational
outcomes, and those based on how the organization recovers from failure.
A) Measurement based on the organizational characteristics
To study how organizational resilience is measured based on the organizational
characteristics, we classify the works based on how the problem is assessed: using
indicators or other techniques such as Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) or assessment of
organizational processes.
A.1) Measurement of organizational resilience based on indicators
McManus et al. (2007) and Seville (2009) suggested 23 indicators followed by a
description to evaluate four factors (situation awareness, management of keystone
vulnerabilities, resilience ethos and adaptive capacity) that contribute to enhance
resilience. Whitehorn (2010) defined a subset of 15 indicators among the previous ones.
The indicators proposed by Lee et al. (2013) are a subset of the ones proposed by
McManus et al. (2007) and Seville (2009). They propose to evaluate each factor using
several items (see Lee et al. 2013 for the list of items). They tested the model proposed
by McManus et al. (2007). They found that using their sample and scale, the three factors
model was not supported. They proposed a new version with four factors and they
propose to evaluate the factors through 73 items. However, their sample data and scale
did not support this new model. They finally suggested a model with two factors
(adaptive capacity and planning), 13 indicators and 53 items to be evaluated. Whitman et
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al. (2013) proposed a shorter version of Lee et al (2013) assessment tool. They proposed
to use just 13 items, one per indicator. They justified this short version based on two
reasons. The first one was the low rate response they got while measuring resilience with
the long questionnaire. The second one is the correlation in the results between the two
assessment tools. The indicators proposed by Lee et al. (2013) include some of the
characteristics for resilient organizations presented in section 2.2.4, such as innovation
and creativity (it matches with improvisation capacity), collaboration (it matches with
partnerships) or situation monitoring and reporting (it matches with situation awareness
and ability to anticipate events).
A different approach comes from Starr et al. (2003), who proposed to assess
resilience based on eight points: (1) the organization transparency, (2) the understanding
of risk interdependencies, (3) the development of viability studies in the organization, (4)
the alignment between the strategy in the organization and the objectives, (5)the
organizational knowledge about the efforts being spent on resilience, (6) situation
awareness, (7) how the organization uses situation awareness to react in a timely manner
and (8) the existence of measures to evaluate resilience and the progress of the
organization. However, they did not propose a scale for these eight points. Tompkins
(2007) proposed using Robustness, Responsiveness, Resourcefulness, Rapidity and
Redundancy (the Five R’s) to evaluate resilience. However, the items to be evaluated in
each category were not discussed. Sanchis & Poler (2013) proposed to measure resilience
based on the vulnerability of the organization, its adaptive capacity and recovery ability.
Kohno et al. (2012) proposed to evaluate resilience taking into account the areas where
the organization’s facilities are located, the infrastructure the organization needs, the
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organization facilities and the supply chains. Apneseth et al. (2013) proposed to assess
organizational resilience based on how good the organization is at monitoring,
responding, anticipation and learning.
Somers (2009) proposed to measure organizational resilience potential based on the
six organizational resilience attributes proposed by Mallak (1998a). These factors can
take three levels and the overall resilience of the organization is evaluated from 1 (low
resilience) to 7 (high resilience). Hollnagel (2010) proposed to assess resilience based on
the ability of the organization to respond, monitor, anticipate and learn. Van Trijp et al.
(2012a); Van Trijp et al. (2012b) proposed to evaluate resilience as a function of four
factors: situation awareness, management of keystone vulnerabilities, adaptive capacity
and quality. To evaluate these factors, they defined a performance measure based on the
attributes they depend on. For example, to measure situation awareness, they evaluate the
level of awareness about expectations, obligations and limitations, the ability to look
forward opportunities and potential crisis, the level of awareness about resource
availability, the ability to identify the crisis and their consequences, the understating of
the trigging factors for a crisis and the understating of minimum operating requirement
for recovery. Rigaud et al. (2013) propose to evaluate resilience based on the
organization capacity to (1) respond, (2) monitor short-term developments and threats,
(3) anticipate long-term threats and opportunities and (4) learn from past events. They
proposed several indicators for each one. However, they did not describe the indicators
proposed.
Other research in resilience measurement is focused on specific sectors. For instance,
Danes et al. (2009) determined resilience in family firms evaluating the following seven
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items: (1) Role clarity, (2) Who has the decision authority, (3) Ownership equality, (4)
Fairness of compensation, (5) Failure to resolve firm conflicts, (6) Unfair workloads and
(7) Competition for resources between the family and firm. Wicker et al. (2013)
developed an organizational resilience scale to measure resilience in sport clubs. They
develop items (ranged from 1 to 5) to evaluate each factor of resilience defined by
Bruneau et al. (2003): robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness and rapidity. For example,
to measure rapidity, they evaluate the capability of the organization to achieve goals in a
timely manner, adapt quickly to changing circumstances, meet priorities in a timely
manner, restore services quickly during unexpected events and respond quickly to
disruptive events.
A.2) Other techniques to measurement organizational resilience
In the same line of analyzing organizational characteristics, other authors use FCMs
and Fuzzy sets to analyze these characteristics. For example, Grande & Trucco (2008)
proposed to analyze the resilience of an organization using FCMs to capture the relations
between the variables that contribute to resilience. To study a Civil Defense System, they
proposed to evaluate 17 variables and their relations. Asgary et al. (2009) developed a
Fuzzy-JESS Expert System based on 17 variables and a set of rules that takes into
account these variables to determine the level of resilience in the business. The variables
include existence of a strategic plan, existence of a business continuity committee or
number of potential hazards among others.
Aleksić et al. (2013) proposed to assess organization resilience potential of SME
using fuzzy sets and evaluating the contributing factors for each business process. The
importance of each factor in the process is weighted to calculate the resilience of the
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process. Then, the importance of each process in the organization is also weighted to
measure the overall organizational resilience. They proposed to evaluate internal factors
(planning strategies, capability and capacity of internal resources, internal situation
monitoring and reporting, human factors and quality), external factors (external situation
monitoring and reporting and capability and capacity of external resources) and enabling
resilience factors (design of the organization, detection potential, emergency response
and safety management system).
Tadić et al. (2014); Macuzić et al. (2016) proposed to evaluate resilience using a
fuzzy approach. They propose the following steps: (1) Create an organizational reference
model and to identify the factors that contribute to resilience, (2) Weight the importance
of these factors and processes using a fuzzy approach, (3) Determine linguistic
expressions to evaluate these factors, (4) Calculate the resilience factors’ values using a
fuzzy approach and (5) Rank the organizational resilience factors.
Hu et al. (2008); Hu et al. (2009); Hu et al. (2010) proposed to solve an optimization
problem in a network model of the enterprise to determine the effect of a disruption and
the resilience of the enterprise. The objective is to understand the balance between
operational redundancy and inventory redundancy to achieve resilience. They do not
provide items to be analyzed to evaluate resilience. Caralli et al. (2010) proposed the
CERT® Resilience Management Model to assess resilience. It defines 26 process areas
with specific goals and practices. These areas include asset definition and management,
resilience requirement development, risk management, people management or
monitoring. The position of the organization in these processes can be used as benchmark
for identifying organizational capability for managing operational resilience.
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B) Measurement based on the organizational outcomes
This stream is less popular as fewer authors use this approach. For example,
Watanabe et al. (2004) proposed to use the Operating Income to Sales to measure
resilience. Dalziell & Mcmanus (2004) proposed to measure resilience based on KPIs
defined taken into account the organization’s objectives. However, these authors did not
state the items, attributes, components or KPIs to be measured. Afgan (2010) proposed an
index to measure resilience based on the change of company profit, the change of total
company income, the change of product cost and the change of manpower (i.e. human
resources availability). Markman & Venzin (2014) proposed to measure resilience based
on the Return on Equity (ROE) and volatility. Jackson (2007) proposed to measure
resilience potential based on statistical correlation between minor and major incidents. He
found that minor accidents are positively correlated to major accidents.
C) Measurement based on the organizational recovery
In the third stream, the authors measure resilience based on how the organization
recovers from failure. The drawback of this approach is that the organization needs to
suffer failures to assess its resilience. Therefore, this way to measure resilience is only
valid after the organization has suffered some shocks. There are two main ways to
measure resilience following this approach. Henry & Ramirez-Marquez (2010) propose
to measure resilience quantitatively using recovery and loss as follows:
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 100 ·

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠

Where loss is the deterioration from the original state after the disruption and
recovery is the amount it bounces back from the disruptive state to the recovered state.
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The authors acknowledge that the limitation is to not to consider the money and time to
recover. They do not consider what we should evaluate to measure loss and recovery.
Erol, Henry & Sauser (2010); Erol, Henry, Sauser, et al. (2010) proposed to measure
resilience based on recovery time, level of recovery, initial vulnerability and potential
loss averted. However, they do not indicate how to assess these items

2.3. Viable organizations and the Viable System Model
The challenge that leaders and managers in organizations face in the current turbulent
environment is formidable. The complex environment in which they act demands that
managers have access to decision-making tools commensurate with the complexity which
they must face (Schwaninger & Pérez Ríos 2008). In relation to this issue of the capacity
for handling complexity, it has been pointed out that the quality of decisions made by
managers is limited by the quality of the models they use for the systems they try to
govern. If we are concerned with the viability of an organization (understood as system –
see Beer (1989)), meaning with viability the capacity of a system to maintain a separate
existence, (i.e. to survive regardless of changes in its environment), then we can apply an
organizational cybernetic approach, in particular the Beer´s Viable System Model
(VSM). According to the VSM, a viable organization must have the capacities of selfregulation, learning, adaptation, and evolution.
In his VSM, Beer (1981, 1985) establishes the necessary and sufficient conditions for
the viability of an organization. These are related to the existence of a set of functional
systems (Beer identified them as System 1, 2, 3/3*, 4 and 5) in an organization and a set
of relationships among these functional systems and the environment. These systems and
the relations among them are represented in Figure 2.
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According to Beer, all viable systems contain viable systems and are themselves
contained in viable systems. The most important aspect of this recursive conception of
viable systems is that, no matter which place they occupy within the chain of systems,
they must always contain the five functional systems that determine viability, in order to
be viable.

Figure 2. Viable System Model, adapted from Beer, 1981 (Pérez Ríos 2012). Used with
permission of the author.

System 1 is responsible for producing and delivering the goods or services which the
organization produce. In the example shown in Figure 2, System 1 is made up of three
elemental operational units (Op. Unit 1, 2 and 3) which can be divisions of a company,
sub organizations, etc. The main role of System 2 is to guarantee a harmonic functioning
of the organizational units, which compose system 1. System 3 is responsible for
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optimizing the functioning of the whole set of system 1, made up of the different
operational units. We can say that it is responsible for the “here and now” of the
organization. The main responsibility of System 4 is to monitor the environment of the
organization. It takes care of the “outside and then” of the organization, with the aim of
being prepared for changes. System 5 takes care of the normative decisions and is
responsible for defining the ethos, the vision and the identity of the organization.
2.3.1. Organizational Pathologies according to the VSM
According to Pérez Ríos (2012), the different organizational pathologies are caused
by any shortage on the systems proposed by Beer (see Figure 2) or in their
communication mechanisms. Any organizational pathology may cause the disappearance
of the organization, at least as an independent entity.
Pérez Ríos (2012) classifies the organizational pathologies into three main groups:
structural pathologies, functional pathologies and information pathologies.
Structural Pathologies
Structural pathologies are related to how the organization is designed and how it
copes with environmental variability. There are four structural pathologies: non-existence
of vertical unfolding, lack of first recursion levels, lack of middle recursion levels and
entangled vertical unfolding with interrelated memberships.
Functional Pathologies
Functional pathologies are related to the adequacy of the organization’s systems to
the prescriptions made by the VSM. Functional pathologies are classified based on the
system they affect and those ones that affect the whole organization.
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Functional pathologies related to system 5 are: ill-defined identity, institutional
schizophrenia, lack of metasystem (i.e. collapse of system 5 in system 3) and inadequate
representation in higher levels. Functional pathologies related to system 4 are headless
chicken (i.e. the organization does not monitor the environment and is not able to adapt to
changes) and dissociation between system 4 and 3. Functional pathologies related to
system 3 are: inadequate management style, schizophrenic system 3, week connection
between system 3 and 1 and hypertrophy of system 3. The functional pathology related to
system 3* is the lack or insufficient development this system. System 2 can present two
pathologies: disjointed behavior within system 1 and authoritarian system 2. The
pathology related to system 1 are “autopoietic beasts” (i.e. organizations that only focus
on individual goals and do not take into account the whole) and dominance of system 1.
The pathologies related to the whole organization are organizational autopoietic beasts
and lack of metasystem.
Information System and Communication Channel Pathologies
Information system and communication channel pathologies are related to the
malfunctioning of the communication and information system. Information pathologies
are the lack of information systems, the fragmentation of information systems and
insufficient or lack off key communication and algedonic channels.
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Chapter 3 Methodologies Used for the Architecture Design
In this section, we present the three methodologies used in this thesis to build the
architecture we use to model and analyze diffusion processes in multiplex networks,
being the study of diffusion of information inside an organization a particular case:
-

We use ABM to identify the agents involved in the diffusion process and their
behavior.

-

We use Network Theory to establish the relationships between the agents and to
do static analysis.

-

We use DEVS to formalize and implement the model in order to study dynamic
scenarios that include the behavior of the agents.

In this chapter, we introduce the basic concepts and tools of the methodologies used
in the thesis for those readers who are not familiar with them, so they can follow the
explanations present in subsequent chapters.

3.1. Network Theory
In Network Theory, a system is modeled as a set of nodes connected by links. The
nodes and the links can have different meanings. For example, nodes can be cities and the
links roads between them. The nodes can also be people and the links the social relation
between them, etc. In Figure 3, we show different types of networks.
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 3 Examples of networks: a) Simplex directed network with eight nodes. b) Multiplex
bidirectional network with one component. The different types of lines represent the different layers.
c) This network represents the resultant network when the dot-line layer in figure b fails or
disappears. After the failure, we get a simplex bidirectional network with two components.

Networks can be classified following different criteria, as follows (these
classifications are nonexclusive).
Simplex vs. Multiplex Networks
If we look at the meaning of the links, networks can be simplex (Figure 3a, c) or
multiplex (Figure 3b). In simplex networks, all the links have the same meaning. For
instance, a simplex network could be the metro system. In this case, the nodes would be
the metro stations and the links, the train lines connecting the stations.
In multiplex networks, the links have different meanings. Each type of link is a
different layer of the network. For instance, a multiplex network could be the
transportation system. In this case, the nodes would be all the stations (metro station,
train station, bus stop, airport, etc.). These stations would be connected by different
transport means (links): bus, train or plane. Each type of link belongs to a different layer.
Although multiplex networks can include specific properties in each layer, how to
define the interconnections between layers and how to define global network metrics is
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not yet developed (Gómez et al. 2013). However, there have been advances in this area.
For example, centrality measures to study multiplex networks have been proposed (SoleRibalta et al. 2014). In addition, there is software to visualize multiplex networks (De
Domenico et al. 2014). There are also new methods to identify communities in multiplex
networks (Kao & Porter 2017). In (Battiston et al. 2017), the authors summarize the
advances on the definition of node and edge metrics and mesoscale network properties.
They conclude that there are still lot of open problems and many questions to be asked.
Directed vs. Bidirectional vs. Mixed Networks
If we look at the type of the links, they can be Directed (Figure 3a), Bidirectional
(Figure 3b, c) or Mixed. In directed networks, all the links are directed. That means that
all nodes have a source node and a target node. The opposite connection represents a
different relation. It means that the connections are not reciprocal. An example of
directed network could be the supervisor-supervisee relationship. In this type of network,
as shown in (Figure 3a), an arrow represents the direction of the link. In bidirectional
networks the source and target node are interchangeable. There is no specific direction
for the link. It means that the relations are reciprocal. An example of this type of network
could be the coworker relationship. A Mixed network combines direct and bidirectional
links. An example can be the relations in a team inside an organization: we have
supervisors and supervisees (direct link) and coworker relations (bidirectional link).
Weighted vs. Non-weighted networks
If we consider the weight of the links, networks can be weighted or non-weighted.
The links in non-weighted networks represent the existence or absence of the relation.
For example, links in a non-weighted network in the bus system represent if there is
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connection or not between two stations. Instead, in weighted networks, the links have a
weight associated. This weight is a measure of how strong is the relation between the
entities. Following the same example, the weights of links in a weighted network in the
bus system may represent how many bus lines connect the two stations.
3.1.1. Network Metrics
There are various metrics to characterize and extract properties from a network
model. These metrics include the network density, its diameter, the degree distribution,
its clustering, modularity or number of connected components among other.
The network density is the number of links in the network divided by the total
possible links. The network diameter is the maximum distance over all nodes of the
network. The average path length is the mean of the distances between each pair of nodes
along the shortest path. Modularity class indicates how good a partition of the network in
communities is. The average clustering coefficient is the mean of all nodes’ clustering
coefficients. It measures how the nodes tend to cluster. The page rank measures the
importance of a node based on its connections (high value means connections to
important nodes). HITS algorithm provides two measures about a node: Hub and
Authority (recursively based on the out-degree and in-degree of adjacent nodes).
Influence domain of a node is the number of nodes that can reach it (directly or
indirectly); without loss of generality, it can be defined as the number of nodes it can
reach. Proximity prestige of a node is calculated dividing influence domain by the
average distance from all nodes in its influence domain. In-degree of a node is the
number of nodes pointing to it. Out-degree is the number of nodes it points to.
Betweenness centrality is a measure about the number of times a node acts as bridge in
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the shortest path between two other nodes. Assortativity is a measure of correlation
between nodes (a positive value indicates correlation between nodes with similar degree,
while a negative one indicates correlation between nodes of different degree). A network
component consists of all the connected nodes of the network. A network can have a
single component (Figure 3b) or multiple ones (Figure 3c).
There is different software available to analyze properties of the network model:
Gephi (Bastian et al. 2009), Pajek (Nooy et al. 2005), MuxViz (De Domenico et al.
2014), R (Ihaka & Gentleman 1996), which includes a package for network analysis
called igraph (Csardi & Nepusz 2006), etc.
In this thesis, we use Gephi as a supporting tool for the network analysis and
generating the figures of the network. Gephi is an open source tool to visualize and
calculate different properties of the network such as number of connected components,
network density, and network diameter or degree distribution, among others. Gephi also
displays different visualizations of the same network based on different algorithms such
as communities or node’s labels positions. Moreover, Gephi also allows customizing
your own view. It also provides filtering features: we can filter in the network based on
the nodes, links and global network properties (Bastian et al. 2009).
3.1.2. Applications of Network Theory
Network theory has proven to be a useful methodology to model and study the
relations between entities (Newman 2003; Newman et al. 2006). Network Theory
provides a set of techniques to study the networks that represent relations between
discrete objects. It has been widely applied in different fields where one needs to model
systems that have strong interdependence within entities (Strogatz 2001). Some examples
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in Biology include the modeling of food chains (Dunn & Wilkinson 2015), metabolic
networks (Gallos et al. 2007) or brain structure and functions (Bullmore & Sporns 2009).
In Medicine, it has been used, for instance, to model the spreading of disease (Chami et
al. 2013), drug and vaccine administration (Poland et al. 2013; Ibrahim et al. 2013). It has
been used in different technological systems, including power grids (Negeri et al. 2015),
transport networks (Zhu & Luo 2016; Deng et al. 2015), communication infrastructure
(Peng et al. 2012), and social networks (Liu et al. 2016). Finally, it has been used for
Project Management (Fang et al. 2012; Ruiz-Martin & Poza 2015), Supply Chain
Networks (Hearnshaw & Wilson 2013), Socio-ecological Systems (Janssen et al. 2006)
and Social Economy (Poza et al. 2011; Santos et al. 2012).
In the area of resilience, Network Theory has been applied to study the structure,
redundancy and robustness of a water distribution network in order to improve its
resilience (Yazdani et al. 2011). It has also been used to find the most critical element in
industrial symbiotic networks (Chopra & Khanna 2014), to identify which communities
are more vulnerable in network systems and be able to prioritize resources to protect the
critical elements (Rocco S. & Ramirez-Marquez 2011) and to study critical infrastructure
connection and topology (Eusgeld et al. 2009; Ouyang 2014). Likewise, it has been
applied in analyzing vulnerabilities in process plants in particular cascading effects
(Khakzad & Reniers 2015), to improve resilience in communication networks
infrastructure (Brinkmeier et al. 2009), and to improve resilience in air traffic
management (Cook et al. 2015; Dunn & Wilkinson 2015).
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3.2. Agent Based Modeling
Agent Based Modeling (ABM) can be defined as a “computational method that
enables a researcher to create, analyze and experiment with models composed of agents
that interact within an environment” (Gilbert 2007). An agent is “computer system,
situated in some environment, that is capable of flexible autonomous action in order to
meet its design objectives” (Jennings et al. 1998).
One of the main advantages of ABM is the possibility to establish a direct
correspondence between the entities and its interactions in the real system and the agents
and its interactions in the models (Edmonds 2001).
One of the disadvantages of ABM is the need of computer simulation to analyze the
models. We cannot deal mathematically with most of them (Galán, Izquierdo, et al.
2009). Studying the models computationally has advantages and disadvantages. The
advantage is that it is easily observable the emergent behavior of the system. The
disadvantage is that when translating the model to a computer program, it is easy to
introduce errors in code and artifacts (based on the model assumptions).
3.2.1. Applications of Agent Based Modeling
The segregation model presented by Schelling (1971) can be considered one of the
first agent-based models, even though it was not implemented computationally. In this
model, the agents are assigned a behavior based on the people who live nearby and the
emergent behavior of the system is displayed. Just defining the micro-behavior of the
agent, the macro-behavior of the system emerges. Since then, it has been applied in
different fields such as Sociology (Lopez-Paredes 2001; Lopez-Paredes et al. 2002;
Pavón et al. 2008), Political Sciences (Poza et al. 2011), Economy (Posada & Lopez51

Paredes 2008), Anthropology (Angourakis et al. 2015) or Resource Management (Galán,
Lopez-Paredes, et al. 2009; Araúzo et al. 2010; Lopez-Paredes & Hernández 2008).

3.3. Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS)
The DEVS formalism (Discrete Event System Specification) is a formal discreteevent M&S methodology (Zeigler et al. 2000). It is derived from Systems Theory, and it
allows one to define hierarchical modular models that can be easily reused. In DEVS, an
atomic model defines the behavior of a component. It is specified as a black box with a
state and a duration for that state. When state duration time elapses, an output event is
sent, and an internal transition takes place to change the model state. A state can also
change when an external event is received. Then, a DEVS model is defined by describing
the set of states the model goes through, the internal and external transition functions, the
output function and the state duration function. DEVS models can be put together by
linking the outputs of a model to inputs of other models to form coupled models. Models
made out of more than one component are called coupled models. We can also link
coupled models.
Atomic models define the behavior of the system. The formal definition of an atomic
model is as follows:

Where:

𝐴𝑀 = < 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑆, 𝑡𝑎, 𝛿𝑒𝑥𝑡 , 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡 , 𝛿𝑐𝑜𝑛 , 𝜆 >

𝑋 is the set of input events.

𝑌 is the set of output events.

𝑆 is the set of sequential states.
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𝑡𝑎: 𝑆 → ℝ+
0 ∪ ∞ is the time advance function that determines the time until the next

internal transition.

𝛿𝑒𝑥𝑡 : 𝑄𝑥𝑋 𝑏 → 𝑆 is the external transition function that determines the next state when

external events arrive, where 𝑄 = {(𝑠, 𝑒)|𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, 0 ≤ 𝑒 ≤ 𝑡𝑎(𝑠)} }, e is the elapsed time
since the last state transition and 𝑋 𝑏 is a set of bags over elements in X.

𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡 : 𝑆 → 𝑆 is the internal transition function that determines the state transition of the

model when the state duration is over and no external event has arrived.

𝛿𝑐𝑜𝑛 : 𝑄𝑥𝑋 𝑏 → 𝑆 is the confluence transition function that determines the next state

when and external events arrive at the same time than an internal transition is triggered.

𝜆: 𝑆 → 𝑌 𝑏 ∪ ∅ is the output function that determines the output of the model based

on its current state. 𝑌 𝑏 is a set of bags over elements in Y and ∅ is the empty set.

Coupled models are defined connecting multiple DEVS models (coupled or atomic)

linking the models' inputs and outputs. A coupled model is defined as the next 7-tuple:

Where:

𝐶𝑀 = < 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝐷, {𝑀𝑑 |𝑑 ∈ 𝐷}, 𝐸𝐼𝐶, 𝐸𝑂𝐶, 𝐼𝐶 >

𝑋: Is the set of input events.

𝑌: Is the set of output events.

𝐷: Is the set of the names of the sub-components.

{𝑀𝑑 }: Is the set of sub-components where 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷. Each 𝑀𝑑 is a DEVS model (either

atomic or coupled)

EIC: is the set of external input couplings
EOC: is the set of external output couplings
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IC: is the set of internal couplings
3.3.1. DEVS Simulators
DEVS models can be implemented using any DEVS simulator. There are different
DEVS simulators such as CD++ (Wainer 2002), DEVSJava (Sarjoughian & Zeigler
1998), VLE (Quesnel et al. 2009), CDBoost (Vicino 2015; Vicino et al. 2015) , etc. In
(Wainer 2009), the author provides a comprehensive list of software available to
implement DEVS models.
In this thesis, we use CDBoost (Vicino et al. 2015; Vicino 2015), a fast DEVS
simulator based on the CD++ toolkit (Wainer 2002). CDBoost is implemented in C++11
and it is cross-platform. CDBoost provides simple interfaces to the modeler, who can
easily transform a DEVS model to a DEVS simulation. At the user level, it has two main
classes, one for defining the atomic models and one for defining the coupled models. The
class for defining the atomic models provides a constructor where the model parameters
can be instantiated and the five DEVS functions: internal, external, confluence, timeadvance, and output. The class for defining coupled models takes four parameters: the list
of coupled model components, the list of external input couplings, the list of external
output couplings and the list of internal couplings.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the CDBoost simulator definition to implement DEVS
models. Figure 4 shows a template to implement an atomic model, and Figure 5 a
template to define coupled models.
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1 struct AtomicName_defs{ //Input&Output Port declaration
2
struct input_port1 : public in_port< MSGi1> {};
3
struct input_portn : public in_port< MSGin> {};
4
struct output_port1 : public out_port< MSGo1> {};
5
struct output_portn : public out_port< MSGon> {};
};
6
7 template<typename TIME>
8 class AtomicName{
9 using defs=AtomicName_defs;//port definition in context
10 public:
11 struct state_type{ //Define your state variables here
};
12 state_type state;
13 AtomicName() noexcept {//parameters/initial state values}
14
15 //DEVS functions
16 void internal_transition() {
17 //Define internal transition function
}
18 void external_transition(TIME e, typename make_message_bags
19
<input_ports>::type mbs) {
20 //Define your external function here
}
21 void confluence_transition(TIME e, typename
22
make_message_bags <input_ports>::type mbs) {
23 // confluence function here
}
24 typename make_message_bags<output_ports>::type output() const {
25
// Output function
26
typename make_message_bags<output_ports>::type bags;
27
//Define your output function here. Fill bags
28
return bags;
}
29 TIME time_advance() const {
30
//Define the time advance function
}
31 };
Figure 4. DEVS atomic model implementation using CDBoost.

As seen in the figure, we first, we declare the model ports as a structure (lines 1-5)
and the atomic model as a class (lines 7-31). Each atomic model class has the set of state
variables grouped together in a structure (lines 11). It also has a model constructor to
instantiate the model parameters and initial values (line 13). We implement all the DEVS
functions (internal, external, confluence, output and time advance, in lines 15-31) in C++.
The code in bold cannot be modified (it is part of the simulator).
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1 //*****INSTANTIATE ATOMICS *******//
2 template<typename TIME>
3 class iestream_int : public iestream_input<int,TIME> {
4 public:
5 iestream_int(): iestream_input<int,TIME>
6 ("inputs/test_filterNetworks.txt") {};
};
7 //*****DEFINE COUPLED *******//
8 struct inp_in_1 : public in_port<int>{};
9 struct outp_out_2 : public out_port<double>{};
10 using iports_C1 = std::tuple< inp_in_1 >;
11 using oports_C1 = std::tuple< outp_out_2 >;
12 using submodels_C1=models_tuple<filterNet, iestream_int> ;
13 using eics_C1=tuple<EIC
14
<inp_in_1,iestream_int, iestream_defs::in> >;
15 using eocs_C1 =tuple< EOC
16
< filterNet, filterNet _defs::out, outp_out_2> >;
17 using ics_C1=tuple<IC
18
<iestream_int,iestream_defs::out,
19
filterNet, fiterNet _defs::in> >;
20
21 using C1=coupled_model <TIME,iports_C1,oports_C1,
22
submodels_C1,eics_C1,eocs_C1,ics_C1>;
23
24 int main(){ //Call the simulator
25
runner<NameOfTimeClass, NameOfTopModel, logger_top> r{0};
26
r.runUntil(300000); }
Figure 5. DEVS coupled and top model implementation using CDBoost.

The coupled models are implemented using the template provided in Figure 5. We
instantiate all the atomic models with their parameters (lines 1-6) and then we define the
coupled models (including the top model).

Figure 6. Example of DEVS coupled model defined in figure 2

Figure 5 is an implementation of the coupled model shown in Figure 6. We first
declare the coupled model ports (lines 8-9). We then define the top model components:
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input ports (line 10), output ports (line 11), submodels (line 12), external input couplings
(line 13-14), external output couplings (line 15-16) and internal couplings (line 17-19).
The coupled model (line 21-22) is defined as a tuple of all these components. The last
step is to call the simulator (lines 24-26). We set the name of the time class and the top
model name (line 25), and simulation running time (line 26).
3.3.2. Advantages of DEVS
The use of DEVS provides several advantages in the field of modeling and
simulation. It is a methodology to develop hierarchical models in a modular way. This
modularity allows model reuse and thus, reducing development time and testing. The
model definition, implementation, and simulation are separated. The same model can be
implemented on different platforms facilitating the reliability of models and results.
Moreover, the simulation algorithm for DEVS models is already verified and validated.

Figure 7 Formalism Transformation Graph. Adapted from (Vangheluwe 2000)
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Although there are multiple formalisms for modeling and simulation, we have chosen
DEVS for the work in this thesis because it is a common denominator for many other
formalism (Vangheluwe 2000).
In Figure 7, we show a Formalism Transformation Graph where the formalisms are
represented as nodes and the links denotes existing formalism transformation (i.e.
mapping of source formalisms into destination formalisms without modifying the
behavior). As we can see in the figure, different formalisms from both continuous and
discrete worlds can be mapped into DEVS.
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Chapter 4 Viable and Resilient Organizations. The Application
of the Viable System Model
In this chapter, we discuss the review about organizational resilience presented in
Chapter 2. Based on the literature review, we provide a conceptualization of resilience
that integrates the three streams previously discussed and proposed a maturity model for
organizational resilience. We also discuss that resilience measurement is still an open
research field, and we discuss two streams to measure it: one before and after the disaster
occurs.
Then, we relate viable and resilient organizations. Based on this relation, we propose
the VSM to design resilient organizations.

4.1. Discussion about Organizational Resilience
In

this

section,

we

discuss

the

review

about

organizational

resilience

conceptualization and assessment. We propose a conceptualization of resilience
following the indications provided by Suddaby (2010) to construct clarity in Theories of
Management and Organization. We also present a Maturity Model for Organizational
Resilience (MMOR). Finally, we present the basic dimensions to measure organizational
resilience.
4.1.1. Discussion about organizational resilience conceptualization
After the review of organizational resilience conceptualization and following the
indications for developing a clear conceptualization defined in Suddaby (2010), we can
see that there is not a clear conceptualization of organizational resilience. A clear
conceptualization should have a good definition, scope conditions or contextual
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circumstances, semantic relations with other concepts, and coherence and logical
consistency.
We propose a conceptualization that integrates the three views presented in section
2.2.1: Resilience, at the organizational level, is the measurable combination of
characteristics, abilities, capacities or capabilities that allows an organization to
withstand known and unknown disturbances and still survive.

ANTIFRAGILE
RESILIENT
ROBUST
FRAGILE

Time

Figure 8 Four-level Maturity Model for Organizational Resilience (MMOR)

Resilience is not a static concept. The degree of resilience an organization has
evolves over time. An organization evolves from fragile to antifragile, resilience is a
middle estate in this evolution (Taleb 2012). Focusing on how well the organization has
developed its abilities to survive to changing or turbulent environments, we propose a
four-level Maturity Model for Organizational Resilience – MMOR- (Figure 8). The
organization can be at any of the following levels: fragile, robust, resilient and antifragile.
The organization evolves from one level to another over time based on the
improvement of its abilities, characteristics or capabilities to deal with disturbances. A
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fragile organization is not able to withstand with changing environments: it collapses. A
robust organization is able to survive to some set of changes in the environment.
However, if these changes are outside the designed parameters, the organization will
probably collapse. A resilient organization is not only robust, but it is also able to survive
to unforeseen events. An antifragile organization is able to not only to survive, but also to
prosper or thrive from turbulent environments.
The reverse process (i.e. fall backward from antifragile to fragile) is also possible.
For example, an organization in the level “resilient”, because of changes in the
environment (e.g. new risks that the organization cannot deal with) or inside the
organization (e.g. changes in the organizational structure or staff), can fall backward.
Regarding to the attributes, elements or characteristics for resilience, we propose the
ones presented in Table 2 as an initial combination: building situation awareness,
managing organization’s vulnerabilities, having resources, improvisation capacity, ability
to anticipate events, agility, learning capacity, collaboration, resilient individuals,
flexibility, robustness and redundancy.
4.1.2. Discussion about organizational resilience assessment
Through our review, we identified that the works that focus on the measurement of
organizational resilience can be classified in the same three main streams as the
definitions: (1) assessment of the organizational characteristics, (2) assessment of the
organizational outcomes and (3) measure the failure recovery. We have found that there
is not a consensus in the way the authors assess organizational resilience, neither inside
of these three streams. Moreover, measuring organizational resilience based on how the
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organization recovers from failure has a drawback: we need the organization to fail to
measure the level of resilience.
We consider that two main dimensions to evaluate organizational resilience should
coexist. The first one should aim to provide an estimate of organizational resilience
potential (i.e. evaluate resilience before a disruptive event occurs). The second one
should aim to evaluate the level of resilience an organization has exhibited after a
disruptive event has occurred.
To provide an estimate of organizational resilience potential, we propose to follow
the first stream: assesses organizational resilience based on the organizational
characteristics. The organizational attributes or characteristics to be evaluated should
include, at least, the ones presented in Table 2
To measure the level of resilience an organization has exhibit after a disruptive event,
we recommend following the third stream: assess organizational resilience based on how
the organization recovers from failure. We propose to evaluate a recovery ratio that
measures the organizational loses against the recovery and the recovery time. The
recovery ratio should include both organizational capabilities and organizational
performance. Measuring resilience after a disruptive event has occurred will help to
provide better estimates of the resilience potential studying the correction between the
two measures.
Although there are different works that aim to measure resilience, there is not still a
quantitative measure that allows us to compare two organizations and conclude which
one is more resilient. The measurement of resilience is still an open research field. We
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want to clarify that we are not focused on providing the measurement scale, just set the
basis to develop it.
4.1.3. Further discussion about organizational resilience
As discussed in Chapter 2, the study of resilience covers different related areas.
Future research directions should aim to identify these relations. Some questions to be
answered are: (1) What is the lowest level of resilience? Is it having resilient individuals?
(2) What kinds of resilience (i.e. infrastructure resilience, resilient individual, etc.) affect
organizational resilience and how? (3) What types of resilience (i.e. community
resilience, city resilience, and so on) are influenced by organizational resilience? and (4)
How all these areas of resilience are integrated to develop a more resilient world?
In section 4.1.1, we introduced the MMOR model. Future research direction should
also aim to investigate if this concept and the four-level MMOR to develop antifragile
organizations (i.e. from fragile to antifragile organizations) are also applicable to the
other concepts such as infrastructures, individuals, communities or territories.

4.2. Relationship between Viable and Resilient Organizations
A review of several definitions of resilience have pointed out that, among other
characteristics, resilient organizations have to recover from challenges or disruptive
events (i.e. survive) (Sheffi & Rice Jr. 2005; Fiksel 2006; Manyena 2006; Stewart &
O’Donnell 2007; Hollnagel 2010; Annarelli & Nonino 2016). Viability is the capacity of
an organism to maintain its separate existence (i.e. ability to survive despite changes in
the environment). Therefore, a resilient organization has to be a viable one.
As we have already mentioned, the VSM establishes the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the viability of an organization (Beer 1979; Beer 1981; Beer 1985; Beer
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1989). According to the VSM a viable organization must have the capacities of selfregulation, learning, adaptation, and evolution.
These capacities, among others, are within the set of factors that contribute to
enhance organizational resilience or, within the set of characteristics and properties a
resilient organization should have. For example, McManus et al. (2008); Van Trijp et al.
(2012) or Jackson (2007) consider adaptability as an attribute that a resilient organization
should have.
RESILIENT ORGANIZATION
Has to recover from challenges or
disruptive events

SHARED
CHARACTERISTICS
Evolution/Growth

SURVIVE DESPITE CHANGES
IN THE ENVIRONMENT

Self-Regulation/Absorb Variability
Learning
Adaptability

VIABLE ORGANIZATION
Has to maintain its separate
existence

Resilient organizations fit the VSM principles

Figure 9. Shared characteristics between resilient and viable organizations

Learning (Stewart & O’Donnell 2007; Robb 2000; Zhang & Van Luttervelt 2011;
Hilton et al. 2012; Alexiou 2014) and evolution (Demmer et al. 2011) are also included
among the factors and characteristics of resilient organizations. Other authors (Fiksel
2006; Proper & Pienaar 2011) do not explicitly talk about evolution, but they include
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growth (which can be understood as evolution) among the characteristics of resilient
organizations. Self-regulation, understood as absorbing environment variability (i.e. auto
adaptation to changes in the environment), is also included among the characteristics of
resilient organizations (Linnenluecke & Griffiths 2010; Jaaron & Backhouse 2014). This
explanation is summarized in Figure 9.
Following this analysis and based on the shared characteristics of resilient and viable
organizations, we conclude that resilient organizations fit the VSM principles. Therefore,
the systemic methodology introduced by Pérez Ríos (2010) is valid and appropriate to
design a resilient organization. We explain the application of this methodology in the
next section.

4.3. A Methodology to Design Resilient Organizations
Based on Organizational Cybernetics (OC) and, in particular, the VSM’s conceptual
elements, Pérez Ríos, (2010) introduced a systemic methodology to help design or
diagnose systems in view of their viability. Based on the commonalities of resilient and
viable organizations and taking into account that we have justify that resilient
organization has to also be viable, we propose to use this guide to design resilient
organizations.
The process to apply it is structured in four main steps as we show in Figure 10.
The first step is to identify the identity and the purpose of the organization. In this
process, we will try to assess what the organization is (and what the organization is not)
and what it is, or should be, its purpose.
In a second step, we see how the organization faces the total environment complexity
(variety) by means of creating a vertical structure made up of sub-organizations where
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each of them will be in charge of the different sub-environments in which the total
environment is also divided. For this purpose, we use the VSM.
STEP 1
• Recognize the identity and purpose of the organization:
• Define what the organization is
• Define what the organization is not
• Identify the organization’s purpose
STEP 2
• Identify how the organization faces the environment complexity
• Create a vertical structure of sub-organizations
• Each sub-organization cares about a subset of the complexity
of the environment

STEP 3
• Analyze each vertical structure
• Check that all the elements for viability are adequately represented

STEP 4
• Check how the sub-organizations are coupled
• Ensure coherence among sub-organizations identities and purposes
Figure 10 Process to design and diagnose systems in view of their viability

In a third step, we should go through each of those vertical levels and get into them to
check that all the necessary and sufficient elements for viability, which OC and the VSM
identifies. We need to check that they are adequately represented in all the organizations,
sub-organizations, sub-sub-organizations, etc. in which we have unfolded the initial
organization.
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The fourth and last step would be to check the degree of coupling of all
organizations, sub-organizations etc. at all recursion levels, from the point of view of the
coherence among their respective identities and purposes.
We want to highlight that any shortage in the five systems presented in Figure 2 or in
its functions due to absence, to malfunction or to deficient design of the communication
channels that connect them carries pathologies in the organization. These pathologies, as
explained in section 2.3.1 cause that the organization does not work properly or even
disappear, at least as an independent entity. Identifying this pathologies and tackling them
will make the organization viable and therefore improve its resilience.
Based on this approach we consider that an organization is more luckily to be
resilient if it does not present any pathology.
One of the pathologies presented in section 2.3.1 is related to the information system
and communication channels inside the organization. In rest of this thesis, we will focus
on providing a solution to study the communications inside an organization taking into
account the behavior of the people involved in them. As we have already mentioned, the
solution we provide is a simulation model designed based on an architecture to simulate
diffusion processes in multiplex networks. Using this simulation model we can study the
communication inside the organization taking into account different factors such as the
behavior of the people or the reliability of the communication channels.
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Chapter 5 An Architecture to Study Diffusion Processes in
Multiplex Dynamic Networks: Preliminaries
The aim of this thesis is to provide a Framework to study the resilience of
organizations using formal methods. For this purpose, we will use as a case study a
Spanish NEP (see details in Chapter 7)
The structure of an organization and the communications among its participants can
be modeled as a problem of information diffusion in multiplex networks (represented as
directed graphs). The idea is to build a network in which the nodes in the graph represent
the individuals in the organization, and the links between them represent the
communication relations.
Initially, we collected information from experts in the Spanish NEP. We studied the
emergency plan using ABM. We identified the agents involved in the plan, its
organizational structure, their communication mechanisms (distinguishing the different
technologies used by the agents to communicate with each other), and the messages and
actions that the agents take before (preventive), during (control and mitigation) and after
(recovery) the emergency (Ruiz-Martin 2013). In this process, we realized that these
agents were related with each other creating a network, therefore we decided to use
Network Theory (Newman 2003) to create a network model and we implemented our
case study using Gephi (Bastian et al. 2009). We use the network model to study the
characteristics and properties of the communication and the command chain network
inside the NEP (Ruiz-Martin, Ramírez Ferrero, et al. 2015). We also used the model, as
we detail in Chapter 9, to study how a downfall in the different technologies affects the
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robustness of the communication structure (Ruiz-Martin, Lopez-Paredes, et al. 2015).
These analyses provided important results to understand how the emergency plan works
and to propose improvements in terms of its communication structure.
However, using this methodological approach has some limitations. We needed to
assume that all communication technologies are equivalent, and we needed to study our
network as a simplex one. We made this assumption because although multiplex
networks can include specific properties in each layer, characterizing the interconnections
between layers and the appropriate global network description measures is still
challenging (Gómez et al. 2013). Moreover, in order to study our network, we needed to
consider it as a static model, not being able to change the scenario dynamically (we
constructed the network for each scenario, and studied it as a simplex static one).

5.1. The Study of Diffusion Processes in Multiplex Networks
In recent years, different approaches have been used to study diffusion processes in
multiplex networks. Much of the research work is based on the definition of algorithms to
simulate different diffusion processes. For example, in medicine, different methods have
been created to study the relationship between information dissemination and disease
spreading. Wang et al. (2016) proposed an algorithm to study how the diffusion of
preventive measures to protect the population against a disease affects the disease
dissemination. Granell et al. (2013) worked on the same topic using Microscopic Markov
Chains. Other authors focused on algorithms to study the propagation of specific diseases
such as dementia (Raj et al. 2012).
Some research focuses on the application of algorithms and models originally
designed to study the spread of diseases for studying other problems. For example, Khelil
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et al. (2002) applied an epidemiological diffusion model to study diffusion processes in
mobile ad hoc networks. Estrada & Gómez-Gardeñes (2014) propose a communicability
function to analyze the flow of information in multiplex networks. Some of the works
that studied information dissemination processes focus on social networks. Several
diffusion models for contagious processes such as opinion adoption, social movements or
behavior modification were proposed (Yaǧan & Gligor 2012; Cozzo et al. 2013).
Some of these diffusion algorithms are parameterized. A correct estimation of the
parameters is key for driving conclusion of the studied problem. Saito et al. (2009)
focused on the estimation of the parameters for a “continuous time delay independent
cascade model” to study information diffusion. The data for the estimation is obtained
from observations of diffusion information data.
Another line of research in the study of diffusion processes in multiplex networks is
based on the application of ABM. Jiang & Jiang (2015) matched the elements considered
on diffusion processes in social networks with the concepts of ABM. They proposed that
ABM could be used to study the diffusion problem in social networks in two ways. The
first one is an alternative method to the theoretical perspective to get empirical results.
The second one is a complementary method to connect theoretical research to the
empirical one. Following this line, Xiong et al. (2015) studied the effect of the diffusion
of innovation in social networks using numerical simulation. However, they do not
clarify the implementation platform.
Bouanan et al. (2016) introduced an architecture to simulate information diffusion
processes in social networks using DEVS, ABM and Network Theory. Their proposal is
to represent multiplex networks based on a Server-Proxy architecture. The servers
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represent the behavior of the nodes about the information received, while the proxies
represent the diffusion rules for each specific layer. Both the servers and proxies are
modeled using DEVS. Then, the server and proxy are coupled in a DEVS model that
represents a network node. The connections are used to build the Top Model, a multiplex
network implemented in DEVS that connects the DEVS network nodes. To model
dynamic networks, they store all possible network configurations and they use Dynamic
DEVS (DS-DEVS) (Barros 1997) for modeling and simulation.
We collaborated with Bouanan to test the applicability of their architecture to
simulate information diffusion processes in multiplex networks. We found that it did not
allow us to include all the attributes specified in our case study. Therefore, we needed to
define a new one that (see Chapter 6).
In the next sections, we detail this preliminary work, that was published in (RuizMartin et al. 2016).

5.2. A Server-Proxy Hybrid Architecture to Model Information
Diffusion Processes
Formal methods, models, and tools for social data are largely limited to graph
theoretical approaches informed by conceptual developments in social network analysis.
Bouanan et al. (2016) have provided an integrated modeling approach to social data
across the conceptual, formal and software realms. It uses a conceptual model for social
data, a formal model of such data based on expert information and Network Theory, and
a schematic model of a simulation module informed by the conceptual and formal models
as shown in Figure 11.
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1. Conceptual
Model
Network
Theory

2. Formal
Model
DEVS
Network

PRE-SIMULATION

3. Tools, Patterns
& Simulation
Social Network
Simulation

SIMULATION

4. Data Analysis &
Visualization
R Programming
Language & RStudio
POST-SIMULATION

Figure 11: Hybrid architecture for modeling information diffusion processes

The architecture in Figure 11 is a hybrid combination of methods for M&S of
information diffusion processes:
-

Pre-simulation: We define a new conceptual model using Network Theory (Box
1), where the nodes are the agents (people) and the links the relations between
them. We store the information in a database making each experiment accessible
and re-playable. The repository contains all the individual static models.

-

Simulation: The process starts with transforming the static networks models to a
Formal Model (Box 2): a DEVS network is built automatically by instantiating an
atomic DEVS model. Each agent is specified as an atomic model, or, if it has
complex dynamics as a coupled model with micro behavioral and evolution rules.
DEVS is used for defining each entity and simulating the behavior of the agents
dynamically. This simulation is run using a DEVS simulator: Virtual Laboratory
Environment (VLE) (Quesnel et al. 2009) (Box 3).

-

Post-simulation: We use R to process the simulation results (Box 4). The result
files are used to visualize the simulation and to conduct the analysis. The analysis
can lead to a new cycle. This allows focusing on critical parameters
(communication channels) that determine the model output (influenced agent).
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The hybrid simulation uses a MySQL database for input, a DEVS-based simulation
model implemented in VLE and RStudio to analyze and visualize the output results.
These tools are used to generate and analyze the information propagation in the network
generated in the first step (Box 1 Figure 11). The simulation starts with the experiment to
simulate. The GraphLoader, a DEVS auxiliary model, connects to MySQL database to
retrieve all the network configuration information from the experiment. It transforms this
dataset into a DEVS coupled model called DEVS network. Another DEVS auxiliary
model, the Generator, is used to prepare the information item to be spread through the
network. The simulation is driven by an R script to produce simulation results, which are
processed to conduct statistical analysis (Figure 12).

GraphLoader
GraphLoader

DEVS
DEVS
Network
Network
Output:
Log file

Generator
Generator
Input Parameters:
- Scenario
- Properties

Agent
Agent

Otput:
- Agent Behavior
- System Behavior
- Results Statistical Analysis

POST-SIMULATION

SIMULATION

Figure 12 Detailed description of the simulation and post-simulation presented in Figure 11

This architecture supports dynamic reconfiguration of the models based on the
properties of DS-DEVS. Nevertheless, this feature is not exploited in the application to
the NEP (i.e. no add/suppress links and models at runtime). In the presented scenarios,
links (layers) are de/activated at initialization (t0). This preliminary study is focused on
the applicability of the Server-Proxy hybrid architecture to analyze communications in
the emergency plan using its features increasingly.
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Thinking about the relationships between people as a network, and seeing people
inside the network as agents make it easier to design a conceptual model. In our model,
we expect that information exchanged between people can arise at any time and on a
great number of occurrences. DEVS answers to these needs; it is suitable to make a
formal and executable model of the conceptual model developed using ABM and
Network Theory.
The major problem with this approach is that network size (number of individual) is
usually large. Besides the study attends to consider and simulate different network
connections. If there are many individual’s behaviors, it may be difficult to scale up the
formal model. The modeler has to develop different DEVS models to include this
variance. However, as DEVS models can be parameterized, we can significantly reduce
the effort to customize after an appropriate design.
To solve the problem of simulating different configuration networks easily, the
approach presented in this section and proposed by (Bouanan et al. 2016), has been based
on the Model Driven Engineering (MDE) approach to transforming automatically a
network configuration into DEVS network. As we have already explained, it implements
a GraphLoader that instantiates DS-DEVS parameterized models from networks (graphs)
stored in MySQL database. To define these parameterized models, they used two types of
DEVS atomic models: Server and Proxy models. The Server models define the behavior
of the agents and their reaction when they receive information. The Proxy models
represent how the information is transmitted in the network taking into account the
different layer properties. Each Server is connected to several input and output Proxy
models to describe the multiplex network. When the input Proxy receives information, it
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resends it to the Server model. The output Proxy model resends the information to all its
input Proxy model connections. Finally, a GraphViewer is used to log the state of the
Server models.

5.3. Proxy-Server Hybrid Architecture Applied to the Nuclear
Emergency Plan
To test the applicability of the architecture presented in section 5.2, we consider the
information exchanged between agents (the people involved in the NEP) through
discrete-event messages whose values match the messages exchanged between the NEP
individuals. The information reception is specified by input messages on the model’s
ports. The behavior of the model is driven by the DEVS transition functions. The
combination of all the transition functions of the component models defines the
autonomous behavior of the agent.
We use a basic behavior: the agent receives information and it resends it to all its
neighbors in all layers simultaneously. We assume that all nodes have the same behavior,
as the main objective here is to show the applicability of the architecture to the proposed
problem.
In Figure 13, we present an example of a multiplex network with 3 layers (i.e., 3
different types of communication) and 4 nodes (agents). Servers represent the agents and
they are represented simultaneously in the three layers using the Proxies. Intra-layer
interactions (represented by solid lines) show the connection between agents based on the
communication channels. Dashed lines represent the inter-layer interactions (i.e. agents in
different networks). Component Px, P’x, and P’’x are Proxies. They contain the specific
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diffusion rules for each agent in each layer. The Proxies are connected to Servers (Sx).
The Servers represent the agent’s state and contain the agent’s rules for the information
received.
For instance, when information arrives at P1 on the “Mobile phone” layer, then:
-

The component P1 sends an event to Server S1

-

S1 reads the event and transmits the information to its networks, P1, P’1 and
P’’1.

-

Components P1, P’1 and P’’1 read the event and depending on their state and
rules, can diffuse the information to their neighbors. In this case, P1 sends an
event to P2; likewise, P’1 sends an event to P’2; P’’1 does not send any event.

-

Components P2 and P’2 send an event to S2.

-

S2 reads the event and transmits the information to its networks, P2, P’2 and
P’’2, etc.

Figure 13 Sketch of the DEVS model architecture for a network with four nodes and three
layers.
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The model is constructed taking into account the connections defined in the network.
We use the GraphLoader to building the DEVS Network. It connects the Proxy and
Server models using the relations defined in the multiplex network and stored in a
MySQL database.
Following, we discuss a case study for three different models for a Spanish NEP,
representing different abstraction levels. Each DEVS Network model (Figure 18) is built
as explained above using the Graphloader.
We will only discuss the two first levels in the model, and a more detailed version for
the radiological group, as the objective is to show the application of the architecture.

Figure 14: Higher abstraction level of the NEP model.

Figure 14 depicts the top level of the NEP structure. If we represent this model as a
network, we have 7 nodes and 10 layers. This network will be translated into DEVS: each
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box in Figure 14 repents an agent (using ABM) which is translated into one Server model
and several Proxy models in DEVS.
The crew executives and the crew can be defined as in Figure 16 and Figure 15. In
these models, each executive agent represents one person.

Figure 15 Second level of abstraction: crew executives

Figure 16 Second level of abstraction: crew
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For the crew, we decompose the radiological group in a third level of detail shown in
Figure 17. This hierarchical decomposition allows us to focus our interest in the level of
detail we need depending on what we are analyzing. For example, if we are interested in
studying how the radiological group works, we need the third level and maybe
decomposing the teams in Figure 17 further.

Figure 17 Third level of abstraction: radiological group crew.

Each node in Figure 18 represents an agent, which is defined as a Coupled model (a
Server model and as many Input and Output Proxy models as communication layers in
the model representing the communication mechanism detailed in Figure 18 D). The
links in the figure represent the connections between Coupled models. Figure 18 A
represents the highest level of abstraction, which considers all the Crew and Crew
Executives as a single agent. It has 7 nodes and 10 communication layers. In Figure 18 B,
we decompose the Crew Executives and the Crew in several agents as shown in Figure
15 and Figure 16. In this second level, we have 17 nodes and 12 communication layers.
We show an example in further detail including one of the Group Crews (the
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Radiological). In this case, we obtained the network represented in Figure 18 C with 24
nodes and 13 communication layers.

Figure 18: Graph representation of three different models of the NEP and description of link
labels.

We have run three scenarios with the same group of people but with different
configurations for the communication channels. In each scenario, we generated the
network based on the relationships defined in MySQL database and the micro behavioral
model for each agent. In scenario 1, we simulate the information transmission process
when the message starts in the director NEP (node 1) and the network includes all the
agents without layers 11 and 12 (person-to-person communication may exist but it is not
considered due to informal aspect and efforts to estimate agents’ position). In scenario 2,
we run 50 simulations by connecting the generator (at time 0) to the NEP director (node
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1) and randomly changing the inactive layers (we deactivate two layers for each iteration
at random). The goal is to show the impact of the communication channels on the
management of emergency plans. In this case, we simulated the level three (the one with
most details) and then we analyzed the results to verify the different hypotheses. Finally,
in scenario 3, we deactivated layers 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 11 & 12 to observe who cannot receive
the message. We have chosen this scenario because:
-

The NEP does not specify who has access to Beeper (layer 7)

-

Informal communications (layer 11) and communications based on the
changing location of the agents (layer 12) are difficult to define

-

We are interested in studying a failure in the whole phone communication
network. The phone network supports landline communications (1), mobile
communications (2), faxes (3) and Internet (i.e. email – 4). We chose this
network because is the only one used that is also used by the population, and
in case of emergency it is the more likely to collapse.

5.4. Simulation Results
In Figure 19, we show the simulation results of the three NEP models in scenarios 1
(first row) and 3 (second row). The results show which agents can get the information
based on the communication relations in the NEP, when the information starts in the NEP
director (node 1). The results of scenario 2 are shown in Figure 20.
In the first scenario (i.e., all formal communications defined in the NEP are available,
except those person-to-person communications based on the location), all the agents get
the information. This is an expected result as everything is working as designed.
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In scenario 3, we represent a downfall in the Landline phone, Mobile phone, Fax, Email, and Beeper communication mechanism. In this case, we see that some individuals
do not get the information (represented in red color in the second row of Figure 19).
These individuals differ in the different levels of abstraction of the model. However, as
we get a more detailed model, the number of isolated individuals increases. This is
because in the higher levels of abstraction, we group individuals under the same agent
and we consider that the communications in this high-level agent are supported by all the
individual agents’ communications. These results concur with the results obtained when
we analyzed a downfall in different communication channels using Network Theory
(Ruiz-Martin, Lopez-Paredes, et al. 2015), where we got the same isolated individuals for
this scenario. These results are detailed in Chapter 9
(A)

(D)

(B)

(E)

(C)

(F)

Figure 19 Simulation Results of information dissemination in NEP.
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Figure 20 shows simulation results for scenario 2 (random downfall in two
communication layers at the same time) for the more detailed model of the NEP (Figure
18c). We represented the number of agents that receive the information. As we can see,
there are redundant communication layers; for example, Beeper (7) and Landline phone
(1). Other layers are critical; for example, if we do not allow person-to-person
communications among the agents in location 1 and the Satellite fails, the information
only gets to four nodes. With this last analysis, we can find the combination of downfall
that are more critical in the information transmission process during the emergency.
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Figure 20 Number of active agent depending on communication channels.

5.5. Drawbacks of the Server-Proxy Architecture to the Study of
Communications inside the NEP
The architecture presented in this chapter has been successfully proven to study the
information diffusion process in social networks (Bouanan 2016). Moreover, it has been
adapted to study business processes in the healthcare sector (Sbayou et al. 2017). The
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authors modified the architecture to include Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) in order to study the impact of dynamic allocation of patients in the healthcare
pathway. However, it has some drawback when including the behavior of the people
involved in the plan and when simulating different scenarios.
In our case, the behavior of the people is defined using complex rules that do not fit
in a table format. Storing the properties in a table is a restriction of this architecture since
it uses MySQL. We need structures that are more complex in order to store the behavior
of the agents.
Moreover, the Server-Proxy architecture does not allow us to include all the
properties of our model. We are studying the diffusion of information between people,
which use different devices, and these devices are connected through different networks.
We are interested in studying different scenarios where both the devices and networks
can fail. Therefore, it is crucial to include both of them in the model.
Finally, to simulate dynamic networks, the architecture presented in this chapter uses
DS-DEVS. The use of DS-DEVS implies that we need to store all possible network
configurations we want to simulate, which is not efficient in time of definition efforts and
storage.
Based on the architecture presented in this chapter, we propose an improved version
that overcomes these issues. We also use Network Theory, ABM, and formal M&S (in
our case DEVS) as in the previous case. A main difference is that this new architecture is
general and can be used for any type of diffusion process in multiplex dynamic networks.
There are many other aspects that differ from (Bouanan 2016). We introduce a
development process (and a generic implementation of the architecture). We define a
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generic Diffusion Abstract Model (DAM). Although we use DEVS, other formal M&S
methodologies can be used to model and implement the DAM. The design of the DAM is
flexible and it allows modeling diffusion processes without storing all possible network
configurations. It also provides several advantages such as including other properties of
the network, as detail in the rest of the thesis.
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Chapter 6 Architecture to Simulate Diffusion Processes in
Multiplex Networks
In this chapter, we present our proposed architecture to simulate diffusion processes
in multiplex networks. Diffusion processes are models to represent the mechanisms by
which a given object (i.e. a virus, an idea, a molecule, etc.) is spread out in an
environment, starting from an area with a high concentration of the given object.
Studying diffusion processes is useful in different domains. For instance, they can be
used to understand how a disease spread through a population, how rumors are
disseminated or how different political ideas can be spread through the Social Networks.
We also introduce the development process built over the architecture. We then focus on
the most important component of our architecture, the Diffusion Abstract model (DAM).
We explain its general definition and implementation using DEVS.

6.1. Architecture for Multiplex Dynamic Networks
The architecture, which is presented in Figure 21, is generic and it is suitable for the
study of different types of diffusion processes, as we will discuss later.
It contains six components. The Diffusion experiment data collection represents the
process of collecting all the system/problem requirements. The Network model is a
representation of the relations among the components of the system/problem under study.
The Agent Based model is a representation of the behavior of those ones in charge of the
diffusion process, the objects they use for diffusing the element and the properties of the
relationships among these objects. The Diffusion Abstract model is an abstract and formal
representation of all the requirements collected on Diffusion experiment data collection.
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It is built using both the Network and Agent Based models. The Diffusion Computerized
model is a computerized model of the Diffusion Abstract model. The Result analysis
represents the analysis of the simulation results.

Figure 21. An architecture to simulate diffusion processes in multiplex dynamic networks

The numbers in the figure represent the different steps of the development process
we define over the architecture. They are detailed in section 6.2
A main advantage of this architecture is the provision of a Diffusion Abstract model,
which should be defined using a formal specification method. Having a formal model
helps with early validation prior to implementation. In our case, we will use DEVS,
which, as discussed in Chapter 3, allows defining models originally specified in other
formalism. Moreover, as discussed later on in section 6.1.4, this solves some of the
limitations of Network Theory to study diffusion processes in dynamic networks (for
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instance, ad-hoc implementation for the simulation of diffusion models in networks, lack
of clear implementation details, etc.). Moreover, the DEVS formalism provides rigor to
the ABM, being able to separate model definition, formal verification, implementation,
and simulation. Additionally, the same model can be implemented on different platforms.
Another advantage of using DEVS is that it allows developing models in a modular
way. This modularity allows model reusability and thus, reduce the development time
and testing. The modularity also allows collaboration between developers of different
components. Moreover, the simulation algorithm for DEVS has been formally verified,
providing a well-defined method for simulating the models.
The individuals presented in Figure 21 are the domain experts. They can use the
results of the architecture and act on hazard mitigation plans. They participate in the
validation of the simulation results and they can propose new polices to improve the
system. Any policy change can be tested using our architecture, saving time and money.
For example, if we focus on the information transmission process to manage
emergencies, new communication methods can be studied. If we are interested in
studying an epidemic, we can see the effect of different means for slowing down or
control the spread of the disease (educating the population using different techniques
using advertisement, diffusion on TV and social media, vaccination policies, quarantine,
etc.).
In the rest of this section, we will detail each component of the architecture.
6.1.1. Diffusion experiment data collection
The Diffusion experiment data is composed of all the requirements, the
specifications, and all the data available from the problem or system we are interested in
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studying. All this information can be gathered manually or automatically based on the
problem or system we want to study. For example, it can be gathered manually through
interviews or text analysis. It can also be gathered automatically through different types
of sensors.
In general, the specialists in charge of providing the Diffusion experiment data are
familiar with the system or in the proposed problem. If not all the data, the requirements
or the specifications are yet available (and we need to complete them), the specialist
familiar with the system/problem should provide instructions about what information
they must collect and how they must do it.
This information can be stored in natural language or in a structure way such as
tables. Having the information structured eases developing the rest of the components of
the architecture.
6.1.2. Network model
The Network model is an organized representation of some information provided in
the Diffusion experiment data. The Network model provides a formal representation of
the relations among the components of the system or the problem under study. In our
architecture, this model is formalized using Network Theory, and it can be implemented
and stored in different formats, such as a table, a graph or an XML file.
There is different software available to analyze properties of the network model:
Gephi (Bastian et al. 2009), Pajek (Nooy et al. 2005), MuxViz (De Domenico et al.
2014), R (Ihaka & Gentleman 1996), which includes a package for network analysis
called igraph (Csardi & Nepusz 2006), etc.
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The designers who build the Network model development should be familiar with the
concepts of Network Theory. To build the model, they use all the requirements,
specifications and data collected in the Diffusion experiment data component.
6.1.3. Agent Based model
The Agent Based model is a representation of the behavior of those ones in charge of
the diffusion process, the objects they use for diffusing the element and the properties of
the relationships among these objects. It is formalized using ABM concepts, and it can be
implemented using different methods: DEVS, an XML file definition, or specific
software platforms such as NetLogo (Wilensky 1999), Repast (North et al. 2006), etc. In
(Nikolai & Madey 2009), the authors provide a comprehensive review of more than 50
toolkits available for the implementation of Agent Based Models. Those in charge of this
phase should be familiar with behavioral modeling depending on the diffusion problem
we are studying and ABM techniques.
In Figure 22, we show an example of an agent implemented using XML. In this
example, we show a generic agent with the minimum set of attributes to capture the
connections in the Network Model and the behavior defined for the diffusion process.
The behavior of each agent is defined between the tags <AgentBehavior>. The
behavior must contain at least the following attributes:
-

Id: represent the Id of the agent (i.e. a node in the network model).

-

MyLinksTypes: represents the types of the input and output links of the agent.
The number of Link elements inside MyLinksTypes may vary between 0 and
the total number of link types in the network model.
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-

MyRelations: defines the agent (node) output connections with other agents.
The number of MyRelations elements in the XML file is equal to the number
of output connections of the node in the network model. Each MyRelations
element has an id that represents the agent we can contact. It also has as many
Link elements as MyLinksTypes we can use to contact the agent.

-

BehaviorRules: defines the agent behavior regarding the diffusion process.
The number of elements inside BehaviorRules (i.e. Rule) will depend on the
model. Each Rule element can have different parameters.

1 <?xml version="1.0" ?>
2 <AgentBehavior>
3
<Id>MyId</Id>
4
<MyLinksTypes>
5
<Link Id=Link1/>
...
6
<Link Id=Linkp/>
7
</MyLinksTypes >
8 <MyRelations id=AgentId1>
9
<Link Id=Link2/>
10
<Link Id=Link5/>
11 </MyRelations >
...
12 <MyRelations id= AgentIdt/>
13
<Link Id=Link2/>
14 </MyRelations>
...
15 <BehaviorRules>
16
<Rule Id = RuleId1 Parameter11 = Parameter11Value ... Parameter1n =
Parameter1nValue >
17
...
18
<Rule Id = RuleIdt Parameter1t = Parameter1tValue ... Parametern =
ParametermtValue >
19 </BehaviorRules>
20 </MessageBehavior>
21 </AgentBehavior>

Figure 22. Example of the agent’s definition using XML.

MyLinksTypes and MyRelations capture the multiplex part of the network in the agent
definition. The name of the attributes can be modified to make the behavior readable in a
specific context. For example, in an information diffusion process, MyLinkTypes can be
Devices or CommunicationMechanism.
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6.1.4. Diffusion Abstract model
The Diffusion Abstract model (DAM) is an abstract and formal representation of the
Diffusion experiment data that matches the elements in both the Network and Agent
Based models. It is formalized using a mathematical specification. In our case, we use
DEVS, but this component of the architecture could be applied using other formal
specifications such as System Dynamics, Finite State Automata, etc. It is also possible to
use different methodologies for the different components as long as there is a high-level
architecture to connect them. The modelers should know formal modeling techniques (in
our case, DEVS modeling and simulation).
To design the DAM we use as starting point the server-proxy architecture presented
in Chapter 5 introduced by Bouanan et al. (2016) and the limitations we identified to
defined the model of the NEP using their approach.
The DAM is a generic container that follows the architecture depicted in Figure 23. It
includes nine components: Node, Indirect link, Link Connectors, Direct Link, Diffusion
Elements Generator and 4 Updaters. The arrows in the figure represent how the
components are connected.

Figure 23. Diffusion Abstract model architecture
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Node is a representation of a node in the Network model, including all its inputs and
outputs connection of the node. It also represents an agent in the in the Agent Based
model since agents also represent the nodes in the Network model. The number of Node
models in the Abstract Diffusion model is equal to the number of nodes in the Network
model or the number of agents in the Agent Based model.
As we have already mentioned, each agent can have a similar behavior (i.e. the same
behavior but with different parameters) or different behaviors. This also applies to the
Node model. It can be just one model with different parameter instantiations, completely
different models or a combination of both.
Indirect Link represents the properties of the links of both the input and output
connections of a node in the Network model. The Indirect Link also matches with the
objects used by the agents to carry the diffusion process. The number of Indirect Link
models in the Abstract Diffusion model is the same as the number of Node models.
Each of these models is different. Once all the objects used by the agents to carry the
diffusion process have been modeled, each Indirect Link will contain a different subset of
them based on the properties of the input and output connections of the nodes (or agents).
Link Connectors is a single model that represents how the objects used by the agents
that carry the diffusion process are connected. It does not have a direct match to the
Network model. As we have already mentioned, the Network model does not include all
the information captured by the Diffusion experiment data collection component of the
architecture. In the Agent Based model, it represents the properties of the relations among
the Indirect Link models and how are they connected.
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Direct Link is a model that represents direct connections between Node models (i.e.
connections that do not use an intermediary object). For instance, in the context of
disease dissemination, it could represent touching without using gloves. In the context of
information dissemination, it could represent people talking in-situ instead of using a
phone. This model represents the properties of the links in the Network model that
establish a direct connection between nodes without using any intermediate object. In the
Agent Based model, it represents the connections between agents that are handled without
using any additional objects.
Diffusion Element Generator introduces the elements to be diffused over time. This
can be done at the beginning of the simulation or at runtime. For example, in the study of
the diffusion of a rumor through a population, one rumor can be placed in some nodes at
the beginning of the simulation and many other rumors may appear at runtime.
In the Network and Agent Based models, the Diffusion Element Generator matches
the location of the initial diffusion elements and the new diffusion elements introduced
over time in the nodes or agents.
Link Connectors Updater, Indirect Link Updater, Direct Link Updater and Node
Updater introduce modifications in the properties of the models over time. They allow us
to model the dynamicity of the Network and Agent Based models. We can modify the
properties of the Indirect Link, Link Connectors, Node and Direct Link models over time
without modifying any model of the architecture.7
The proposed architecture is generic and it could be used to study different diffusion
problems. The number of components used in the Diffusion Abstract model would
depend on the type and characteristics of the problem we want to study. For example, to
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study a diffusion problem on a static network where the behavior of the nodes, links and
connectors is not affected by external variables, the Updaters would be removed.
Based on the variables we want to analyze, at least one of the components we have
described has to provide data for Diffusion Abstract model analysis. This is not identified
in Figure 23 since there are multiple options depending on the problem we study and the
formalism used to implement the architecture.
In section 6.3, we detail the DAM. We provide formal definition and explain the
different components using DEVS. We want to remark that the DAM needs to be
instantiated for the specific application since the behavior defined in the Agent Based
model are different for different applications. For example, the behavior of the Node will
be different if we use it to represent a group of people using their phones, or if it
represents ticks spreading Lyme disease on a population. The same will happen with the
other components. Here we provide several examples where the DAM can be used.
For example, in order to study a diffusion process of people in the public
transportation system of a country, we would model it as a multiplex network where the
nodes are the cities. The cities are connected by different means (airport, train station or
bus station, etc.), represented as links in the network. In the proposed Diffusion Abstract
model, cities would be the different Nodes, connected to an Indirect Link model (the
different means of transportation, which would be different from each city). They would
be connected through an infrastructure (roads, railways, flight corridors, etc.), represented
as Link Connectors. In this case, we do not use Direct Link or its Updater. The Indirect
Link Updater model would be used to model the conditions of the transport network over
time (for example, an airport can be closed due to a snowstorm or a train station due to a
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strike). The Link Connectors Updater would model changes in the properties of the
infrastructure (road closure due to a landslide; airspace altered due to weather
conditions). The Node Updater model would introduce changes in the policies of the
transportation system of the city due to external variables not included in the model (new
bus routes to other cities, change in the frequency of trains). The Diffusion Element
Generator would set the number of people that want to travel from one city to another
over time.
A different context would be the use of social networks to study how rumors are
spread. The social network would be modeled as a multiplex network where the Node
models are the persons, connected through different social networks (they can also talk
in-situ), represented as Indirect Link model (each Indirect Link model have a different
combination of social network). All social networks are connected through an
infrastructure (the social network Servers through the Internet), modeled as Link
Connectors. The Direct Link would allow people in the same location talk to each other.
The Updaters model would be used to model changes in the social networks (i.e., a user
closing their account) or in the infrastructure. The Diffusion Element Generator will set
which Node models initialize the rumor. It can be just one rumor or multiple rumors can
be sent over time if we are interested in studying how they interact.
In this thesis, we will focus on a specific application of the architecture in detail: an
information diffusion process inside the complex organization defined in a NEP from
Spain. For this application, we detail how the DAM is instantiated and the whole
development process. We have a double objective with the application of the proposed
architecture to this specific example. First, we show how to use the architecture. Second,
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we explain how study and improve the resilience of the Emergency Plan using modeling
and simulation.
The architecture provides various advantages:
-

Different scenarios and network configurations can be run just updating the model
parameters. There is no need to make changes in the model design.

-

There is no restriction on the complexity of the behavior the agent. Any behavior
can be modeled.

-

Different agents can have very different behavior.

-

We improve reusability (since the behavior of the agents and objects are
separated, we can reuse these models for the study of other problems).

-

Using four models to update the properties of the components, allows us to
simulate diffusion processes where the topology or characteristics of the network
change over time. We can update the network topology and the behavior of both
the nodes and the links at runtime without modifying the simulation model.
Moreover, we do not need to store the whole model again with the new properties.
We just need to store the changes in the properties and when (i.e. at what time)
they occur.
6.1.5. Diffusion computerized model (DCM)

The DCM is an implementation of the DAM, which can be defined using different
simulators. The simulator we chose will depend on the formalism used to implement the
DAM. In our case, we used a DEVS simulator: CDBoost. As explained in Chapter 3, we
choose CDBoost (Vicino 2015; Vicino et al. 2015) among the DEVS simulators available
based on its advantages. One of the main advantages of CDBoost is that the output format
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of the simulation is flexible. The user can configure the logs it in the way that better fits
his needs. Therefore, it can be defined in such way to make simulation output analysis
easy.
Once all the components of the Diffusion Abstract model are implemented, the top
model can be implemented either manually or automatically using a script or software
that processes the information in the Network and Agent Based models. The developers
should be familiar with the implementation of the formal methodology used to develop
the DAM. Therefore, they can be the same that develop the DAM or different people.
6.1.6. Results analysis
The Result analysis component represents the process of analyzing the simulation
results provided by the Diffusion computerized model. The analysis process can be
carried using different statistical analysis and data visualization tools such as R (Ihaka &
Gentleman 1996), PowerBI (Microsoft 2015) or any tool available for big data analysis.
The analysts should be familiar with data analysis techniques.

6.2. M&S Development Process for Multiplex Dynamic Networks
In this section, we explain the development process proposed over the architecture
depicted in Figure 21 and explained in Section 6.1. The different steps of the
development process are identified with numbers in the figure.
6.2.1. Step 1 – System/problem requirement gathering
The first step is to gather the requirements of the system of interest or problem under
study. This step is carried out with the help of technical people to collect all the
specifications and problem/system details. Although every case is different, we identified
a minimum set of requirements extrapolating the ones identified for the case study (i.e.
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the NEP). The requirements for the NEP were identified based on the information
provided by the experts at the Civil Protection Agency. These requirements include:
-

What are the elements to be diffused? Some examples of diffusion elements
include rumors, viruses, vehicles, etc. It is also possible that a diffusion process
includes more than one type of element.

-

Who is going to diffuse the above-mentioned elements? For example, if we are
studying the diffusion of a virus, both animals and persons could be responsible
for the virus transmission.

-

What is the behavior of those that are diffusing the elements? The behavior can be
the same for all of them with different parameters, or they could have different
behaviors. The behavior can range from a simple rule to a set of complex rules.
All behavior rules may depend on different variables such as intrinsic
characteristics, the relationship types they have, the diffusion element, etc. For
example, in the diffusion of a rumor through a population, the behavior of the
person who is going to spread the rumor may depend on intrinsic characteristics
such as gender or age; it may also depend on the Social Networks they use and the
content of the rumor, among other variables.

-

Where will the diffusion element start? For example, it can start in a person, an
animal, a robot, etc. It may also start in multiple places at the same time or there
might be new diffusion elements that appear in different locations over time.

-

What are the effects of the diffusion elements, and which of them are relevant in
the study? For example, based on the problem that we are studying, the effects
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may be a change in the person’s opinion or behavior, unfriending a person on
Facebook, a machine stops working, etc.
-

How the diffusion elements are going to be spread (i.e. what the mechanisms
are)? These diffusion mechanisms may be a phone, direct connection, etc. More
than one mechanism could be used.

-

What are the characteristics of the above-mentioned mechanisms? How are they
connected? For example, in a diffusion information process in a population, what
are the characteristics of the phones and how are they connected.

-

Which diffusion mechanisms each individual may use? For example, in a
transportation system, which cities have an airport, which have a bus station, etc.
It may be something clearly defined as in the example or more high-level data
such as 20% of the cities have an airport, 80% bus station, all cities that have
airport also have a bus station, etc. It may also be a combination of the two
examples.

-

What are the variables of the system/problem we are interested in? For example,
in the study of the diffusion of a virus, we may be interested in the number of
infected people, their gender, the mechanisms for virus transmission, if a specific
population group was infected, etc.

-

What scenarios should be analyzed? Following the same example of virus
diffusion, we may study what happens when people are vaccinated, what happens
when a prevention campaign is spread, etc. These scenarios should be defined
with all its characteristics and parameters (i.e., how effective is the vaccine, how
many people will be vaccinated, etc.).
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The output of this step is a Requirements Document that can have different formats
and length. It may have tables, graphs, text, etc. It collects all the information that
describes the system/problem. It is used in the next step to provide modelers with a
detailed description of problem or system.
6.2.2. Step 2 – Network & Agent Based models development
In step 2, the Network and Agent Based models are developed in parallel. The
developers are provided with the Requirements Document developed in step 1. It is
important to establish communication mechanisms between the modelers and the people
familiar with the system, as the Requirements Document contains natural language,
which is ambiguous.
A draft of both models is developed using the information provided in the
Requirements Document. Once they are ready, Network Theory and ABM modelers
should discuss their models. Although very different perspectives can be used to make
these models, our architecture establishes a relationship between them to be able to
combine the models to develop the Diffusion Abstract model: each node in the Network
model is represented by an agent in the Agent Based model. The different types of links in
the Network should match with the objects the agents use to carry the diffusion process
when they do not represent a direct link between agents.
If Network Theory and ABM modelers need to make assumptions to develop their
models, they must be approved by the people familiar with the system. All the
assumptions must be gathered in an Assumptions Document that must be approved by the
people familiar with the system. It can be necessary to go back to step 1 and complete the
Requirements Document to collect more.
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The outputs of this step are the Network and Agent Based models and an Assumptions
Document approved.
6.2.3. Step 3 – Abstract Diffusion model development
In step 3, the DAM is developed using the model architecture depicted in Figure 21
and explained in section 6.1.4. The model could be defined using different formal
methodologies. The modelers should be familiar with the formalism. As we have already
mentioned, in our case, we use DEVS.
The model developers are provided with the Assumptions Document and the Network
and Agent Based models. If there is a mismatch between the Network and Agent Based
models, we might need to revisit step 2. The same happens if there is missing data or they
need to make further assumptions.
If the data in the Requirements Document is well structured and unambiguous (i.e.
the connections between the system components and their behavior are perfectly defined
using the specifications provided in step 2), it may be possible to skip step 2. However, in
most cases, the Requirements Document is specified using natural language that needs to
be processed and translated to an intermediary step to remove the ambiguity.
Based on the Network and Agent Based models, the model developers decide which
components of the architecture should be included. In our research, the components of
the architecture are DEVS models. The DEVS modelers translate the rules defined in the
Agent Based Model into DEVS models. They can be either atomic or coupled models
based on the complexity of the rules and the level of detail needed. A detailed
explanation about the Diffusion Abstract model architecture using DEVS is presented in
section 6.3.
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The output of this step is the Diffusion Abstract model (in our case, a DEVS model).
6.2.4. Step 4 – Diffusion computerized model development
In step 4, the Diffusion computerized model is implemented by developers that are
familiar with the formal methodology (DEVS in our case). Modelers and developers in
steps 3&4 are usually the same individuals. To generate the Diffusion computerized
model, a simulator for the formal modeling methodology is used. In our case, any DEVS
simulator can be used to implement the DEVS model. If a simulator for the formal
methodology does not exist, we recommend choosing a different formalism. The lack of
a simulator reduces the advantages proposed at the begging of the sections such as having
separation of concerns in simulation and implementation.
DEVS developers must verify that the model developed in step 3 and the simulation
matches. If they do not match, reiterations of steps 3&4 are needed. Since the model
developed in step 3 is formally defined, it is possible to do model checking or deductive
verification to verify that the components of the DAM match the implementation.
The output of this step is the Diffusion computerized model. In our case, a DEVS
simulation can be customized with different parameters to simulate the different
scenarios proposed in the Requirements Document.
6.2.5. Step 5 – Analysis of simulation results
In step 5, the simulation results of the different scenarios are analyzed. The analysis
is done by people knowing Data Analytics (which can be the same simulation
developers). The results of their analysis are given to specialists familiar with the
system/problem (those ones who developed the Requirements Document) for validation
and decision-making purposes.
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New iterations of the process could be needed until the results are validated. Once the
results are validated, new iterations are also possible (and recommended) to test different
policies before implementing them in the real system.

6.3. Diffusion

Abstract

Model:

General

Definition

and

Implementation using DEVS
In this section, we explain a general definition and implementation for the DAM
(defined in section 6.1.4) using DEVS as the formal M&S methodology.
In this DEVS model, the architecture presented earlier in Figure 23 is represented by
a Coupled Model (see Appendix A for the formal definition) and each component is a
DEVS sub model. As we have already mentioned, it is the task of the modeler to adapt
which components to use for each specific problem.
In the DEVS DAM (i.e. DEVS Top Model), the diffusion elements are modeled as the
Messages transmitted between the models Node, Indirect Link, Direct Link and Link
Connectors.
In the rest of the section, we discuss and detail how each of these Models has been
defined and implemented, and how they can be used to build DAM.
6.3.1. Node
The Node, presented in Figure 24, is a general Coupled model that provides a generic
structure for the definition of the behavior of each node. It is a DEVS model of the
agent’s behavior specified in the Agent Based model. It contains three Filters to filter the
broadcasted messages. It also has two Switches (one for Direct Link connections and
another one for Indirect Link Connections), a Behavior Rules model, two other Filters to
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classify sending and receiving outputs of Behavior Rules base on the type of link used
(Direct or Indirect), two Sending and two Receiving Behavior models (one pair for Direct
Links and another for Indirect Links). The connections between models are shown in the
figure.

Figure 24 Node Coupled model

Direct Link, Generator and Node Updater Filters filter the Messages based on if the
message is for the Node DEVS model (remember that the messages are broadcasted). If
the message is for the Node, they let it pass. Otherwise, the message is discarded.
Direct Links Switch is an atomic model that classifies the incoming message based on
the state of the Switch. The Switch can be in three states: decide, send and receive. It is
initialized in decide state. The state is set based on the inputs in Set Send, Set Decide and
Set Receive ports. Base on the switch state, it redirects the messages received from Direct
Link In port to the appropriate port (Send Out, Receive Out or Decide Out).
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Indirect Link Switches is a Coupled model instantiated based on the amount of
different types of indirect links the Node has (i.e. the amount of object the agent can use
to spread the diffusion elements). Therefore, Indirect Link Switches in different Nodes
may have a different number of components. It always has four filters that classify the
messages based on the link type they came from and they redirect the messages to the
appropriate port. It also has a Sink and as many switches as objects to spread the diffusion
elements. The way in each atomic Switch works is the same as Direct Link Switch. The
connections in Indirect Link Switches are as follow. Each port of the filter models is
connected to the Switch it refers to if the Node has the type of link. Otherwise, it is
connected to the Sink. The Sink facilitates model verification and validation. If a message
arrives at the Sink, it means that the model is not well defined. The agent is receiving a
message from a link that they do not have access to.
Behavior Rules is a Coupled or atomic model instantiated with the parameters that
define the behavior of the agent (i.e. the ones defined in the XML file – Figure 22). As
explained in section 6.1.3, one of these parameters must be the connections with other
agents including the type of link used (i.e. MyRelations in the XML). The multiplex
network connections are defined here. The Node (specifically, the Behavior Rules
component of the Node) contains the information about the relations with the other nodes
(i.e. agents). The other parameters define the behavior of the agent when spreading the
diffusion elements, and their effect on the agent’s behavior. The outputs of this model are
instructions either to assimilate or spread a diffusion element.
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Receiving and Sending Filters classify the instructions generated by Behavior Rules
model based on if the Direct or Indirect Links are used. They resend these instructions
through the appropriate port.
Receiving Behavior using Direct Link represents the process the Node follows to
assimilate the diffusion element. Once the process is finished, an acknowledgment is
sent. Similarly, Sending Behavior using Direct Link represents the process the Node
follows to spread the diffusion element.
Receiving Behavior using Indirect Links is a Coupled model instantiated base on the
amount of different types of indirect links the Node has. For each Node DEVS model,
Receiving Behavior using Indirect Links may have a different number of components. It
always has two filters that classify the messages based on the link type come from and
redirect them to the appropriate port. It also has a sink and as many atomic models to
represent the receiving behavior as different link types the Node is connected to. The
Receiving behavior models represent the process the Node follows to assimilate the
diffusion element using that specific type of link. The connections follow the same
rationality as in Indirect Link Switches. Each port of filter model is connected to the
Receiving Behavior model it refers to if the Node has the type of link. Otherwise, it is
connected to the Sink.
Sending Behavior using Indirect Links is a Coupled model that follows the same
rationality as Receiving Behavior using Indirect Links. The only difference is that
Receiving Behavior models are now Sending Behavior models. They represent the
process Node follows to spread the diffusion element.
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Some of these components are coupled models formally defined as explained in
Appendix A for the DAM. Other components, such as Generator Filter are atomic
models. In Appendix B , we show how atomic models are defined formally using
Generator Filter as an example.
Having the models formally defined, we can perform early validation without
implementing the models. For example, in the Generator Filter (see Appendix B ), we
may forget to clear the state variable messagesPassingFilter when the messages have
been already sent through the output. We can also find other errors such as a passivating
the model when messagesPassingFilter is not empty. We can find this type of errors just
looking at the formal definition of the model. We do not need to implement or simulate
the model to find these errors. In the DAM (see Appendix B), we can check that the
connections between the components are well defined. For example, we can verify that
we are not connecting the NodeUpdater to DirectLink model. Otherwise, the model is not
valid. These errors can be found easily in the formal specifications. We do not need to
waste time on implementing a wrong model in the early phases.
Not all the components explained in this section will be used in all the problems. It is
the task of the modeler to decide which ones should be included. For example, if there are
no Direct Connections in the Network model, every model related to Direct Link (Filter,
Switch, Receiving and Sending Behavior) are not included. In this case, Sending and
Receiving Filters are neither needed. Every instruction output by Behavior Rules will be
for Indirect Links models.
If we use the same examples discussed in the previous section, if we are studying the
diffusion of people in a transportation system, the Node model will represent a city. We
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will not have the models related to Direct Links, the Sending Filter and the Receiving
Filter. The number of Switches (inside Indirect Links Switches), Receiving and Sending
Behavior models will be fixed by the number and type of transportation infrastructure the
city has (e.g. airport, train station, etc.). The Behavior Rules will include the possible
transportation routes to other cities. One of the Behavior Rules parameters that can be
updated based on the diffusion elements (people who move between cities) may be the
number of people in the city, the number of planes that have departed on time, etc.
Regarding Sending and Receiving Behavior, Sending using airport may represent the
process of preparing a plane before it takes off.
In the case of diffusion of rumors in Social Networks, the Node model will represent
a person. The number of Switches (inside Indirect Links Switches), Receiving and Sending
Behavior models will be fixed by the number and type of Social Network the person has
access to (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, etc.). The Behavior Rules will include the possible
Social Media or In-situ connections that a person can use with any of their contacts. One
of the Behavior Rules parameters that can be updated based on the diffusion elements
(rumors) may be the opinion of a friend, the connections in the Social Networks, etc.
Regarding Sending and Receiving Behavior, Sending using Facebook may represent the
process of the person posting an actualization on the Social Network. The model can be
as simple as output the message or a more complex one if the person checks that the
connection really works and waits until she sees the post on the screen.
6.3.2. Indirect Link
The Indirect Link, presented in Figure 25, is a Coupled model (see Appendix C for
the formal definition) that provides a generic structure for communication of information.
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It contains three Filters, as many Link Type models as input or output types of links a
node in the Network model has, and a Sink. For each node in the Network model, the
Indirect Link is instantiated based on the types of indirect links each node has.

Figure 25. Indirect Link Coupled model

Link Type “i” represents the agent’s object “i” to transmit the diffusion element.
Each agent’s object is translated to an atomic or coupled model based on its complexity
and the level of detail needed.
If we use the same examples discussed in the previous section, if we are studying the
diffusion of people in a transportation system, the Link Type 1 may be a DEVS model of
an airport, Link Type 2 a DEVS model of a bus station, etc. In the case of diffusion of
rumors in Social Networks, the Link Type 1 may be a DEVS model of communication
using Facebook, Link Type 2 a DEVS model of Instagram, etc.
The three filters are Atomic models that redirect the diffusion elements (rumors in
the case of social networks and people in the case of transportation system) or the updates
in the properties of the indirect links types to the appropriate DEVS model. The three
filters have as many ports as the total number of indirect link types in the Network model
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(which is equal to the number of different objects an agent may possess in the Agent
Based model)
The Sink Atomic model collects all the Messages that arrive at an Indirect Link
coupled model that do not have a matching Link Type model. It is connected to all output
ports of the filters that remain unconnected after instantiating the coupled model.
The advantage of the proposed coupled structure for Indirect Link DEVS model is
that, when implementing the model, the different instances of the coupled model (as
many as Node Models) can be automatically instantiated based on the connections
defined in the Network model.
6.3.3. Link Connectors
The Link Connectors Coupled model presented in Figure 26 is defined as a generic
structure with two Filters and as many Link Connectors as object connectors are
identified in the Agent Based model. In the Diffusion Abstract model, there is a single
instance of the Link Connectors coupled model.

Figure 26. Link Connectors Coupled model

Each type of object connector in the Agent Based model is translated into a DEVS
model. They can be either coupled or atomic models depending on its complexity and the
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level of detail needed. In the case of the transportation system of Section 3, Link
Connector 1 may represent the roads, Link Connector 2 the railways, etc. In the case of a
Social Networks, we could have a single Link Connector: the Internet (in that case, the
filters are not used).
As in the previous case, the filters Atomic models redirect the diffusion elements or
the updates in the properties of each Link Connector to the appropriate DEVS model.
6.3.4. Direct Link
A Direct Link is a DEVS model (atomic or coupled) that represents a direct
connection between Node models. In the Diffusion Abstract model, there is a single
instance of Direct Link. In our transportation system example, this model would not be
used as cities are always connected by roads, railways, the air, rivers, etc. In the case of
Social Networks, it could represent the direct connection between people in the same
location, who can talk in-situ.
6.3.5. Diffusion Element Generator
The Diffusion Element Generator is an atomic model that generates the elements to
be diffused over time. When the model is implemented, it parses a text file that contains
this data. The advantage of having the data in a text file is that different scenarios can be
simulated just updating the text file without any modification in the model
implementation.
In our transportation system example, it is a model that generates individuals that
want to travel from one city to another including their preferences in means of
transportation. In the case of a Social Networks study, it generates the rumors to be
diffused and the nodes where they are created.
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6.3.6. Updaters
There are four Updater models as we can see in the Diffusion Abstract model in
Figure 23. The Direct Link, Indirect Link, and Link Connectors Updaters are three
Atomic models that generate updates in the properties of the models that they are
connected to. The models parse a file with this data (allowing us to simulate different
scenarios by just updating the file without any modification in the model
implementation).
As explained in section 6.3.1, Node models store the connections in multiplex
networks and Indirect Links define the type of links the agent can access. Using the Node
Updater, we can send updates to the Node model in order to change MyRelations.
Modifying this parameter, we change the connections in the network dynamically. We
can also use Indirect Link Updater to send updates to the Indirect Link models. For
example, we can deactivate the connections in a Node model (i.e. the node connections in
a layer in the Network model) changing the state of the specific Link Type to inactive.
In our transportation system example, the Updaters may generate the closure of a
road segment, the closure of an airport or a train station, etc. As the Direct Link is not
included in this model, the Direct Link Updater is neither included. In the case of Social
Networks, they may generate changes in Facebook configurations (e.g., sharing with the
public instead of friends), the unavailability of Internet signal in an area, etc.
The Node Updater model (atomic or coupled) generates updates in the properties of
the Node models based on external information and the previous properties of the Node.
When the model is implemented, the external information is parsed from an external file.
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In our transportation system example, the Node Updater may generate new routes
between cities, such as a new flight. It may also cancel routes or reduce the train
timetable between two cities. In the case of Social Networks, it may generate updates in
in-situ connections. It may also generate new behaviors for the people based on external
parameters not related to the diffusion process.
6.3.7. Diffusion Abstract model implementation
The implementation of the DAM is the DCM. Using the formal definition of the
components of the DAM introduced in this section, and the services of CDBoost
introduced in Chapter 3, we translate the atomic models into a CDBoost implementation.
Appendix D

shows the implementation of Generator Filter formally defined in

Appendix B .
The DCM is based on the DAM (i.e. the atomic and coupled models we defined) and
the agent based model (i.e. the XML files where the behavior of agents is defined), which
are used to translate the DAM into a Computer Model for CDBoost. Figure 27 shows a
schema of this process.
In order to implement the coupled models, we first need to instantiate the atomic
models inside them. To do so, we use functions that use the XML file we discussed
earlier in the Agent Based model (Figure 22). The rules are written in a way that the
output of the function contains all the code needed. The top-level model is built using a
program that takes the XML files where the agents are defined, reads each XML file, and
transforms them into a structure to generate the parameters of all the functions explained
earlier. The output is a file with thousands of lines of code for CDBoost. This file
includes all the atomic and coupled models instantiated, which, once compiled, generates
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the NEP DCM ready to generate results. This process is automated to study different
network sizes and configurations without any reimplementation. Appendix E

shows a

general implementation of the DAM.
The functions to instantiate the atomic and coupled models depend on the application
and the behavior and parameters defined in the XML file. In Chapter 8, we show how
these functions are defined for the application presented in this thesis.

Figure 27. Scheme of the DCM implementation.

Once the DAM is implemented (i.e. we have our computerized model), CDBoost
simulator engine and the computerized model are compiled together using any C++
compiler (e.g. GCC) to get the Diffusion Simulation.
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Chapter 7 Case Study: Data Experiment Collection, Network
and Agent Based Models for the Nuclear Emergency Plan
In this chapter, we present our case study discussing how to apply the Data
Experiment Collection component of our architecture and how to use step 1 of the
development processes.
As discussed in Chapter 6, the first step of the development process based on our
proposed architecture consists of collecting data for all the requirements of the system of
interest. In our case, this is a Plan coming from a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) in Spain.
The data was extracted from the plan that the Civil Protection Agency designed if an
accident occurs in the NPP (due to a non-disclosure agreement, we cannot reveal the
location of the NPP or other information, which is confidential; we discuss the main
aspects that are important for the case study that can be shared with the public).
We then present the Network and Agent Based models of the NEP. We have a special
emphasis on the process we follow to define them, so the reader can easily apply this to
other problems

7.1. Data experiment collection
The NEP is a management plan that defines the structure and functions of a virtual
Organization composed of different public organizations (such as the police, town halls,
etc.) that are coordinated to solve the emergency. It also defines the tasks to be performed
by every sub-organization and how they are related.
The data collection was done with the support of NEP experts that provided us with
existing documentation of the NEP. We analyzed the documentation, extracted the data
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needed, and conducted follow-up meetings and interviews with the experts, following the
procedures discussed in Section 6.2.1. We obtained a Requirements Document with a
comprehensive definition of the NEP organization presented in (Ruiz-Martin 2013). In
the rest of the section, we will briefly discuss the more relevant aspects of this document
(which is 96 pages long), in order to show how it is used to define the Network model,
Agent Based model and DAM. These aspects are the organization structure, the
communication systems and the rules for information transmission defined in the NEP,
which are discussed following.
7.1.1.

NEP Organizational structure

Figure 28 shows a sketch of the organizational structure of the NEP. As we can see,
there are different individuals in the organization. At the core, it is the NEP Director, who
takes the decisions to manage and solve the emergency. However, as the emergency
evolves, higher National Government ranks, such as the President, can take the position
of the NEP Director.
The Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) President, and the Central Response and
Support Nuclear Emergency Plan (PENCRA) Director are at the same level as the NEP
Director. The NSC Inspector at the NPP is in direct communication with the NEP
Director. The Advisory Committee has to advise the NEP Director. The Information and
Communication Cabinet is in charge of communications with the media. The Executive
Body is composed of the leaders of several groups: Radiological, Health, Logistical
Support, Public Security and Order, and Technical Assistance and Coordination group.
The functions of the Executive Body are to get the commands of the NEP director done.
Each group from the Executive Body has a predefined structure and functions. For
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example, the Radiological group is in charge of radiological control of the population and
the first responders. The health group is in charge of the population and first responders’
well-being and health. The Logistical Support Group is in charge of providing support for
food, evacuation, and coordination. The Public Security and Order Group is in charge of
the population safety and controlling the access to the emergency area. The Technical
Assistance and Coordination group is in charge of managing the population for
evacuation or confinement in the different municipalities. In each group, there are heads
at different levels, people working in the emergency (first responders) and backup teams.
Additional Team Leaders from other institutions can be asked to join the Executive Body.

Figure 28. Sketch of the organizational structure of the NEP
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The NEP also includes other institutions not directly involved in the emergency such
as the Health Ministry, the Industry Ministry, etc. However, the NEP director has to keep
them informed about the evolution of the emergency and ask for their help if needed.
As we discuss later on in Chapter 6, we use the organization structure to define the
nodes in the Network model and the agents in the Agent Based model (they will be each
person or team identified in this structure: the NEP Director, the Radiological Group
chair, first responders, etc.).
7.1.2.

Communication systems

The systems that handle the communications defined in the NEP include landline and
mobile phones, fax, mixed radio/phone networks, satellite, Internet, Remer and Reman
radio channels, and in-situ communication. The Health Group can also use beepers,
although this is not fully defined in the NEP. Emergency managers and first responders
can also use a military communication system. However, this is not available until the
NEP Director makes a request and the entire infrastructure is deployed. Because of these
characteristics, we do not consider it in our model; this is a backup plan in case
everything else fails, and it will not be studied.
Every communication must follow the hierarchy defined in the NEP and the internal
structure of each group. The most common communication system in the NEP is the
phone: landline and mobile (the NEP does not provide information about who has access
to each of them).
The following people have access to Fax and Internet (e-mail):
-

Staff in the Technical Assistance and Coordination group communication center.

-

Staff in the town halls
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-

The NEP Director.

-

The chair and vice-chairs of the Public Security and Order Group.

Anyone receiving a fax or email has to send an acknowledgment.
There are three independent mixed radio-phone systems: Radiological Group, Civil
Guard, and Autonomous Police. Only the people in the group can use the system.
There also are two broadcast radio channels: Reman (Management Radio Network)
and Remer (Emergency Radio Network).
In Remer, the communications are also broadcasted to the population. Therefore, it is
not reliable to transmit confidential information. The following people can use the Remer
radio channel:
-

The chairs of local emergency plans in towns between 10-30 km from the NPP
(Zone II)

-

First responders

-

Everyone that can use the Reman channel

The following people can use the Reman channel:
-

The chair of the Technical Assistance and Coordination group

-

The chairs of local emergency plans in towns at most 10 km away from the NPP
(Zone I)

-

One communication center of the Public Security and Order group

-

The three communication centers of Technical Assistance and Coordination group

The following people can use a Satellite phone:
-

The NEP Director

-

The PENCRA Director
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-

The NSC President

-

The Government President

-

The city council of a single town located in Zone I.

As we explain in section 7.2, we use the requirements defined in this section to
establish the relations between nodes (or agents). The communication systems are also
used to identify the devices and the networks in the Agent Based model in section 7.3.
7.1.3.

Communication Rules

The NEP defines every possible command (more than 30) to be handled in the case
of an emergency. The NEP director selects what to do based on the evolution of the
emergency. Table 3 shows the possible commands classified according to the emergency
level (from level 0 to level 3). These levels indicate the state of the emergency, being
level 0 a pre-alert situation and level 3 a general emergency. The set of command that can
be used at each level also includes all the commands at lower levels.
Table 3. Summary of the commands to be handled in case of emergency

Level 0
Notify and verify the incident at the NPP
Establish Emergency Level 0
Request data about the state of the emergency
Level 1
Evaluate the available data to determine the category of the emergency
Establish Emergency Level 1 and activate every group in the NEP
Track communications in the NEP
Track the evolution of the emergency at the NPP
Ask first responders to show their accreditation, and classify them into working groups
Ask substitute teams to start working on the emergency. Tell the ones working to rest
Give first responders the materials they need to help in the emergency
Tell the population about the situation of the emergency
Establish controls to track and limit the people who go inside the emergency area
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Evacuate schools in the emergency area
Evacuate visitors in the emergency area
Track the people who leave the emergency area
Tell first responders to protect themselves against radiation
Save and rescue people in dangerous situations such as fires
Provide health care and social assistance to people with severe problems such as disabled
people
Level 2
Establish Emergency Level 2
Integrate the extraordinary resources needed in the emergency
Verify the safety and security in the emergency area (e.g. protect against looting)
Radiological Prophylaxis (Tell people to take medication to protect themselves against
radiation)
Control the radiation in water and food
Put animals in shelters
Tell people to stay at home
Evacuate high-risk people (elderly, disabled, sick people in hospitals, etc.)
Level 3
Classify people based on their exposure to radiation and decontaminate them
Evaluate the state of the infrastructure and any other resources and decontaminate them
Classify animals base on their exposure to radiation and decontaminate them
Evacuate everyone in the emergency area and give them a place to stay
Control the exposure of first responders to radiation
The people working in the NPP determine the category of the emergency for
management purposes. The category is based on the amount of forecasted radiation that
could be released during an event. Using this information, the NEP Director selects the
emergency level. The emergency level determines the set of commands that the NEP
Director will use to protect the population or managing the emergency.
As we can see in the table, the NEP director can issue three different types of
commands at level 0, 17 at level 1, 25 at level 2 and 31 at level 3. Each of these
commands has a set of associated actions to protect the population. For each command,
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the NEP specifies how they should be transmitted until they arrive at first responders. At
the end of this section, we explain in detail two commands: “Establish emergency level
0” and “Tell people to stay at home”.
In the Requirements Document, some of the commands are defined using natural
language while others are defined using a set of three tables: communications,
acknowledgments, and actions. The definition of each command includes the set of
actions each first responder must do when they receive the command.
As we will show in section 7.3, we use these rules to define attributes of the agents’
behavior. Having the rules in table format facilitates this transition. The messages
transmitted in both the Network and Agent Based models (i.e. the diffusion elements) are
the commands shown in Table 3 and their acknowledgments. However, the rules that
define how the people transmit the messages are not needed to develop the Network
model.
Let us show two examples of the commands listed in Table 3. “Establish emergency
level 0” (which, in the Requirements Document has been defined using natural language)
is used to tell those involved in the emergency plan to be on alert, as their services may
be required. As we can see, it is a combination of different tasks, as follows:
1.

The NEP Director sends the message “Establish emergency level 0” to all of the
members of the Executive Body, the Advisory Committee and the Information
and Communication Cabinet.

2.

Then, the NEP Director send “Establish emergency level 0” to the PENCRA
Director, the NSC President, the Government President, the NSC Inspector at the
NPP, and other institutions (e.g. Health Ministry, Industry Ministry, etc.), in this
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particular order. The NEP does not consider that the message can be broadcasted
to everyone at the same time. Each member of the Executive Body sends the
command to everyone in their group, following the hierarchy.
3.

The members of the Executive Body must acknowledge to the NEP Director that
“Establish emergency level 0” has been distributed of among their groups.
There are no actions associated with this command: only transmission of messages.
The command “Tell people to stay at home” is defined in the Requirements document

using detailed information in tables, which has been summarized in Table 4-Table 6.
Table 4 summarizes how people transmit messages across the NEP structure. It includes a
sender, a receiver and a type. The field type can be information or a command based on
what each individual is expected to do. It will be information if the person or their
supervisees do not need to do a specific action to solve the emergency and command
otherwise. The type field can also include a specific device (like Fax Command) or
define the message as optional.
Table 4. “Tell people to stay at home” command

Sender
NEP Director
NEP Director
Public Security and Order
Group Chair
Public Security and Order
Group Chair
Public Security Responsible
Public Security Manager in
town 1
…

Receiver
Health Group Chair
Public Security and Order Group
Chair
Public Security and Order Group
Vice-chair
Public Security Responsible

Type
Information
Command

Public Security Manager in town 1
Public Security First Responders in
town 1
…

Command
Fax Command
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Command
Command

…

Table 5 specifies who needs to acknowledge the reception of the command. We
identify the sender, the receiver and in the notes fields, any additional information
regarding how the confirmation should be done.
Table 5. “Tell people to stay at home” acknowledgment reception

Sender
Chairs of local
emergency plans
Town Coordination
Service Responsible
Coordination and
Technical Assistance
Group Chair
…

Receiver
Town Coordination
Service Responsible
Coordination and
Technical Assistance
Group Chair
NEP Director

…

Notes

Confirm which chairs have
sent the acknowledgment and
which not
Confirm which chairs have
sent the acknowledgment and
which not
…

Table 6 shows the behavior with respect to the execution of actions. We identify all
the actions to be performed for the command “Tell people to stay at home”. For each
action, we define the implementer, the estimated execution time, if an acknowledgment
of completion is needed, and any additional information. If a table field is empty, it
means that we do not have that data.
Table 6. “Tell people to stay at home” actions

Implementer
First responders in
town halls
Implementer
First responders
from the police
group
…

Tell the population to stay at home
Estimated time Acknowledgment?
-No
Assure that nobody is on the street
Estimated time Acknowledgment?
-No

…
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Notes
Loudspeakers are used

Notes
Only the responders in
towns where people
should be confined
…

7.2. Network model definition
The next step, after the Requirements Document is completed, is to use the
Requirements Document to model the transfer of information in the NEP as diffusion in a
multiplex network. To build the network, we use the following information from the
Requirements Document: the people involved in the NEP (defined in section 7.1.1), and
the systems they can use to communicate with each other (defined in section 7.1.2). The
messages transmitted inside the network (i.e. the diffusion elements) are the commands
and acknowledgments explained in section 7.1.3.
In the Network model, the nodes represent the people involved in the NEP and the
links the relations between people. Each type of link represents a communication system.
There are 832 nodes and 12 layers (fax, the Internet, landline phone, mobile, satellite,
Reman radio channel, Remer radio channel, Civil Guard radio-phone, Radiological
Group radio-phone, Autonomous Police radio-phone, in-situ communications, and
Beeper).
Figure 29 shows one of the multiple representations of the network at the beginning
of the emergency (i.e. the same network can be graphically represented with the nodes
arranged in different positions). We chose this representation because can see the groups
working on the emergency as defined in the Requirements Document.
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Figure 29. NEP network at the beginning of the emergency (Ruiz-Martin, Ramírez Ferrero, et al.
2015).

One of the main objectives of the study is to find problems with the current scheme;
one problem we found at this stage and using this model, is that the Requirements
Document is incomplete, and the experts were not able to provide more data. Therefore,
when modeling the system we needed to make several assumptions (for instance, that
people in an office have a mobile and a landline phone, that first responders do not have a
landline phone, etc.). All the assumptions were approved by the experts and added to the
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Requirements Document as we explained in the development process. As we can see, one
of the advantages of building the models and of running simulations is a better system
specification using an iterative development process.
The network model is stored in two tables. Table 7 contains all the nodes in the
network. Each node, represented as a row, has an id and a label. Table 8 contains all the
relations between nodes. A relation, represented as a row, is defined using three fields:
Source (i.e. source node), Target (i.e. target node) and Label (i.e. type of link that handles
the relation).
Table 7. Nodes Ids and labels

Id
1
2
3
4
5
…

Label
NEP Director
PENCRA Director
NSC Inspector at the NPP
NSC President
Government Presidency
…
Table 8. Network connections

Source
16
16
16
16
325
325
1
1
1
1
…

Target
Label
323
Fax
324
Fax
325
Fax
326
Fax
368
Fax
369
Fax
2
Landline Phone
3
Landline Phone
4
Landline Phone
5
Landline Phone
…
…
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Defining the network model as a table has two advantages: we can easily translate the
model to other formats such as CSV or XML, and we can import it to different software
applications to analyze the network. We analyzed different properties of the network such
as the network diameter, the degree distribution, the average path length, etc. using Gephi
(Ruiz-Martin, Ramírez Ferrero, et al. 2015). We used a simplex network because Gephi
does not support multiplex network analysis. Moreover, as explained in Chapter 3, when
this analysis was done, the tools that support multiplex network were under development,
and the characterization of the properties of multiplex networks is still an open research
field. We found that some relations between people on the Health and Logistical Support
groups were only handled by a single communication system. We considered that
communications handled by a single communication system are not resilient since a
failure in this system may cause the isolation of agents, specific group services, or whole
groups. In (Ruiz-Martin, Lopez-Paredes, et al. 2015), as we detail in Chapter 9, we used
the network model to study how a failure in different communication systems affects the
network connectivity and therefore the resilience information transmission process.

7.3. Agent Based model
Using our Architecture, we can build the Agent Based model in parallel to the
Network model. Using the Agent Based model, we are able to include the behavior of the
people regarding the information reception and transmission processes.
As we mentioned in Chapter 6, the Agent Based model represents the behavior of the
people involved in the plan (modeled as agents), the devices (modeled as objects) and the
networks that connect the devices (modeled as objects). In our Architecture, the Agent
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Based model should be built in parallel to the Network model since there is a correlation
between the elements of both models. The nodes in the Network model are the agents in
the Agent Based model and the types of links the devices. The networks that connect
devices are not represented in the network model.
To define the behavior of everyone involved in the NEP, we first define the relevant
characteristics of the behavior of a person for our problem. We then used the
organizational structure, the communication systems and the communication rules
defined in the Requirements Document to complete these characteristics.
In our model, some characteristics are attributes (i.e. they are completely defined in
the Requirements Document and they remain constant for every analysis we do on the
model) and other are parameters (i.e. they are not completely defined in the Requirements
Documents, and we vary them to study their effect in the model)
In our model, the behavior of each agent includes the following characteristics:
-

Id (attribute): identifies the agent, based on the organizational structure (e.g.
NEP Director, Radiological Group Chair, etc.)

-

Location (dynamic attribute): represents the location of the agent. When the
emergency starts, their predefined actions determine their initial location.

-

Reaction Time (parameter): indicates how long it takes to react to a
stimulus.

-

Answer Priority Type (parameter): identifies the priority of the agent to
receive a command. It can be based on who is sending the command, on the
device that is receiving the message or a random priority.
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-

Send Priority Type (parameter): identifies how the agent chooses the
commands s/he will send. Their priority can be based on a priority list, on
arrival time or a random decision.

-

My Devices (attribute): identifies the devices of each agent. We identify the
agent’s devices based on the communication systems defined in the
Requirements Document. For each device, we define the relative priority of
the device for the agent (parameter), its type (attribute), if it can
broadcast/multicast (attribute) and if it is half/full duplex (attribute).

-

Prioritized Task (parameter): indicates how the agent sorts the tasks they
do during the emergency.

-

Answer Device Priority (parameter): indicates how the agent prioritizes the
response to commands based on the devices.

-

Answer Person Priority (parameter): indicates how the agent prioritizes the
reception of commands based on who is sending it.

-

Send Command Priority (parameter): indicates how the agent prioritizes
the commands they have to send. Each command in the list includes priority,
destination, and content. For some agents, this it is defined in the
Requirements Document (e.g. when the NEP director must “Establish
emergency level 0”); for others, is not specified.

-

Action Execution Priority (parameter): indicates how the agent prioritizes
the actions.

-

Communication Relations (attribute): is a list of the connections of the
agent. Each connection has two attributes: target and device. This attribute is
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a direct translation from the Network model shown in Table 7 and Table 8.
We use the agent’s Id to retrieve the node Id in Table 7. We select all the
rows in Table 8 with Source equal to node Id. The selected rows define the
Communication Relations of the agent.
-

Message Behavior (attribute): defines the messages the agent has to send
based on the messaged received. It is defined using the communication rules
identified in the Requirements Document. For each command or
acknowledgment the agent can receive, there is a list of messages to be sent
(including those in Table 4 and Table 5) and a list of actions to do (from
Table 6). Each command and acknowledgement includes (1) destination, (2)
content (e.g. “Tell people to stay at home”) (3) if sending the message is
mandatory or optional, (4) if the command can be broadcast/multicast (5), if
there is a mandatory device to use, and (6) if the agent should receive an
acknowledgement (from Table 5).

-

Action Behavior (attribute): defines the set of actions the agent can do to
solve the emergency. It is defined using the actions defined in the
Requirements Document (Table 6). Each action includes: (1) average
execution time (in the field), (2) location (defined in the field notes or implicit
in the description of the action) and (3) messages to send (with the same
attributes already defined in Message Behavior). In this case, the meaning of
the message is an acknowledgment of the completion of the action.
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We use an XML file (Figure 30) to store the behavior of the agent. As we can see, we
use XML tags to define each of the parameters and attributes described in the previous
paragraphs (and their values are defined as the content of the tags).
1 <?xml version="1.0" ?>
2 <AgentBehavior>
3
<Id>First Responder 20</Id>
4
<Location>55D6</Location>
5
<ReactionTime>00:00:10:000</ReactionTime>
6
<AnswerPriorityType> DEVICE_PRIORITY </AnswerPriorityType>
7
<SendPriorityType> PRIORITY_LIST </SendPriorityType>
8
<MyDevices>
9
PriorityDevice priority="1" device="MOBILEPHONE" send2Multiple="false"
10
sendSeparateFromReceive="false"/>
11
...
12 </MyDevices>
13 <SortedTasks>
14
<PriorityTask priority="1" task="ANSWER"/>
15
<PriorityTask priority="2" task="SEND"/>
16
...
17 </SortedTasks>
18 <AnswerDevicePriority>
19
<PriorityDevice priority="1" device="RADIO" />
20
...
21 </AnswerDevicePriority>
22 <AnswerPersonPriority>
23
<PriorityPerson priority="1" id="1"/>
24
...
25
<PriorityPerson priority="3" id="97"/>
26 </AnswerPersonPriority>
27 <SendCommandPriority>
28
<PriorityCommandTo priority="1" to="1" msg=" Tell population to stay at home" />
29
...
30
<PriorityCommandTo priority="3" to="97" msg=" Tell population to stay at home" />
31 </SendCommandPriority>
32 <ActionExecutionPriority>
33
<PriorityAction priority="1" id="Tell population to stay at home"/>
34 </ActionExecutionPriority>
35 <CommunicationRelations>
36
<RelationPerson id="1">
37
<Device device="RADIO"/>
38
<Device device="MOBILEPHONE"/>
39
</RelationPerson>
40
<RelationPerson id="5">
41
<Device device="BEEPER"/>
42
</RelationPerson >
43
...
44 </CommunicationRelations>
45 <MessageBehavior>
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46
<MsgReceived from="1" content="Tell people to stay at home">
47
<Msg2Send to="5" content="Tell people to stay at home acknowledgement"
48
compulsory="true" send2Multiple="false"/>
49
<Action2Do id=" Tell population to stay at home "/>
50
</MsgReceived>
51 </MessageBehavior >
52 <ActionBehavior>
53
<Action id="Tell population to stay at home">
54
<AverageExecutionTime time="00:10:00:000"/>
55
<Location>55D6</Location>
56
<Msg2Send to="1" content=" Tell population to stay at home completed”
57
compulsory="true" send2Multiple="false">
58
<Device device="BEEPER"/>
59
</Msg2Send>
60
</Action>
61 </ActionBehavior>
62 </AgentBehavior>

Figure 30. Example of the agent’s definition using XML.

The behavior of each agent is defined between the tags <AgentBehavior>. The agent
includes all the parameters and attributes explained above, with tags Id, Location,
ReactionTime, AnswerPriorityType and SendPriorityType as above. The value inside the
tags represents the value of the attribute. Here, we have First Responder 20, located in
position 55D6. Their reaction time is 10 s, and they prioritize the reception of commands
based on the device they came from. For sending commands, they have a priority list.
MyDevices includes all the devices the agent has; as many elements as devices. Each
device is represented as a tag (PriorityDevice) with the four attributes explained above
(priority, device, send2Multiple, sendSeparateFromReceive). In this example, the agent
has three devices.
SortedTasks represents how the agent sorts the tasks they should do under
emergency. They may have equal or different priorities. In this example, the highest
priority is for ANSWER (i.e. receive a command or acknowledgement from someone who
is requesting a communication; e.g. answer the phone that is ringing), then SEND (i.e.
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transmit a command or an acknowledgement to another person; e.g. send a fax to person
1 that states: “Tell people to stay at home”), etc.
AnswerDevicePriority can have as many entries as devices. If all devices have the
same priority for receiving commands, it is empty. All the devices not included in this tag
have the lowest priority. Each element has a priority and a type.
AnswerPersonPriority has as many elements as the number of individuals related to
the agent. Each element has two attributes: priority and id. In this example, receiving a
message from person 1 has the highest priority. Person 97 has priority 3.
SendCommandPriority classifies the set of messages the person may send during an
emergency. Every element has three attributes: a priority, a receiver (to) and the content
of the message (msg). In this example, transmitting “Tell population to stay home” to
person 1 has high priority. Transmitting “Tell population to stay home” to person 97 has
priority 3.
ActionExecutionPriority has two elements: priority and an id for the action. In this
case, “Tell people to stay at home” has the highest priority. The rest of the actions have
the same priority.
CommunicationRelations identifies the relations with the different individuals. It has
one element per individual the agent is connected. Each individual is identified with the
tag RelationPerson, with an attribute id that represents the person the agent is connected.
It also has as many elements as the number of devices the agent can use to communicate
with this person. Each element is identified with the tag Device. This tag only has the
attribute device that identifies the type of devices. In the example, First Responder 20 can
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communicate to person 1 using radio and mobile phones. They can communicate to
person 5 using a beeper.
MessageBehavior represents how the agent behaves when they receive messages. It
has as many elements as combinations message-person that they can receive. Each
message is identified with the tag MsgReceived with two attributes: the sender (from) and
the content. Each MsgReceived has as many elements as actions they must do
(Action2Do) and combinations of command-person to send (Msg2Send). Each Msg2Send
has the four attributes explained at the beginning of the section. In this example, the
person has to send the message “Tell people to stay at home acknowledgment” to person
5. The message is compulsory and cannot be broadcasted or multicasted. They also have
to do the action “Tell the population to stay at home”
Finally, ActionBehavior identifies how the person should behave when doing an
action. It has as many elements as actions the person can do. Each action has an attribute
(id) and at least two elements (AverageExecutionTime, with time, and Location). It may
also have some Msg2Send elements. In this example, the agent can do a single action:
“Tell population to stay at home”. The average execution time is 10 minutes and it is
done in the location 55D6. When the action is finished, the person has to send a message
with the content “Tell population to stay at home completed” to person 1. The message is
compulsory and cannot be broadcasted or multicasted. They must use a beeper to send
the message.
As we have already said, we model the behavior of the devices (e.g. phone, radio,
etc.) as objects. For each device, we identify the set of possible states and its behavior in
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each state. The device may also have different parameters such as the probability of being
in a certain state and the delay introduced in the communication.

Figure 31. Diagram of the Mobile states using DEVS-Diagram notation.
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For instance, for the Mobile model, shown in Figure 31, we have two parameters:
ring duration and delay, and one attribute (id). The Mobile can be in seven states: idle,
incoming call requested, out coming call requested, communication established,
transmitting the command, communication over and out of order.
We also model the networks (Internet, different radio frequencies, phone network,
etc.) as objects. In this case, the focus is on whether or not a message is transmitted.
Therefore, we defined them as objects with two parameters: a probability of transmitting
the message and a delay. Each network can be in two states: active or broken. If the
network is active, it will transmit the message with a certain probability. If it is broken, it
will not transmit the message.
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Chapter 8 Case Study. Diffusion Abstract Model of the Nuclear
Emergency Plan using DEVS
In this chapter, we detail how to obtain the NEP Diffusion Abstract model and its
computerized version using the general DEVS implementation proposed in section 6.3

8.1. Diffusion Abstract model for the Nuclear Emergency Plan
Once the Agent Based model is completed, the next step of the development process
is to define the Diffusion Abstract model we introduced in section 6.1.4, and apply it to
the NEP. In our case, we design the Diffusion Abstract model by instantiating the general
DEVS implementation introduced in section 6.3 and combining it with the Agent Based
model presented in section 7.3. This is summarized in Figure 32

Figure 32. Schema of the NEP Diffusion Abstract model definition for the NEP.
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We first use the Agent Based model to decide which components of the architecture
are needed. A Node in our architecture corresponds to an agent of the Agent Based model
(which is derived from a node in the Network model and it includes the connections
where the id of the source node is the agent). Using our Requirements document, this
corresponds to each person working on the emergency. Likewise, the Indirect Link model
in the architecture will be converted into the devices each person can use, which is a
subset of all the existing devices (also defined in the Agent Based model and derived
from the different labels in the Network model). Similarly, the Links Connector is
mapped into the Networks connecting such devices (Internet, telephone network, etc.),
each of which is also defined as an object in the Agent Based model. The Direct Link
connector in the architecture allows connecting Nodes by a direct link. In this case, it
represents connections in-situ. It does not have a direct translation from the Agent or
Network model. The DEVS modeler defines its behavior and the level of detail needed
based on the purpose of the Model. The Updaters (for Indirect Links, Nodes and Links
Connectors) can introduce changes in the state of the devices and networks models (i.e.
they model if they break or recover) and the persons involved in the NEP. We have
mapped them into different models for the NEP. In our case, the only parameter of the
Node that we are interested to update is the individuals that are within the same location.
This determines which in-situ communications are feasible, and it is updated using the
actual location of all the agents. To instantiate the model, it is defined based on the Agent
Based model Location attribute, and it changes over time as the agent moves. Finally, the
Diffusion Element Generator is converted into the Command Generator, a model that
generates the commands according to the Requirements Document. This will trigger the
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diffusion process, and the set of commands generated. How all these generator models
influence the NEP study is defined by the scenarios we want to analyze.
As we can see, we have used every component in our Architecture except the Direct
Link Updater (used to update the properties or states of the Direct Link Connector when
there are external factors not included in the model). In our case, this represents in-situ
communications, and we are not interested in updating it at runtime (which would include
modeling detailed factors in in-situ communications such as environmental noise,
distance, etc.). In our case, the Direct Link Connector will just broadcast the messages
received.
As discussed earlier, the modeler needs to decide which will be the model output. In
our case, we want to study what messages the person sends, which ones are received
(including information about the communication channels used) and what action they
conducted. Therefore, the output of our model is defined in the person model.
We define each component using the general implementation in DEVS explained in
section 6.3, which is also based on the Agent Based model and the architecture. First, we
need to define all the objects (i.e. devices and networks) as DEVS models. The
parameters and states of each object are translated as parameters and states of the DEVS
model. The State Transitions are converted into the internal and external transitions in the
DEVS model. In our case, each network object (i.e. Internet, satellite, etc.) is defined as a
DEVS model with the two parameters identified in the Agent Based model: the
probability of transmitting the message and a delay. Every network DEVS model has two
states: active or broken. The devices are also defined as parameterized DEVS models
using the parameters defined in the Agent Based model. All of them include at least an Id
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and a delay. The Id parameter is used to instantiate the different devices used by different
individuals. The rest of the parameters, states, and transitions are different for each
device.
We use these Models (i.e. devices and network) to instantiate the Devices and
Networks Coupled models of the NEP Diffusion Abstract model as we explain later on in
this section.
In the rest of this section, we briefly explain how we instantiate the components of
the NEP Diffusion Abstract model using the Agent Based model definition and the DEVS
parameterized models of the devices, networks, sending and receiving behaviors. Since
there are hundreds of Persons and Devices in the NEP, it is important to define a generic
process that can be automated when implementing their computerized models. We focus
on this automation, which takes the agents’ XML files as inputs and generates a
computerized model (see section 8.2).
8.1.1. Person model instantiation
The Person is a Coupled model that is instantiated following the Node architecture
presented in section 6.3.1. As we can see in Figure 33, we use all the components of the
architecture because our agents use both direct (i.e. in-situ) and indirect (i.e. devices)
communications.
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Figure 33. Coupled model definition of a Node and its translation to a Person model for the NEP.

The Behavior Rules is the main core of the model. It is defined as a coupled model
(see Figure 34) that includes the actions the agent takes to solve the emergency. It is
instantiated for each Person model using the agent defined in the XML file. All the
parameters and attributes defined in the XML file are included in the Behavior Rules
model. It models how the person takes decisions about the messages and how it executes
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tasks based on the behavior defined in the XML file, the devices that are activated, the
people around, and a to-do list.

Figure 34. Coupled model definition of Behavior Rules

When there is only a task to do (i.e. just a device activated, just an action to do, etc.),
the model sends an output that actives the component in charge of this task. If there is
more than one task, Behavior Rules decides what to do based on the agent behavior
defined in the XML file (Figure 30). Lines 13-17 define which type of task has priority:
responding to a device that is activated or to a person that is trying to establish in-situ
communication (from now on, called answer), sending a command or acknowledgement
(from now on, called send) or executing an action to solve the emergency (from now on,
called do action). In the example, the model will first respond to an active device or
person talking in-situ. If there is more than one task to do in each category, the decisions
are as follows:
-

AnswerPriorityType (line 6) defines how to answer. The decision can be
based on the type of device, on the person or at random. In this example, the
decision is based on the device that is activated, and AnswerPriorityDevice
(lines 18-21) defines the priority of each device. If the decision is based on
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the person who is calling, AnswerPersonPriority (lines 22-25) defines the
priority.
-

SendPriorityType (line 7) defines how the sending task is prioritized. It can be
First In – First Out (FIFO), Last In – First Out (LIFO) or using priorities. In
the example, it uses a priority list, defined in SendCommandPriority (lines
27-31).

-

ActionPriorityExecution (lines 32-34) defines how do action is prioritized.
The actions not included in the list have the same priority.

The commands and acknowledgments to be included in the sending to-do list and the
actions to be included in the actions to-do list are select based on the messages received
either through devices or in-situ. For each command/acknowledgement received, the
model looks into MessageBehavior (lines 45-51) and extracts all the commands,
acknowledgements and actions. They are included in their respective to-do list.
As discussed, the model can select among three tasks: answer, send or do action. If
answer is selected, it generates an output through the receiving port with the active
device or the person that is requesting the communication. If send is activated, once the
model has decided which message it should send, it chooses to send the message in-situ if
the person is in the same location. If the person is in another location, the device is
chosen based on the following parameters: (1) mandatory devices (Msg2Send in the XML
file), (2) devices available (MyDevices – lines 8-12), and (3) devices that can be used
with the receiver (CommunicationRelations – lines 35-44). The model output is a
Message

through

the

sending

port

that

command/acknowledgement content and the device.
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the

receiver,

the

If do action is selected, once the model chooses the action, the information regarding
the average execution time, the place where the action should be done and the
acknowledgement to be sent when the action is completed are retrieved from the
ActionBehavior attribute of the XML file (lines 52-59). The Behavior rules model
executes the action.
The filters for Direct Link, Generator and Node Updater select which of the
messages are used in the model, based on the Id of the agent defined in the XML file (as
messages are broadcasted, they have to decide if they are the destination). The Direct
Link Switch model is transformed into an In-situ Switch (the model’s behavior is the same
in both cases, although we renamed it to make it easier to study). The Sending/Receiving
Filters also remain unchanged. The Receiving/Sending Behavior Using Direct Link
models are mapped into parameterized Models using the agent Id attribute found in the
XML file.
The Indirect Link Switches model is instantiated using the MyDevices attribute in the
XML definition of the agent and converted to a Devices Switches Coupled model, which
includes four filters, a sink, and as many atomic models as elements in MyDevice (as
explained in section 6.3.1).
The models Sending/Receiving Behavior using Indirect Link are instantiated with
MyDevices and Id attributes in the XML file and the models defined for each specific
device. The devices included in MyDevices establish which Models we need to include.
These are instantiated with the Id attribute. In Figure 35, we show an example of the
Sending Behavior using Devices coupled model instantiated for a person with a fax and a
mobile. The Switches Filter, Sending Filter and Sending Sink are common for all
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instantiations. The models that change from one instantiation to other are the ones
representing the use of different devices.

Figure 35. Example of Sending Behavior using Devices coupled model instantiated for a person
with mobile and fax

All the remaining models in this section are built using a similar procedure. We will
discuss the main features of each model.
8.1.2. Devices Coupled model instantiation
The Devices Coupled model is instantiated following the Indirect Link architecture
presented in section 6.3.2. We use all the components of the architecture, which are
instantiated using the MyDevices attribute of the XML file, and the devices parameterized
Models using the agent Id attribute in the XML file. The devices Coupled model includes
three filters, a sink, and as many devices as elements in MyDevice (as explained in
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section 3.3.2). In Figure 36, we can see an example for of a Devices coupled model with
a mobile, a fax and a satellite phone.

Figure 36. Example of Devices coupled model instantiated for a person that has a mobile, a fax
and a satellite phone.

8.1.3. Networks Coupled model instantiation
The Networks Coupled model is instantiated following the Link Connectors
architecture presented in section 6.3.3. In this case, we also use all the components of the
architecture. It has two types of components, filters, and Link Connectors. The model has
as many Link Connectors as networks in the Agent Based model. Each Link Connector is
instantiated using a network-parameterized model.
The model has two filters. Each filter has as many output ports as network types in
the Agent Based model (11 ports in this case since there are 11 networks in our case
study). Each output port represents a network type (i.e. satellite network, Internet, etc.).
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Since the messages in our model are broadcasted, each filter redirect de message to the
appropriated port based on the device that sends the message.

8.2. NEP Diffusion Computerized Model
As we explained in section 6.1.5, the Diffusion computerized model is a
computerized model of the Diffusion Abstract model. We built the NEP Diffusion
computerized model using the CDBoost DEVS simulator introduced in Chapter 3. The
model is based on the NEP Diffusion Abstract model (i.e. all the atomic and coupled
models we defined and their connections) and the agent definition (i.e. the XML files
where the behavior of agents is defined), which are used to translate the NEP Diffusion
Abstract model into a computerized model written in C++ that CDBoost understands.
Each atomic model defined in section 8.1 is implemented as a structure or a class as
discussed in Section 6.3.7 using the template provided in Figure 4. Each Atomic model
includes a set of ports, a set of parameters, a constructor that instantiates the model
parameters and initializes the model variables and the five DEVS functions. These
parameterized atomic models (37 in our case study) are used to instantiate all the atomic
models included in the different coupled model using the XML files where the agents are
defined and some functions we define in C++ as we explain later on. The model
implementation is automated using a script that calls these functions to define the top
model. The script returns the computerized NEP Diffusion Abstract model as a file ready
to compile.
In Figure 37, we show the implementation of the switch atomic model used to
instantiate the Devices Switches coupled model. The model redirects the message in the
DecideIn port to the appropriate output port based on the model state. The model can be
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in three states (answer, decide, send). We use different output ports according to the
model’s state. We have chosen this example since it allows to fully explain the
implementation and has simple functions. The rest of the atomic models are implemented
using the same logic.
1 using namespace std;
2 using namespace cadmium;
3 using namespace nep_structures;
4 using namespace nep_model_enum_types;
5
6 struct switch3Out_defs{
//Port definition
7
struct sendOut : public out_port<MSG> {};
8
struct answerOut : public out_port<MSG> {};
9
struct decideOut : public out_port<MSG> {};
10
struct communicationIn : public in_port<MSG> {};
11
struct setAnswerIn : public in_port<SET_STATE_ANS> {};
12
struct setDecideIn : public in_port<SET_STATE_DEC> {};
13
struct setSendIn : public in_port<SET_STATE_SEND> {};
};
14
15 class switch3Out { // Atomic model definition
16
public:
17
DeviceType id; //Parameter
18
enum SwitchState{ANSWER, SEND, DECIDE};
//state definition
19
state_type state; // State
20
struct state_type{
21
vector <MSG> outMsg;
22
SwitchState state; };
23
24
switch3Out(DeviceType Id) noexcept { //constructor & initial state definition
25
id = Id;
26
state.outMsg.clear();
27
state.state = SwitchState::DECIDE; }
28
29
void internal_transition() { // internal transition
30
state.outMsg.clear();
}
31
32
void external_transition(TIME e, typename make_message_bags<input_ports>::type mbs) {
33
int bug = 0;
34
if (!get_messages<typename defs::setAnswerIn>(mbs).empty()){
35
state.state = SwitchState::ANSWER;
36
bug++;
}
37
if (!get_messages<typename defs::setSendIn>(mbs).empty()){
38
state.state = SwitchState::SEND; //multiple call equal one call
39
bug++;
}
40
if (!get_messages<typename defs::setDecideIn>(mbs).empty()){
41
state.state = SwitchState::DECIDE; //multiple call equal one call
42
bug++;
}
43
for (const auto &x : get_messages<typename defs::communicationIn>(mbs)) {
44
if(x.to.type == id) state.outMsg.push_back(x);
}
45
if (bug > 1) throw std::logic_error("Contradiction to set states");
46
}
47
48
typename make_message_bags<output_ports>::type output() const { // output function
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typename make_message_bags<output_ports>::type bags;
switch(state.state){
case SwitchState::ANSWER:
for (int i = 0; i < (state.outMsg.size()); i++)
get_messages<typename defs::answerOut>(bags).push_back(state.outMsg[i]);
break;
case SwitchState::SEND:
for (int i = 0; i < (state.outMsg.size()); i++)
get_messages<typename defs::sendOut>(bags).push_back(state.outMsg[i]);
break;
case SwitchState::DECIDE:
for (int i = 0; i < (state.outMsg.size()); i++)
get_messages<typename defs::decideOut>(bags).push_back(state.outMsg[i])
break;
}
return bags;
}
TIME time_advance() const { // time_advance function
return (state.outMsg.empty() ? std::numeric_limits<TIME>::infinity() : TIME());
}
};

Figure 37. Computerized model of the Switch Atomic model

We start by defining the CDBoost library name spaces we are using to implement the
model. Then, we include the input and output ports, each of which is defined as a
structure that inherits from the in_port/out_port structures defined in the simulator. Each
port can transfer different types of data.
We then define the model as a C++ class: first, we include the model parameters (line
17), which, in this case, is an Id that identifies to which device the switch refers to (in a
more complex model, there may be several). Then, we define the state as a structure
named state_type (lines 18-22), with two variables: state (an enum that identifies the state
of the switch) and outMsg (which stores the messages the switch needs to reroute). In
lines 24-27, we define the model constructor. It is used to instantiate the parameters of
the atomic model and initialize the state variables.
The next step is to implement the internal transition function (lines 29-30), the
external transition function (lines 32-46), the output function (lines 48-65), and the time
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advance function (lines 67-69) translating the formal DEVS specifications into C++
functions that define the Switch’s behavior. The model includes code to help with
verification; for example, in the external function, we have defined that the switch cannot
have more than one state at the same time. In the external function, we include a variable
bug= 0. When the messages bags from the SetDecideIn, SetSendIn, and SendAnswerIn
ports are processed, if they are not empty the variable bug is incremented. An error
message is issued when that happens (line 45).
The internal transition function clears the OutMsg variable. The external function
stores the messages received through CommunicationIn port in OutMsg variable. It also
sets the value of the state variable based on the inputs in the other ports SetDecideIn,
SetSendIn and SetAnswerIn. The output function sends the messages stored in OutMsg
through the corresponding output port. Finally, the time advance function passivates the
model if there is nothing to send. Otherwise, it sets the time advance in 0.
In the NEP Diffusion Abstract model, there are two types of coupled models: those
instantiated a single time (e.g. Networks) or multiple times (Person, Devices, Devices
Switches, etc.). The models instantiated a single time are implemented manually. The
coupled models that have more than one instance are generated automatically.
In order to implement the coupled models, we first need to instantiate the atomic
models inside them. To do so, we use one function for each type of coupled model, as
seen in Figure 38.
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1 create_atomics_text_msg_device(string DeviceType, string Id, TIME delay, TIME outOfOrderAcknow){
3 pair<vector<string>,vector<string>> AtomicsCoupled;
3
4 /***Instantiate atomics inside the coupled***/
5 create_atomic_inbox(DeviceType, Id, delay, outOfOrderAcknow);
6 string inbox = "inbox"+DeviceType+Id;
7 create_atomic_outbox(DeviceType, Id,delay, outOfOrderAcknow);
8 string outbox = "outbox"+DeviceType+Id;
9 create_atomic_ msgClassifierNewReadCon(DeviceType, Id));
10
11 /****Define coupled: first the I/O ports ****/
12 string("using iports_")+DeviceType+Id+string("=<inp_setOutOfOrder, inp_network,
13
inp_fromKeyboard>;"));
// input ports
14 string("using oports_")+DeviceType+Id+string("=<outp_toScreen,outp_network>;"));
15
16 string("using submodels_")+DeviceType+Id+string("= models_tuple<")+inbox+
17
string(",") +outbox+string(",")+msgClassifierNewReadCom+string(">;"));
// SUBMODELS
18
19 //External Input Couplings - eics
20 string("using eics_")+DeviceType+Id+string(" =std::tuple<"));
21 string("EIC<inp_setOutOfOrder,")+inbox+string(", inbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::setStateIn>,"));
22 string("EIC<inp_setOutOfOrder,")+outbox+string(",outbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::setStateIn>,"));
23 string("EIC<inp_network, ")+inbox+string(", inbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::newIn>, "));
24 string("EIC<inp_fromKeyboard,")+ msgClassifierNewReadCom+string(", msgClassifierNewRead_defs
25
<Communication>::in>"));
string(">;"));
26
27 //External Input Couplings - eocs
28 string("using eocs_")+DeviceType+Id+string(" =std::tuple<"));
29 string("EOC<")+inbox+string(", inbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::displayOut, outp_toScreen>,"));
30 string("EOC<")+outbox+string(", outbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::displayOut, outp_toScreen>,"));
31 string("EOC<")+outbox+string(", outbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::networkOut, outp_network>"));
32 string(">;"));
33
34 //Internal Couplings - ics
35 string("using ics_")+DeviceType+Id+string(" =std::tuple<"));
36 string("IC<")+msgClassifierNewReadCom+string(",msgClassifierNewRead_defs<Communication>::
37
newOut,")+outbox+string(",outbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::newIn>,"));
38 string("IC<")+msgClassifierNewReadCom+string(", msgClassifierNewRead_defs<Communication>::
39
readout,")+inbox+string(" ,inbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::readIn>"));
string(">;"));
40 }

Figure 38 Generating the DEVS computerized model of coupled models e-mail, beeper, and fax

These functions use the XML file we discussed earlier and/or the parameters for the
devices defined in the Agent Based model. We build a vector with all the atomic models
inside the coupled model instantiated and a second vector with the coupled model we
implemented. The connections inside the coupled model are defined using the definition
explained in section 8.1 for the coupled model’s instantiation. The rules are written in a
way such that the output of the function (shown in Figure 39) will include all the code
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needed (based on our discussion in section 6.3.7 and Figure 5, where we showed how
coupled models are defined in CDBoost). Figure 38, shows the implementation of the
function used to instantiate a coupled model representing devices that send/receive text
(i.e. email).
1 template<typename TIME> //Atomic models inside the instantiated coupled model
2 class msgClassifierNewReadCom : public msgClassifierNewRead<Communication, TIME> {
3 public:
4 msgClassifierNewReadCom(): msgClassifierNewRead<Communication, TIME>(TIME("00:00:500")) {};
5 };
6 template<typename TIME>
7 class inboxFAX1 : public inbox<SetDeviceState, TIME> {
8 public:
9 inboxFAX1(): inbox<SetDeviceState, TIME>(DeviceId(DeviceType::FAX, "1"),TIME("00:00:500"),
10
TIME("00:01:000")) {};
11 };
12 template<typename TIME>
13 class outboxFAX1 : public outbox<SetDeviceState, TIME> {
14 public:
15 outboxFAX1(): outbox<SetDeviceState, TIME>(DeviceId(DeviceType::FAX, "1"),TIME("00:00:500"),
16
TIME("00:01:000")) {};
17 };
18 // instantiated coupled model
19 using iports_FAX1 = std::tuple<inp_setOutOfOrder,inp_network,inp_fromKeyboard>;
20 using oports_FAX1 = std::tuple<outp_toScreen,outp_network>;
21 using submodels_FAX1=models_tuple<inboxFAX1,outboxFAX1,msgClassifierNewReadCom>;
22 using eics_FAX1 =std::tuple<
23
EIC<inp_setOutOfOrder,inboxFAX1, inbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::setStateIn>,
24
EIC<inp_setOutOfOrder,outboxFAX1, outbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::setStateIn>,
25
EIC<inp_network, inboxFAX1, inbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::newIn>,
26
EIC<inp_fromKeyboard,msgClassifierNewReadCom,msgClassifierNewRead_defs<Communication>::in> >;
27
28 using eocs_FAX1 =std::tuple<
29
EOC<inboxFAX1, inbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::displayOut, outp_toScreen>,
30
EOC<outboxFAX1, outbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::displayOut, outp_toScreen>,
31
EOC<outboxFAX1, outbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::networkOut, outp_network>
>;
32
33 using ics_FAX1 =std::tuple<
34 IC<msgClassifierNewReadCom, msgClassifierNewRead_defs<Communication>::newOut, outboxFAX1,
35
outbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::newIn>,
36 IC<msgClassifierNewReadCom, msgClassifierNewRead_defs<Communication>::readOut, inboxFAX1 ,
37
inbox_defs<SetDeviceState>::readIn>
>;

Figure 39. Output of the function explained in Figure 38

Figure 39 shows the output of this function: the atomics inside the coupled are
instantiated and the coupled model is defined following CDBoost definitions, so it can be
simulated. We have chosen a simple example to explain the logic behind it. The rest of
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the functions are implemented following a similar logic taking into account more
parameters of the XML file.
In Figure 38 (lines 4-9), we instantiate the atomic models inside the coupled models
as shown in Figure 39 (lines 1-16). We call a function that takes as inputs the atomic
model parameters and returns the model instantiated in CDBoost format. The function
takes as inputs the type of text message device (i.e. e-mail, fax or beeper), the id of the
person that owns the device (i.e. the Id in the agent XML file), and two attributes of the
devices: their communication delays and the time it takes to acknowledge that it is out of
order.
The rest of the figure defines the coupled model instantiation. Lines 11-17 (Figure
38) returns the coupled model input and output ports and the sub models inside the
coupled implemented as a tuple as shown in Figure 39 (lines 19-21). Lines 19-25 (Figure
38) generates the External Input Couplings (EIC) as a tuple of tuples with 3 elements: the
name of the coupled model input port, the name of sub model connected to the input port
and the input port name of the sub model as shown in Figure 39 (lines 22-26). External
Output Couplings (EOC) are defined as the EIC but with a different order: sub model
name, output port name of the sub model and output port name of the coupled model (see
lines 27-32 in Figure 38 for the function definition and lines 28-31 in Figure 39 for the
output). Finally, Internal Couplings (IC) are defined as a tuple of tuples of four elements:
name of the out coming sub component, sub model output port name, the name of the
incoming sub model, sub model input port name. In Figure 38 (lines 34-40), we show the
code that generates the implementation. The output of the code is shown in Figure 39
(lines 33-37).
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To build the top-level model, we implement a program that takes all the XML files
where the agents are defined; it parses each file and transforms them into a structure to
generate the parameters of all the functions explained earlier in this section. The output is
a file with thousands of lines of code that CDBoost understands. This file includes all the
atomic and coupled models’ instantiated, which, once compiled, generates the NEP
Diffusion Simulation ready to generate results. In Figure 40, we show a code snippet
showing a part of this program, which output (i.e. a code snippet of the top-model) can be
seen in Figure 41.
1 int main(int argc, char ** argv) {
2
int numberOfPersons = stoi(argv[1]);
3
string folder = argv[2];
4
string mainModel = string("../TOPMODEL/MainTop.cpp");
5
string content, tSUBMODELS, tIC, tEIC, tEOC, tIPORTS;
6
string tOPORTS = "outp_taskDeviceFinished, outp_taskActionFinished";
7
8
myModelfile.open(mainModel);
9
TOP = open_coupled(string("TOP"));
10
11
ifstream infile("NEP_Cadmium_Headers"); //Define Headers and I/O ports inside MainTop.cpp
12
for(int i=0; infile.eof()!=true ; i++)
// get content of infile
13
content += infile.get();
14
myModelfile << content << endl;
15
16
for(int i = 1; i <= numberOfPersons; i++){
// DEVICES
17
in = folder+string("P")+to_string(i)+string(".xml");
18
person.load(in);
19
DEVICES = DevicesCoupledModel(person);
20
for(int j = 0; j<DEVICES.first.size(); j++)
21
myModelfile << DEVICES.first[j] << endl;
22
for(int j = 0; j<DEVICES.second.size(); j++)
23
myModelfile << DEVICES.second[j] << endl;
24
}
25 ...

Figure 40. Code snippet of the program that generates the top model

We use two parameters: the number of agents (i.e. the number of XML files to be
loaded) and the path to the folder where their XML descriptions are stored. The number
of agents is used to define the number of instances of Devices and Person models inside
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the coupled model, as shown in lines 2 and 16 (Figure 40). In lines 5-6, we define all the
variables needed to define the top model.
1 struct inp_generator : public cadmium::in_port<Command>{}; // SET INPUT PORTS FOR COUPLED
2 struct inp_network : public cadmium::in_port<Communication>{};
3 ...
4 outp_myLocation : public out_port<PeopleLocation>{};
// SET OUTPUT PORTS FOR COUPLED
5 outp_network : public out_port<Communication>{};
6 ...
7 template<typename TIME>
// Define atomic and coupled unit devices
8 class filterDevicesNetwork1: public filterDevicesNetwork<TIME> {
9 public: filterDevicesNetwork1(): filterDevicesNetwork<TIME>("1") {};
};
10
11 template<typename TIME>
12 class filterDevicesSetOutOrder1: public filterDevicesSetOutOrder<TIME> {
13 public: filterDevicesSetOutOrder1(): filterDevicesSetOutOrder<TIME>("1") {};
};
14
15 template<typename TIME>
16 class phoneMOBILEPHONE1 : public phone<SetDeviceState, TIME> {
17 public: phoneMOBILEPHONE1(): phone<SetDeviceState,TIME> (DeviceId
18
(DeviceType::MOBILEPHONE, "1"),TIME("00:00:500"),TIME("00:01:000")) {};
};
19
20 template<typename TIME>
21 class phoneLANDLINEPHONE1 : public phone<SetDeviceState, TIME> {
22 public: phoneLANDLINEPHONE1(): phone<SetDeviceState, TIME>(DeviceId(DeviceType::LANDLINEPHONE,
23
"1"),TIME("00:00:500"),TIME("00:01:000")) {};
};
24//DEFINE COUPLED DEVICE
25 using iports_DEVICES1 = tuple<inp_setOutOfOrder,inp_in_com,inp_network>;
26 using oports_DEVICES1 = tuple<outp_out_com, outp_network>;
27 using submodels_DEVICES1 = models_tuple<filterDevicesSetOutOrder1, filterDevicesNetwork1,
28
filterDevicesMicroKeyboard, sinkDevices_atomic,phoneMOBILEPHONE1, phoneLANDLINEPHONE1,>
29 using eics_DEVICES1 = tuple<
30
EIC<inp_setOutOfOrder,filterDevicesSetOutOrder1,filterDevicesSetOutOrder_defs::in>,
31
EIC<inp_in_com,filterDevicesMicroKeyboard, filterDevicesMicroKeyboard_defs::in>,
32
EIC<inp_network,filterDevicesNetwork1, filterDevicesNetwork_defs::in>
>;
33 ...

Figure 41 Code snippet of the output in the program defined in Figure 40

Then, we start defining our coupled model. First, we parse a file where the headers of
CDBoost and of the parameterized Atomic models are defined (lines 11-14). The top
model ports are also defined in that file. The output of this part of the program is shown
in Figure 41, lines 1-6. Then, we call the functions explained earlier in this section to
generate the component of the DEVS top model. In lines 16-24 (Figure 40), we show the
definition of all the Devices coupled models. For each agent, we define a Devices model
by loading the proper XML and calling the function that generates the coupled (line 19).
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We then generate all the atomic instantiated and the coupled in the MainTop.cpp file
(lines 20-23). In Figure 41 (lines 7 - 33), we show a code snippet of the output of this last
part of the program.
This proposed implementation has the following advantages:
- If the behavior of any agent or any relation (defined in our XML file) changes,
we do not need to modify our model or change the implementation. We just
update the XML file, run the program again with different parameters and
compile the top model. This facilitates running different scenarios where the
connections between agents and/or the agent behavior vary. It also allows us to
run a subset of the NEP such as specific group just reducing the XML files that
the program takes as input to this subset of people.
- It reduces implementation time as the top model is automatically built based on
the rules we defined in the program and the functions explained in this section.
- This implementation also facilitates verification and debugging since all
instances of the atomic and coupled models are created by a small set of
functions and atomic models. Finding a bug in the parameterized Atomic model
or function will fix the bug for all the models.
- It facilitates model reusability. For example, if we want to update a model of the
architecture (e.g., we want to replace the Networks coupled model for a more
accurate one), we just need to define the new atomics inside the coupled model,
and update the function that defines the Networks coupled model. This
implementation saves time and effort in model definition, implementation, and
verification.
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Chapter 9 Case Study: A Collapse in the Communications
In this chapter, we present the results of the study of a collapse in different
communication mechanisms using the Network model.
As we explain in our architecture, to construct the network representing the NEP, we
used the information provided in the Requirements Document, which identifies all the
people involved in the emergency and all their communication mechanisms. The nodes
represent the agents or the people involved in the nuclear emergency. The links represent
the communication relations between the agents or the people involved. The resulting
network is a multiplex network composed of 832 nodes and 12 layers. The layers
represent specific communication mechanisms: fax, Internet, landline and mobile phone,
Reman radio, Remer radio, satellite, Autonomous Police communication network,
Radiological Group communication network, Civil Guard communication network, and
communications in-situ.

9.1. Assumptions
The following assumptions are made during the analysis:
1. Although we distinguish different communication layers, we assume that the
communication links in the different layers are equivalent (i.e. all of them
establish the same type of connection between agents). This is justified
because all the links allow communications between agents. Consequently,
we analyze the multiplex network using simplex networks. To include
redundancy in the communications, we assigned different weights to the
links. The weight represents the number of communication mechanisms
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available to establish the communication. For example, if the communication
is supported by one communication channel the weight is one, if it is
supported by two, the weight is two and so on.
2. We group Reman and Remer radio channels under the radio communication
channel. This assumption is done because they are different frequencies in the
radio network. Moreover, if the individuals only have a radio device, they can
only tune a single channel.
3. We assume that in-situ communications do not fail. This means that
communication between two people in the same is robust.
4. We assume that the Civil Guard communication network, the Radiological
Group communication network and the Autonomous Police communication
network are robust and they do not fail because these communication
mechanisms can use both the phone and radio network indistinctly. A failure
in these communications mechanisms implies a simultaneous interruption of
both radio and phone networks. We can make this assumption is justified
because we are interested in studying the effects of single failures in the
network (i.e. we are not interested in the consequences of two different
networks failing at the same time).
5. We assume that the mobile and landline phones use the same communication
channel. Most communications in the NEP involve mobile to mobile or
mobile to landline communications because first responders cannot use
landline phone. Therefore, if the mobile network fails, the communication
cannot be established. Although there maybe landline to landline phone
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communications, making this assumption simplifies the model being on the
conservative side since we are using the worst case scenario.
6. The NEP communication network is dynamic. The potential communications
between people change as their locations do. We assume a static network and
we analyze it using different scenarios to lighten this assumption.
We use two scenarios for the analysis of a downfall in the different communication
channels. In Scenario 1, we represent the NEP communication network after declaring
the nuclear emergency and the members of Executive Body are together, but no further
action has been taken. That means that the field teams have not been positioned. In
Scenario 2, we represent a situation in which all teams have been situated.
Within each scenario, two cases are analyzed. Case 1 includes the whole network
(i.e. all the people involved in the NEP), composed by 832 agents containing the
replacement teams. Case 2 represents the network excluding the replacement teams (i.e.
only the individuals working at a certain moment are included). This reduces the size of
the network to 522 agents.
To analyze how a collapse in the different communication channels affects the
communication structure in an organization, we evaluate if these downfalls isolate some
groups or individuals, and therefore they cannot receive communications. The aim is to
conclude if the network is robust against these types of failures or not. For our analysis,
we use a network metric: the number of connected components in the network.
A network component consists of all the connected nodes of the network. A network
can have a single component or multiple ones. The number of connected components
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allows us to identify whether or not these downfalls isolate individuals/groups. If the
network has one component, all individuals are connected in a single group. Otherwise,
there are isolated groups of one or more individuals. Since we study an emergency and
we should be able to transmit information to every person in the network, we assume that
the network is not robust if there is more than one component.
In the rest of the section, we present the effects of a downfall in the communication
infrastructure, and its effects the NEP. In particular, we analyze following in phones, fax,
Internet, radio, satellite and in the phone, fax, and Internet channels at the same time
The figures and the analysis are made with Gephi. The figures depict one particular
view of the network. We choose these views because they provide a good visualization of
the number of components in the network.

9.2. Downfall in phone communication channel
To simulate the effects of a downfall in the phone communications while managing
the emergency, we remove from the network model of the NEP the links that only handle
landline and mobile phone communications and we calculate the number of connected
components using Gephi. As we will see below, the number of connected components is
greater than one in both analysis scenarios and both cases (i.e. this downfall isolates some
people while managing the emergency).
9.2.1. Scenario 1
In Figure 42, we show the NEP network in Case 1 if the phone communication
channel does not work. In this case, the number of connected components in the network
is 207.
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Figure 42. Collapse in the phone communication channel. Scenario 1. Case 1.

In the middle of the figure is the largest component, which includes 68.63% of the
nodes (571 nodes). The NEP Director and the heads of the Executive Body belong to this
component. Members of the Radiological Group, Public Security and Order group, and
Technical Assistance and Coordination group also belong to it. The other 261 nodes,
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depicted in the figure surrounding the largest component, represent isolated individuals or
teams.
From this analysis, we see that the network is not robust against a collapse in the
phone communication channel since the number of connected components is greater than
one. To better identify the isolated individuals we made the same analysis in Case 2 (i.e.
not including the replacement teams). In section 9.3, we discuss how the robustness of
the network can be improved.
In Figure 43, we show the NEP network in Case 2 if the phone communication
channel does not work. In this case, the network has 87 connected components. In the
middle of the figure is the largest component, which includes 74.71% of the nodes (390
nodes). The NEP Director and the heads of the Executive Body belong to this component.
Members of the Radiological group, Public Security and Order group and Technical
Assistance and Coordination group also belong to it. The other 132 nodes represent the
isolated teams or individuals. They are depicted in the figure around the major
component. From this analysis, we conclude that the phone communication channel is not
robust in Case 2 in Scenario 1.
The difference in the number of nodes that composes the largest component between
both cases indicates that some replacement teams remained connected to the major
component despite the downfall. All the replacement teams connected to the largest
component belong to the Public Security and Order group (specifically to the Civil
Guard) and the Radiological group. This affirmation is done comparing the nodes that
belong to the largest component in Case 1 and 2.
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Figure 43. Collapse in the phone communication channel. Scenario 1. Case 2.

The isolated individuals or teams in Case 2 are:
-

The Autonomous Police

-

The Local Police

-

The directors and teachers in the schools in Zone I and II

-

The Government Education Supervisor
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-

The different ministries involved in the emergency

-

The NSC Inspector at the NPP

-

The whole Health group

Since the individuals in Case 2 are a subset of individuals in Case 1, we can conclude
that the isolated individuals in Case 1 are the same as in Case 2 but including all the
replacement teams, except for the one from the Radiological Group and the Civil Guard.
9.2.2. Scenario 2
When the phone communication channel does not work, in Case 1, the NEP network
has 139 components. The largest component includes the 83.41% of the nodes (694
nodes). The other 138 nodes are the isolated individuals or teams. If we analyze the
number of components, it is significantly reduced to 19 components due to in-situ
communications.
The resultant network in Case 2 (i.e. without replacement teams) is shown in Figure
44. In this Scenario, due to the in-situ communications, the communities are mixed and it
is not possible to distinguish the different groups in the figure. In the middle of the figure
is the largest component, which includes 96.55% of the nodes (504 nodes). The other 18
nodes, depicted in the figure around the major component represent the isolated
individuals. We see that all the people working in the emergency are connected except
the ones labeled around the largest component. From this analysis, we conclude that we
conclude that the network is not robust against a collapse in the phone communication
channel in Scenario 2 since the number of connected components is greater than one.
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Figure 44. Collapse in the phone communication channel. Scenario 2. Case 2. Not possible to
distinguish the groups due to in-situ communications

As in Scenario 1, the number of nodes in the largest component differs from Case 1
and 2. This difference indicates that some replacement teams remained connected to the
largest component despite the downfall. All these teams belong to the Public Security and
Order group (specifically to the Civil Guard) and the Radiological Group. This
affirmation is done comparing the nodes that belong to the largest component in Case 1
and 2.
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Comparing Case 1 and 2, we can see that when the network is positioned, the amount
of isolated individuals decrease considerably, but the isolation problem does not
disappear. Apart from the replacement teams, other 18 agents or individuals are isolated
as seen in figure 6. These agents are:
-

The 5 Ministries

-

The NSC Inspector at the NPP

-

The 5 heads in the health group

-

The first response and emergency medical health teams in the province
capital of the NPP location

-

The welfare team

-

The Government Education Supervisor

-

The Local Police heads

9.2.3. Discussion
After the analysis of a downfall in the phone communication channel in different
scenarios and cases, we conclude that the phone communication is not robust. If this
communication mechanism fails, the transmission of the information to solve the
emergency will be cut down for some of the people involved. This will probably carry
out a loss of efficiency in the overall performance of the NEP.
To solve the isolation problem in the network is not necessary to duplication all links;
we just need to take into account the isolated individuals or groups and connect them to
the network. The minimum number of communication links to be added will be the
number of connected components minus one. This solution is only possible after the
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analysis if the downfall in the communication channel and the identification of the
isolated individuals or communities. In Figure 45, we show an example of how we can
connect a network with three components adding just two communication links. We also
show how we can create redundancies adding just three more links

Figure 45. Connection of the three components of a network with two links. Building
redundancies adding three more links.

In some cases, it may not be enough to add redundancy. An example may be if the
redundancy we add fails in the same cases as the original link. Other cases may be if the
nodes involved in the redundancy are not reliable to transmit some information or they
are not efficient in the information transmission process. With our network model we can
test different scenarios where we add different links to create redundancies and analyze
what happens is a downfall in the communication mechanism occurs. However, we
cannot include the behavior of the individuals.
This limitation is solved using the DAM, and the simulation results of this study will
be presented later. With the DAM, we can do this type of analysis including the behavior
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of the agents. We can also simulate different probabilities of failure for the links. These
studies allow us to probe different solutions and decide which one is better.

9.3. Downfall in the fax communication channel
To simulate the effects of a downfall in the fax communications while managing the
emergency, we remove from the network model of the NEP the links that only handle fax
communications and we calculate the number of connected components using Gephi.
In scenario 1 case 1, we obtain the same network topology as the one presented in
Figure 29 (the wait of the links varies). As we can see in Figure 29, the number of
connected components is one (i.e. this downfall does not isolate some people while
managing the emergency). We just analyzed scenario 1 case 2 for validation purposes,
because we already know that the number of connected components is going to be one
(the network in case 2 is a subset of the network in case 1).
We also analyzed scenario 2 for validation purposes. Based on the results of scenario
1 and taking into account that the network in scenario 2 is built over the network in
scenario 1 adding the links that represents in-situ communications, we expect to have one
connected component. In Figure 46, we present the network after simulating a downfall
in the fax communications in scenario 2 (case 1). Looking at the figure, we corroborate
that the number of connected components is one.
Based on this analysis, we conclude that the fax communications are redundant and
therefore the network is robust against this type of failure.
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Figure 46. NEP network after a collapse in the fax communication channel. Scenario 2. Case 1.
Not possible to distinguish groups due to in situ communications.

However, the use of this communication channel has some limitations.
For example, it cannot be used to send information or commands to field teams. The
communication with these teams is important because they are who implement the
actions to solve the emergency. Moreover, to be sure that the person has received your
information or command we need to wait for confirmation. Therefore, fax redundancies
are not enough to build a robust network.

9.4. Downfall in the Internet communication channel
In the NEP, the Internet is used to send information via e-mail. To simulate the
effects of a downfall in the Internet communications while managing the emergency, we
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remove from the network model of the NEP the links that only handle e-mail
communications and we calculate the number of connected components using Gephi.
The results we obtain are the same as in the downfall of the fax communications (see
section 9.3). Only the weight of the links in the network varies. Since the number of
connected components is one in both analysis scenarios and both cases (i.e. this downfall
does not isolate some people while managing the emergency), we conclude that this type
of communication is redundant and therefore the network is robust against this failure.
However, despite e-mails can be read on mobile phones, the use of this communication
channel has the same limitations as the fax. The NEP does not define e-mail
communications to field teams and a confirmation of reception is needed. A way to
improve the robustness of the communication system in the emergency plan would be
allowing e-mail communications to field teams.

9.5. Downfall in radio communication channel
To simulate the effects of a downfall in the radio communications while managing
the emergency, we remove from the network model of the NEP the links that only handle
communications through the Reman and Remer radio communication channels, and we
calculate the number of connected components using Gephi.
The results we obtain are the same as in the downfall of the fax communications (see
section 9.3). Only the weight of the links in the network varies. Since the number of
connected components is one in both analysis scenarios and both cases (i.e. this downfall
does not isolate some people while managing the emergency), we conclude, as in the
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previous case, that this type of communication is redundant and therefore the network is
robust against this failure.
However, this communication mechanism has some limitations related to both
Reman and Remer channels. The radio coverage in Zone I and II is limited due to the
landform. Moreover, the Raman radio channel does not cover all municipalities. It is only
deployed within the municipalities that are closer to the NPP. Related to Remer channel,
it is important to remember that the population can also hear the communications along
this channel. This issue makes the Remer radio channel not suitable for confidential
information. Consequently, this channel cannot be used to transmit some information.
Therefore, radio communication redundancies are not enough to build a robust network.

9.6. Downfall in satellite communication channel
To simulate the effects of a downfall in the satellite communications while managing
the emergency, we remove from the network model of the NEP the links that only handle
this type of communications and we calculate the number of connected components using
Gephi.
The results we obtain are the same as in the downfall of the fax communications (see
section 9.3). Only the wait of the links in the network varies. As in the previous cases, we
conclude that this type of communication is redundant and therefore the network is robust
against this failure since the network connectivity does not critically depend on the
satellite communications.
However, this communication mechanism has some limitations. The main drawback
of this redundancy is that it is not an extended communication mechanism along the
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NEP. It only supports the communications between five nodes: NEP Director, NSC
President, PENCRA Director, Government Presidency and the town hall of a
municipality in Zone I. Moreover, four out of the five individuals connected by this
communication channel are high government ranks that do not take direct action to solve
the emergency. They only have to be informed about the situation. This network does not
support communications between field teams (who are people that take direct actions to
recover from the emergency) and their supervisors. As this network is not yet use in the
above-mentioned type of communications, it can be used to define redundancies between
field teams and their supervisors.

9.7. Joint Downfall in phone, fax and Internet channels
Although we already know that the network is not robust against a downfall in the
phone communications, here we show a study of a joint failure in phone the phone, fax,
and Internet communication. The landline phone and fax are handled by the same
infrastructure. In the NEP, Internet is used to send e-mails. These e-mails are sent to
institutional e-mail accounts. These accounts are read from the computers in people’s job
places. It is likely that if the landline phone fails, then the Internet will also stop working.
This affirmation is based on the type of infrastructure that supports Internet
communications in the NPP area. Following the Internet map coverage and infrastructure
deployed in Spain (Spanish Goverment 2015), the most probable Internet connection in
in the area include the ADSL line (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line). ADSL is a
transmission technique applied over the traditional phone landline networks. We want to
analyze if this joint failure isolates more individuals than the previous study.
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To simulate the effects of this downfall while managing the emergency, we remove
from the network model of the NEP the links that only handle these types of
communications and we calculate the number of connected components using Gephi.
The results of this analysis are similar to the phone communication downfall. It
causes the isolation of the same individuals. This means that the communications that can
be handled by phone, e-mail, and fax at the same time, they are also handled by other
communication mechanisms. For example, in the Public Security and Order group, they
are also handled by the special mix radio-phone communication network. In the
Technical Assistance and Coordination group are also handled by the Reman and Remer
communication channels. However, the redundancies implemented in the communication
network are not enough to create a robust communication network against this failure.

9.8. Discussion
With this study, we showed that the NEP communication network in our case study
is robust against a collapse in the satellite, Internet, fax, and radio communications.
However, it is not robust against a downfall in the phone communication channel. The
redundancies implemented in the network are not enough to provide robustness against a
collapse in the phone communication channel. This downfall would result in important
consequences as stated below.
We could see that only the replacement teams in the Public Security and Order group
(specifically the Civil Guard) and in the Radiological Group remain connected to the
largest component (i.e. to the component that most of the people that work in the
emergency are connected to, including the NEP Director) when a downfall in the phone
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communication channel occurs. This means that it will only be possible to establish
communication with the replacement teams within these two groups. The other
replacements teams, as they are isolated, will not be able to receive the orders and
information to take action.
As we saw in the previous section, when a downfall in the phone communication
channel occurs, the NSC Inspector at the NPP is isolated. This means the lack of in-situ
information about the incident evolution at the NPP and the actions taken inside the plant
to solve the situation. These cause that the actions taken outside to control the effects of
the emergency will be defined without up-to-date data. It is important to remark that the
phone, which connects the NEP director with the NSC at the NPP, is a special cable line
phone between these two people. The communication is not held by the regular phone
network. A lesson learned is the need to establish communication redundancies between
the organization and the outside management centers.
The isolation of the individuals increases the complexity of communications.
Therefore, it also probably increases the time required to transmit the information to a
specific person. For example, the isolation of the Local Police implies that the only way
to receive information and orders is through the Civil Guard. This means that the Civil
Guard must reach the Local Police location. In Scenario 1, this problem is more
important than in Scenario 2. In Scenario 1, the network is not deployed and the Civil
Guard teams and the isolated individuals are probably not located in the same area.
However, in Scenario 2, the teams are deployed and the chances to be in nearby positions
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are greater. This means that the time to reach the location of the isolated individuals is
higher in Scenario 1 than in Scenario 2.
The isolation of the individuals in the Health group in scenario 1 implies that these
people will not receive instructions and information about the evolution of the
emergency. This issue may cause different problems such as that the teams do not know
what they have to do. In this uncertainty situation, we do not know the decisions each
team will take, and if they will be accurate or erroneous. This problem is partially
mitigated when we move from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2. In both scenarios, the health
group teams cannot communicate with their supervisors directly. In Scenario 2, this
problem is partially solved due to in-situ communication. The teams can receive
instructions and information from the Public Security and Order group teams. However,
the time and the complexity of the communications increase: the information
transmission process will take at least five steps instead of three. When all the
communication mechanisms work properly, the NEP Director transmits the information
to the head of the Health group. The head of the Health group transmits the information
to the subheads, who send the information to first responders (3 steps). When the
communication fails, we need more steps: the NEP Director transmits the information to
the head of the Public Security and Order group; then the information is transmitted
inside the group following the hierarchy until it arrives to first responders in Public
Security and Order group. This process takes at least 4 steps depending on the subgroup.
Then, the first responders in the Public Security and Order group transmit the information
to first responders in Health group.
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Another issue is related to receiving feedback. When a downfall in the phone
communication occurs, the feedback provided by the Local Police and the Heath Group
teams will not often occur since it can only be transmitted through the Civil Guard. This
group also needs to carry out their own tasks. In Scenario 1, the Civil Guard teams must
reach the location of the other teams to make these communications. In Scenario 2, this
problem is less critical as the teams are positioned and there would be a Civil Guard team
in a nearby location.
The isolation of schools directors and teachers in Scenario 1, and the Government
Education Supervisor in both scenarios is relevant if the schools must be evacuated. This
issue is solved in Scenario 2, since the Civil Guard and/or Local Emergency Teams from
the Technical Assistance and Coordination group will communicate the order. However,
in Scenario 1, the evacuation will be delayed as the Civil Guard and the Local Teams are
not positioned yet. In both Scenarios, the Government Education Supervisor will lack of
information about emergency and the evacuated schools.
If the five ministries are isolated, the NEP Director will not be able to ask for their
support of for additional information. Moreover, they are not going to be directly
informed about the evolution of the emergency.
In scenario 1, the isolation of the Autonomous Police carries some consequence in
the emergency management. The Autonomous Police will not receive the commands of
the NEP Director until the satellite communication is deployed, the Civil Guard is
positioned or communications in-situ appears. We have to remark that the Autonomous
Police and the Civil Guard Group, in case their communications systems fail or they
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found it is the needed, they can activate satellite communications. However, since they
request the activation until it is operative, it takes an elapsed time.
In this chapter we have made a static analysis of the communication network. This
analysis has some limitations. For example, we cannot study dynamic scenarios and the
behavior of the people (i.e. the behavior of the nodes) is not included. In Chapter 10, we
address these limitations using the NEP DAM. We will recall some of the conclusions
and assumptions made in this chapter in order to validate them.
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Chapter 10

Case Study. Results Analysis from the NEP

Diffusion Abstract Model
In this chapter, we present the simulation results of the NEP DAM. After
implementing the computerized model, we conducted different simulations. We will
show how we used the NEP computerized model to explain how can we get and analyze
the results of our model. To understand how the NEP Diffusion Abstract model results are
generated (see Figure 32), we will first explain some of the components generated using
the architecture and the methods explained in previous section: Command Generator,
Device State, Network State and Behavior Rules (the main component of the Person
coupled model presented earlier in Figure 33). Then, we will present different versions of
the NEP Diffusion Abstract model (presented in Figure 32) to analyze different groups
involved in solving the emergency. We will use the head of the NEP to explain how we
get the results. Then, we focus on the analysis of the Radiological and Health Groups. We
will also discuss how some of these results match the ones presented in Chapter 10.
We will validate our results through expert validation. In this section, we also present
some analysis that validate our results against the NEP specifications defined in the
Requirements Document (Chapter 7)
All the simulation results presented in this section have been obtained running the
model in a machine with the characteristics presented in Table 9.
The time taken by the simulation depends on the size of the model we are analyzing
and the scenarios. Taken a sample that includes the different sizes and scenarios (i.e.
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using the simulation of the Health and Radiological groups), the average simulation time
is 953 s. The 95% confidence interval for the mean is [953±124] seconds.
Table 9. Characteristics of the computer

Attribute
Processor
RAM
OS
OS type

10.1.

Value
Intel® Xeon(R) 3.20GHz × 4
48GB
Ubuntu 16.04
64bit

Testing individual components

10.1.1. Command Generator, Devices State & Networks State
These three components of the NEP Diffusion Abstract model presented in Figure 32
generate the inputs that trigger the simulation and update the state of the Networks and
Devices models (i.e. if they are faulty or not).
These models are automatically generated as three different instances of the same
generator atomic model, which reads a file and generates the messages found there as
output at the specified time. This atomic model generates Messages on its output port
based on the data (time and message) specified in a structured file that determines the
different simulation scenarios, as we explain in the next example. The main difference
between the three generators is the type of message they generate (Command,
SetDeviceState or SetNetworkState), which is a parameter of the model. This parameter is
defined when the model is instantiated.
We show the execution of Devices State, which State generates SetDeviceState
messages that have a device id with two fields (type of device & id) and a broken
variable that takes the value 1 if the device is faulty and 0 otherwise. In Figure 47, we see
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an input file that shows which devices will be faulty, and which ones will recover. In this
example, at time 00:00:00:000, the mobile from the person with id 8 is broken. At time
00:02:15:000, the landline phone from person 8 also fails. The rest of the input file
includes similar information for different users and devices.
00:00:00:000
00:02:15:000
00:05:00:000
00:10:00:000
00:10:00:000
00:10:05:000
00:10:05:000
00:10:06:000
00:10:06:000
...

MOBILEPHONE 8 1
LANDLINEPHONE 8 1
RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 5 1
BEEPER 8 1
RADIO_REMAN 4 1
RADIO_REMER 6 1
PRIVATELINEPHONE 8 1
FAX 8 1
TRANKI_E 8 1

Figure 47 Input file for the model Devices State

This file is read by the Device State model, and it generates the simulation output
shown in Figure 48. As we can see, Device State model translate the inputs in Figure 47
into messages generated through the model’s output port. These messages can be sent to
other models. In this case, if we use the coupled model structure defined in Figure 32, the
simulation outputs seen in Figure 48 would be transmitted to the Devices model, as we
show in Figure 32. Using this input, the Devices models would update their state (i.e.
faulty or recovered) at runtime.
00:00:00:000
00:02:15:000
00:05:00:000
00:10:00:000
00:10:05:000

[Devices
[Devices
[Devices
[Devices
[Devices

State::out: {MOBILEPHONE 8 1}] generated by model Devices State
State::out: {LANDLINEPHONE 8 1}] generated by model Devices State
State::out:{RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 5 1}] generated by Model Devices State
State::out: {BEEPER 8 1, RADIO_REMAN 4 1}] generated by model Devices State
State::out: {RADIO_REMER 6 1, PRIVATELINEPHONE 8 1}]
generated by model Devices State
00:10:06:000 [Devices State::out: {FAX 8 1, TRANKI_E 8 1}] generated by model Devices State
...

Figure 48 Devices State log file when simulated with the input file in Figure 47

As we have already mentioned, the advantage of using this configuration to generate
which Devices will change its state to defective (or will recover) is that we can define
different scenarios by updating the file shown in Figure 47.
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Command Generator, based on its State, generates Command messages that have
three attributes the content of the command, the receiver and the sender. In Figure 49, we
see an input for the model with four commands that will be generated at four different
times. In this example, at time 00:00:00:000 the NEP Director decides to establish the
command “Establish Emergency Level 0”. The rest of the input file is interpreted in a
similar way.
00:00:00:000
00:25:00:000
00:50:00:000
02:00:00:000

“Establish
“Establish
“Establish
“Establish

Emergency
Emergency
Emergency
Emergency

Level
Level
Level
Level

0”
1”
2”
3”

–
-

“NEP
“NEP
“NEP
“NEP

Director”
Director”
Director”
Director”

Figure 49. Input file for the model Command Generator

This file is read by the Command Generator model, and it generates the simulation
output shown in Figure 50. As we can see, Command Generator model translate the
inputs in Figure 49 into messages generated through the model’s output port as in it
occurs with the Device State model. These messages can be sent to other models. In this
case, if we use the coupled model structure defined in Figure 32, the simulation outputs
seen in Figure 50 would be transmitted to the Person model, as we show in Figure 32.
Using this input, we can simulate different scenarios where different commands are
transmitted.
00:00:00:000 [Command Generator <Command>::out: {“Establish Emergency
generated by model Command Generator
00:03:40:000 [Command Generator <Command>::out: {“Establish Emergency
generated by model Command Generator
00:05:00:000 [Command Generator <Command>::out: {“Establish Emergency
generated by model Command Generator
00:10:00:000 [Command Generator <Command>::out: {“Establish Emergency
generated by model Command Generator

Level 0” – “NEP Director”}]
Level 1” – “NEP Director”}]
Level 2” – “NEP Director”}]
Level 3” – “NEP Director”}]

Figure 50. Command Generator log file when simulated with the input file in Figure 49.

Networks State has a similar behavior than Devices State and Command Generator.
The difference is that it generates SetNetworkState messages that two attributes the id of
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the target network and a broken variable that takes the value 1 if the device is faulty and 0
otherwise. Figure 51 shows an input for the model with seven states for the networks at
different times. At time 00:00:00:000, the phone network is set to broken state. The rest
of the lines are interpreted in the same way.
00:00:00:000
00:01:00:000
00:02:15:000
00:02:30:000
00:05:00:000
00:10:00:000
00:10:05:000

PHONE_NET 1
FAX_NET 0
INTERNET 1
PRIVATELINEPHONE_NET 0
PHONE_NET 0
BEEPER_NET 0
RADIO_REMAN_NET 1

Figure 51. Input file for the model Networks State

This file is read by the Network State model, and it generates the simulation output
shown in Figure 52. In this case, if we use the coupled model structure defined in Figure
32, the simulation outputs seen in Figure 52 would be transmitted to the Networks model,
as we show in Figure 32. Using this input, the Networks model would update their state
(i.e. faulty or recovered) at runtime.
00:00:00:000 [Networks State<SetNetworkState>::out:{PHONE_NET 1}] generated by model
Networks State
00:01:00:000 [Networks State<SetNetworkState>::out:{FAX_NET 0}] generated by model Networks State
00:02:15:000 [Networks State<SetNetworkState>::out:{INTERNET 1}] generated by model Networks State
00:02:30:000 [Networks State<SetNetworkState>::out:{PRIVATELINEPHONE_NET 0}] generated by model
Networks State
00:05:00:000 [Networks State<SetNetworkState>::out:{PHONE_NET 0}] generated by model
Networks State
00:10:00:000 [Networks State<SetNetworkState>::out:{BEEPER_NET 0}]generated by model
Networks State
00:10:05:000 [Networks State <SetNetworkState>::out:{RADIO_REMAN_NET 1}] generated by model
Networks State

Figure 52. Networks State log file when simulated with the input file in Figure 51

10.1.2. Behavior Rules
As we explained in section 8.1.1, the main component of the Person model is the
coupled model Behavior Rules (see Figure 33), in which the behavior of the agent is
modeled and instantiated based on the agent parameters stored in an XML file as the one
presented in Figure 30. As we explained in section 7.3, the behavior of each agent
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(person) is defined by the experts in Agent Based modeling, and specified and
documented using an XML file (one for each agent), based on the Requirements
Document (Chapter 7). We use these XMLs to automatically instantiate each Behavior
Rules DEVS model for the different Person models in the Diffusion Abstract model.
In this example, we will show how to verify the output of agent behavior defined in
an XML to compare it later against the results provided by the Behavior Rules model.
This comparison allows us to check the correctness of the simulation results of Behavior
Rules model against the one defined in the XML file. For this purpose, we use the XML
file presented in Figure 30 instantiated with different values for the attributes (i.e., some
of the arguments presented in Figure 30 will change). There are various important
attributes we need to introduce in order to understand the example; for instance,
ReactionTime (10 s), AnswerPriorityType (in this case, DEVICE_PRIORITY, which
means that the response is sorted based on the priority of each device), and
SendPriorityType (in this case, we use RECEPTION_ORDER, i.e., the commands are
sent in FIFO order). The person has three devices, a mobile (priority 1), email (priority 2)
and a landline phone (priority 3).
As seen in Figure 30, line 14, the agent prioritizes the task in the following order:
ANSWER, SEND and DO_ACTION. The tag AnswerDevicePriority (line 18) shows the
priority assigned when we ANSWER to a device. In our instantiation for this particular
example, a mobile call will have priority over email and landline calls.
The communication relations in this example will be as follows (Table 10): the
person we are defining can send messages to person 150 using email and mobile; to
person 151 using a landline phone and mobile; to person 152 using email and mobile; to
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person 153 using email; to person 50 using landline phone, email, and mobile; and to
person 51 using email and mobile. These relations are defined inside the tag
CommunicationRelations in Figure 30 (line 35).
Table 10 Communication Relations

Target
Person 150
Person 151
Person 152
Person 153
Person 50
Person 51
The

agent’s

behavior

Devices
Email & Mobile
Landline phone & Mobile
Email & Mobile
Email
Landline phone & Email & Mobile
Email & Mobile
when

sending/receiving

messages

is

defined

in

MessageBehavior (line 45). In this example, when the agent receives the command
“Establish Emergency Level 0” from person 1, it has to send three messages and do an
action. The agent has to send “Establish Emergency Level 0” to person 50 (using any
device available), person 51 (using the email) and person 52 (using any device). The
agent also has to do the action “Transmit Emergency Alert to the population”. When the
agent receives “Tell people to stay at home” from person 39, it has to send a reception
acknowledgment (i.e. “Tell people to stay at home received”) to person 55 and 58 using
any device.
Once we complete the XML file as discussed above, we automatically instantiate the
Behavior Rules DEVS model passing the path to the XML file as a model parameter.
Figure 53 shows an input set scenario we used to simulate both the XML file and the
Behavior Rules model. In the figure, we can see two groups. The first part represents the
inputs that come from Switches (i.e. In-Situ Switch and Devices Switches – see Figure
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33.b). The second part represents inputs that come from Receiving and Sending Behavior
models (on the right of Figure 33.b). Repeated times in the same port (e.g. 00:00:01:000)
means that we are receiving a bag with multiple messages. In Figure 33, we can see that
Behavior Rules model has two other ports. Here, we do not use Generator Filter and
People In Location Filter (i.e. nobody is in the current location of the agent, and there are
no commands sent to this person from Command Generator in Figure 32).
Inputs in port connected to Switches models
00:00:01:000 PHONE_MESSAGE CALL_REQUEST MOBILEPHONE 1
00:00:01:000 PHONE_MESSAGE CALL_REQUEST LANDLINEPHONE
00:00:15:000 PHONE_MESSAGE CALL_OVER LANDLINEPHONE 50
00:10:20:000 PHONE_MESSAGE CALL_REQUEST LANDLINEPHONE

MOBILEPHONE 20
50 LANDLINEPHONE 20
LANDLINEPHONE 20
39 LANDLINEPHONE 20

Inputs in port connected to Sending and Receiving Behavior models
00:00:20:000 ANSWER MOBILEPHONE 20 MOBILEPHONE 1 0 “Establish Emergency Level 0” 1 20
00:10:00:000 SEND MOBILEPHONE 20 LANDLINEPHONE 50 0 “Establish Emergency Level 0” 20 50
00:10:30:000 SEND EMAIL 20 EMAIL 51 0 “Establish Emergency Level 0” 20 51
00:50:00:000 ANSWER LANDLINEPHONE 20 LANDLINEPHONE 39 0 “Tell people to stay at home” 39 20

Figure 53 Inputs for the model Behavior Rules

As we can see, the Switches receive two call requests at 00:00:01:000: one from a
mobile and another one from a landline phone (one on each line). At 00:00:15:000, we
receive an input telling that the call on the landline finished, and at 00:10:20:000, we
receive a new call from the landline.
Likewise, in the input port for Sending and Receiving Behavior models, we receive
an input stating that the task ANSWER the phone call on the mobile has been finished at
00:00:20:000, with a command “Establish Emergency Level 0”. At time 00:10:00:000,
the task SEND “Establish Emergency Level 0” to person 50 has been successfully
finished. At time 00:10:30:000, the task SEND “Establish Emergency Level 0” to person
51 was successfully finished. Finally, at time 00:50:00:000 we receive that the task
ANSWER the phone call on the landline phone has been successfully finished and the
person has received the command “Tell people to stay at home”.
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We use these inputs to simulate the Behavior Rules model. The simulation results are
presented in Figure 54. In the log (Figure 54), we have different variables depending on
the output port. In the port ReceivingOut, we have the following variables (explained in
the order as they appear in the log):
-

Simulation time: is the time when the event took place

-

Type of communication: it can be PHONE_MESSAGE, TEXT_MESSAGE or
RADIO_MESSAGE.

-

Type

of

message:

PHONE_MESSAGE,

it

can

be

CALL_REQUEST

in

the

case

of

or

in

the

case

of

RADIO_MESSAGE

NEW

TEXT_MESSAGE
-

Device Id from: it has two attributes - type and id. For example,
MOBILEPHONE 1.

-

Device Id to: it has two attributes - type and id. For example,
MOBILEPHONE 20.

00:00:11:000 [Behavior Rules::ReceivingOut: {PHONE_MESSAGE CALL_REQUEST MOBILEPHONE 1 MOBILEPHONE
20}] generated by model Behavior Rules
00:00:20:000 [Behavior Rules::topModelOut: {ANSWER MOBILEPHONE 20 MOBILEPHONE 1 0 “Establish
Emergency Level 0” 1 20}] routed from taskDeviceFinished input port
00:00:30:000 [Behavior Rules::SendingOut: {MOBILEPHONE 20 LANDLINEPHONE 50 “Establish Emergency
Level 0” 20 50}] generated by model Behavior Rules
00:10:00:000 [Behavior Rules::topModelOut: {SEND MOBILEPHONE 20 LANDLINEPHONE 50 0 “Establish
Emergency Level 0” 20 50}] routed from taskDeviceFinished input port
00:10:10:000 [Behavior Rules::SendingOut: {EMAIL 20 EMAIL 51 “Establish Emergency Level 0” 20 51}]
generated by model Behavior Rules
00:10:30:000 [Behavior Rules::topModelOut: {SEND EMAIL 20 EMAIL 51 0 “Establish Emergency
Level 0” 20 51}] routed from taskDeviceFinished input port
00:10:40:000 [Behavior Rules::ReceivingOut: {PHONE_MESSAGE CALL_REQUEST LANDLINEPHONE 39
LANDLINEPHONE 1}] generated by model Behavior Rules
00:50:00:000 [Behavior Rules::topModelOut: {ANSWER LANDLINEPHONE 20 LANDLINEPHONE 39 0 “Tell
people to stay at home” 39 20}] routed from taskDeviceFinished input port
00:50:10:000 [Behavior Rules::taskDoActionOut: {“Transmit Emergency Alert to the population”
00:10:00:000 55D6}] generated by model Behavior Rules

Figure 54 Behavior Rules log file when simulated with the input file in Figure 53.
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For example, the out at time 00:00:11:000 means that Behavior Rules has decided to
answer the phone call on the mobile from person 20.
In the port SendingOut, we have the following variables (explained in the order as
they appear in the log):
-

Simulation time: is the time when the event took place

-

Device Id from: is interpreted as in the previous case.

-

Device Id to: is interpreted as in the previous case.

-

Command: it has three attributes content, receiver, and sender

For example, the out at time 00:10:10:000 means that Behavior Rules has decided to
send the command “Establish Emergency Level 0” to person 51 using email.
In the port topModelOut, we have the following variables (explained in the order as
they appear in the log):
-

Task: is the task carried by the agent. It can be SEND, ANSWER or
DO_ACTION.

-

Device Id from interpreted as in the previous case.

-

Device Id to interpreted as in the previous case

-

Defective: takes the value 1 if the device used to transmit the command is
faulty and 0 otherwise

-

Command: it has three attributes content, receiver, and sender

For example, the output at time 00:50:00:000 means that person 20 has received the
Command “Tell people to stay at home” from person 39 using the landline phone. The
communication works well (i.e. defective value is equal 0).
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At time 00:00:11:000, the model outputs a message through the ReceivingOut port,
which is connected to Receiving Filter (see Figure 33b); this is a request to answer the
phone call on the mobile. This output is generated based on the input bag at time
00:00:01:000 and the behavior of the agent defined in the XML file. Based on the figures
above, we see that the agent receives two call requests at time 00:00:01:000, one from the
mobile and one from the landline phone. Since the agent’s priority to answer a device is
DEVICE_PRIORITY (defined in the tag AnswerPriorityType) and the mobile has priory
over the landline phone (defined in AnswerDevicePriority), the agent chooses to
ANSWER the mobile, and this takes 10s (the ReactionTime). It sets the task ANSWER the
landline phone in its to-do list.
At 00:00:15:000, the input in Figure 53 tells that the call on the landline is finished.
Therefore, the agent removes this task from the to-do list. There is no output associated
with this input.
Then, as seen in Figure 53, at time 00:00:20:000, the agent receives a new message
indicating that the task ANSWER the phone call on the mobile has been finished with a
command “Establish Emergency Level 0”. This answer is immediately redirected to the
topModelOut port as seen in Figure 54. Based on the MessageBehavior (defined in the
XML file), the model selects the tasks to do and it adds them to the to-do list. Based on
the other parameters defined in the XML and the to-do list, the next output is generated
after the agent reaction time of 10s. In this case, the output is generated at time
00:00:30:000 as shown in Figure 54. The output means that the model has decided to
send the command “Establish Emergency Level 0” to person 50 using the agent’s mobile
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and calling to person 50 on the landline phone. The rest of the outputs in the log
presented in Figure 54 are analyzed following a similar reasoning.
As we can see, the output generated by Behavior Rules model matches the expected
output manually deduced using the XML, which meets the requirements in the
Requirements document. In this way, we have verified the correct implementation of the
Behavior Rules, which also matches the requirements defined by the experts in the NEP.

10.2.

NEP DAM: Head of the NEP

In this section, we present a version of the NEP Diffusion Abstract model in which
we instantiated 13 Person and 13 Devices models. The computerized model is
automatically generated using the 13 XML files that represent these individuals (provided
by the Agent Based models) and the program explained in section 8.2 to generate the
NEP Computerized model automatically.
All the results presented in this section should be understood in the context that only
the head of the plan is simulated and the people they have to manage are not included in
the model. They are partial results we used to explain how we generate and analyze the
simulation results of the NEP Diffusion Abstract model to be used in decision-making.
The inputs that trigger our simulation are generated by the three generators explained
at the beginning of this section (Command Generator, Devices State & Networks State)
using the three input files presented in Figure 55.
Command Generator takes as input the four commands (Establish Emergency Level
0, 1, 2 and 3) the NEP Director decides to transmit at four different moments of the
emergency. Device State input is used to define the devices that change their state to
faulty or recovered (if they were faulty). In this example, the Radiological Group
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Communication Device from person 13 is set to broken state at time 00:15:00:000.
Network State takes as input an empty file because none of the networks fail.
As we explained in our architecture, we can update the state of the Devices and
Networks models dynamically at runtime, by the values of the input files for Device State
and Network State models. We can also easily define different Commands at different
times and varied persons by changing the values in the input file of the Command
Generator model. This allows us to run different scenarios for the same instantiation of
the NEP Diffusion Abstract model.
Command Generator Input file
00:00:00:000 “Establish Emergency Level 0” –
00:25:00:000 “Establish Emergency Level 1” 00:50:00:000 “Establish Emergency Level 2” 02:00:00:000 “Establish Emergency Level 3” Devices State Input file
00:15:00:000 RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 13 1
Networks State Input file

“NEP
“NEP
“NEP
“NEP

Director”
Director”
Director”
Director”

Figure 55 Input files for the NEP Diffusion Abstract model

In Figure 56, we show the simulation results of the NEP Diffusion Abstract model
using the input files presented in Figure 55. The output of the model is the tasks finished
by each agent (Person) as we already explained in the Behavior Rules model.
Each Person selects the tasks to do base on the values of the messages in the different
input ports of the Person model and the behavior defined in the XML file as we
explained in the Behavior Rules model. The messages in the input ports of a Person are
determined by other Person models (i.e. the persons determine the messages to be
transmitted through the Devices and In-Situ). Therefore, the behavior of the NEP
Diffusion Abstract model is a complex one that emerges from the interactions between
the Person models and the states of the Devices and Networks (i.e. if they are faulty or
not).
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The variables in the log presented in Figure 56, are the same as the ones in the port
topModelOut of the model Behavior Rules we have just explained. They are interpreted
in the same way. For example, the output at time 00:04:31:300 means that person 13 has
received the Command “Establish Emergency Level 0” from the NEP Director using insitu communications. The communication works well since the defective value is equal 0.
The rest of the log is interpreted using the same reasoning.
00:04:31:300 [NEP::taskFinished [{ANSWER IN_PERSON 13 IN_PERSON “NEP Director” 0 “Establish
Emergency Level 0” “NEP Director” 13}] routed from model Person13
00:04:32:400 [NEP::taskFinished[{SEND IN_PERSON “NEP Director” IN_PERSON 13 0 “Establish Emergency
Level 0” “NEP Director” 13}]routed from model “NEP Director”
00:05:42:302 [NEP::taskFinished [{SEND RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 13 RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 19 0
- 19 13}] routed from model Person13
00:07:03:700 [NEP::taskFinished [{ANSWER IN_PERSON 12 IN_PERSON “NEP Director” 0 “Establish
Emergency Level 0” “NEP Director” 12}] routed from model Person12
00:07:04:406 [NEP::taskFinished [{SEND RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 13 RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 19 0
- 19 13}] routed from model Person13
00:07:04:800[NEP::taskFinished[{SEND IN_PERSON “NEP Director” IN_PERSON 12 0 “Establish Emergency
Level 0” “NEP Director” 12}]routed from model “NEP Director”
00:08:15:408 [NEP::taskFinished [{SEND RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 13 RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 19 0
- 19 13}] routed from model Person13
00:09:36:100 [NEP::taskFinished [{ANSWER IN_PERSON 11 IN_PERSON “NEP Director” 0 “Establish
Emergency Level 0” “NEP Director” 11}] routed from model Person11
...

Figure 56. NEP Diffusion Abstract model log file when simulated with the input file in Figure 55

If we want to extract useful information from the log, we need to process the results
as indicated in the Results Analysis component of the architecture. In this example, we
are interested in identifying the most used devices, how many people get each command,
and who are the busiest people.
In this case, we use PowerBI (Microsoft 2015) for the log analysis but other software
or programming language for statistical and big data analysis can be used (in the rest of
the sections of this chapter we use Python because it allows to implement a script that
automatically process the logs and generate the graphical results). As we explained in
section 6.1.6, PowerBI is a tool for big data analysis that allows data visualization.
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Identifying the most used devices allows us to identify the most critical networks in
case a disruption occurs. By having an idea of the most used devices, we can simulate
other scenarios where the network that handles those specific devices fails, and see what
happens. Based on the results of those simulations, we will see if it really is a critical
network or there are other ways to transmit the commands.
If all the devices and networks work as expected, knowing how many people get the
command allows us to identify if the message transmission rules are well defined. It will
also allow us to study the effect of failures in the devices and networks. For this purpose,
we need to identify how many people were expected to get the command, and how many
people got it in our simulation scenario.
Identifying the busiest people help decision-makers to identify the people with a
heavy workload, and it allows them to allocate resources properly to balance the
workload.
In Table 11, we represent the use of the devices using the field Device Id from in the
log file. In this case, we can see that the most used device is the fax with 36 instances. It
is followed by in-situ communications and the radiological group device. The other
devices are not used since they do not appear in the log file, and therefore neither in the
figure. These results point that a scenario where the Radiological Group network does not
work should be simulated. The other devices are not used in this scenario because of the
defined behavior of the people. Although some people have email, mobile, etc., based on
the availability of the devices and their preferences defined in the person behavior, the
emergent behavior of the model is the one we show in Table 11. In this scenario, the fax
is mainly used by the NEP Director to send commands to the people that are not in the
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same location. The NEP usually defines the use of the fax to send commands, so the
command sent is registered.
Table 11. Visualization of simulation results. Use of the devices

Communication Device

#Uses
FAX
36
IN_PERSON
12
RADIOLOGICAL_GROUP_DEVICE 10
We can also study the number of people that get each command. In this case, 12
people got each command. Since there are 13 people in this version of the model and the
NEP Director generates the command, everyone gets all the commands. Therefore, we
can conclude that the breakdown of a device from person 13 has not affected the
transmission of commands.
These results can also be used to identify who is the person in the plan that does more
tasks, and the type of task each person does based on the Task attribute of the log
(described in Figure 57). In this case, person 1 (the NEP Director) is the one with the
heaviest load, and it only sends commands. The other ones (except person 13) only
receive commands. None of the persons involved execute actions. These results point out
that it would be a good idea to analyze different policies to relieve the work load of the
NEP Director. One of these policies may be to add a person in the head of the NEP that
helps the NEP director to transmit commands to other people. Analyzing this policy with
our model will determine if it really helps or the overhead included in the
communications has the opposite effect.
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Figure 57 Number of tasks per person, classified by send and answer tasks.

Although these results are contextual, they can be automatically determined over a
number of different scenarios, as we will show in the next sections.

10.3.

NEP DAM: Radiological Group

In this section, we focus on the study of the Radiological Group. We instantiate the
NEP DAM with 149 individuals and their communications devices. These individuals
include the Head of the NEP and the whole Radiological Group. To generate the
graphical results we have used Python because it allows integrating both processing the
logs and generating the graphical results once the simulations are finished.
We have focused on studying what happens when the command “Establish
Emergency Level 0” is decreed by the NEP Director and the specific communication
device inside the Radiological Group fails with different probabilities. The failure may
represent that the device runs out of battery, it does not receive a signal or it breaks. We
have simulated different scenarios where this device fails with different probabilities (i.e.
10%, 20%, etc.).The simulations represent a 95% Confidence Interval for the mean of
people that receive the command “Establish Emergency Level 0”. The confidence
interval is represented as notches in the plot (Figure 58). This analysis provides some
information to decision makers and it is useful to validate our model.
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Based on the NEP specifications, we know that 63 people should receive a command
from the head of the radiological group. We also know that the Radiological group only
uses a radiological group device (RGD, a specific device with mixed radio-phone
communication).
Figure 58 shows the number of people that receive the command “Establish
Emergency Level 0” when we simulate different probabilities of failure of the RGD. We
use a box plot in which the triangle represents the mean, the horizontal line the median
and the circles the outliers.

Figure 58 RGD failures

We can see that, regardless the failure probability, some people always receive the
command. This number remains constant since they are part of the NEP leadership and
they do not use the RGD to communicate. However, even with a 10% failure probability,
in 75% of the cases, less than 40 people receive the command and the median is around
30. If the failure probability increases to 20%, the median is drastically reduced to less
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than 20 people. This value remains constant when the failure probability increases over
20%. Based on this analysis and taking into account the definitions of the NEP, we can
conclude that we cannot afford a failure rate of only 10% in the RGDs because in more
than 75% of the cases less than 40 people out of 63 receive the command.
Figure 59 shows how many times each device is used based on the failure probability
of the RGD. We use these results to validate our model.
In Figure 59 a), we can see that the beeper is not used (the mean, medium and
quartiles are all zero). Although only the beeper is shown, we obtain the same results for
fax, e-mail, private landline phone, two radio channels - REMAR and REMER -, satellite
phone, and TrankiE - a phone-radio used by the police -. This result is correct, as the
specification document says that none of these devices should be used by the radiological
group.
In Figure 59 (b-e), we show that the data distribution is uniform when we simulate
failures in the RGD. The number of attempts to establish the communication causes
variability in the different simulations. These results validate the model based on the NEP
specifications, which says that the Radiological Group only use the RGD. This restriction
justifies why the plots in Figure 59 (a-e) are uniform for the different failure probabilities.
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Figure 59 Number of activations of the different devices when the RGD fails with different
probabilities.

Figure 59 f) shows two different trends. When the failure probability is low (less than
50%), the number of activations of the RGD is high. The variability for each failure
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probability is also high (i.e. wide interquartile range). When the failure probability is 50%
or greater, the number of activations is significantly reduced and the variability is lower.
The mean of the number of RGD activations shows a decreasing trend. When the failure
probability is low, there are many devices working. If a device does not fail, the owner
keeps trying to communicate (i.e. the total number of activations of the device is high).
But if they see that their device is not working, they stop using it. Therefore, when a
device fails and the owner has something to send the information transmission process is
blocked. In those cases, the number of activations for the devices is lower. An increase in
the failure probability is translated in an increase of the number of devices broken. Then,
the probability to block the information transmission increases. This explains why the
mean decreases. Additionally, Figure 59 f) shows, that regardless the failure probability,
there are cases (i.e. simulations) where the RGD is activated just one time. These results
show that there is a critical person in the process, and they can block the whole
information transmission if their device is broken (this has been confirmed analyzing the
simulation logs and NEP specifications), which confirms that if the device of the
Radiological Group head is broken, the whole process is blocked.
Based on these results, we can see we need to review the communications within the
Radiological group. The simulation results allowed us to come with following questions
that affect the organization: why cannot the people within the radiological group use their
mobile phone or email? Is there any security issue (e.g. authentication, encryption, etc.)?
The discussion of these questions with decision makers will bring new scenarios to
analyze to test different solutions. Then, to simulate new scenarios they just update the
model parameters in the XML files, such as the devices for each person or the
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communication devices that they can use with other people. Then, they run the program
that automatically instantiates the DAM and generates the computerized model and runs
the simulation.

10.4.

NEP DAM: Health Group

In this section, we focus on the study of the Health Group. We instantiate the NEP
DAM with the 107 individuals inside the Health Group and their communications
devices. These individuals include the Head of the NEP and the whole Health Group. As
we have explained along the thesis, to generate the results presented in this section, we do
not modify our model. We just run our program with different configuration parameters.
We have focused on studying what happens when the command “Establish
Emergency Level 0” is decreed by the NEP Director and after a while he decide to
establish the other emergency level (i.e. 1, 2 and 3). We have study a scenario where the
mobile phone fails with different probabilities (i.e. 10%, 20%, etc.). As in the previous
section, the simulations represent a 95% Confidence Interval for the mean of people that
receive the command. The confidence interval is represented as notches in the plot
(Figure 60).
Based on the NEP specifications, we know that 49 people should receive a command
inside this group. The NEP establishes that inside the Health group both mobile and
landline phone communications can be used. However, first responders only have access
to the mobile. Although the NEP also allows the use of beeper inside the group, it does
not specify who has access to this device. Therefore, in our analysis we will assume that
anybody has beeper in order to be in the conservative side.
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Figure 60 shows the number of people that receive the command “Establish
Emergency Level 0” when we simulate different probabilities of failure of the mobile
phone and Figure 61 for “Establish Emergency Level 1”. The plots for “Establish
Emergency Level 2” (and Level 3) are the same as the one in Figure 61.
Since the results are automatically generated, we use the same type of box plot as in
the previous section (i.e. the triangle represents the mean, the horizontal line the median
and the circles the outliers).
In Figure 60, we can see that, regardless the failure probability, some people always
receive the command. This people are part of the NEP leadership and they have
alternative communications means such as landline phone. However, even with a 10%
failure probability, there are people that do not receive the command and the mean and
median are around 35. As the failure probability increases, both the mean and the median
decreases. When the failure probability is over 50%, we get uniform results with some
variability. In these cases, both the mean and median are under 10 people.

Figure 60 “Establish Emergency Level 0”. Mobile phone failures
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In Figure 61, we can see that in most of the cases, even with low failure probability
the people do not receive the other commands. These results are explained taking into
account the behavior of the people. In this scenario, the individuals send the messages in
a FIFO order and they do not have a limit on the times they try to transmit the command.
Therefore, once the device of a person who only has one communication mechanism
fails, the information transmission process can be blocked.

Figure 61 “Establish Emergency Level 1”. Mobile phone failures

Based on this analysis and taking into account the NEP, we can conclude that we
cannot afford a failure rate of only 10% in the mobile phone because in more than 75%
we have people that do not receive the command. Moreover, the behavior we have
studied is not efficient since the information transmission process is blocked easily.
Recalling the assumptions we made in section 9.1 to make studies using the network
model, these results justify assumption 5 (i.e. defining the communication in mobile and
landline phone using a single type of link). As we can see in Figure 61, when the mobile
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phone fails (see 90% failure probability), even the landline phone is working, most of the
people do not receive the command.
These results also validates the ones presented in section 9.2, were we identify the
isolation of the members of the Health group when a downfall in the phone
communication channel happens. These results also show that when the mobile fails,
there are many isolated individuals.
Figure 62 shows how many times each device is used based on the failure probability
of the mobile.
In Figure 62 a), we can see that the beeper is not used (the mean, medium and
quartiles are all zero). Although only the beeper is shown, we obtain the same results for
fax, e-mail, private landline phone, two radio channels - REMAR and REMER -, satellite
phone, and TrankiE - a phone-radio used by the police -. This result is correct, as we
assume that anybody inside the Health group has access to the beeper and the
specification document says that the other devices are not use by the Health group.
In Figure 62 (b and e), we show that the data distribution is uniform when we
simulate failures in the mobile. The number of attempts to establish the communication
causes variability in the different simulations. These results validate the model based on
the NEP specifications, which says that the Health group does not use these two devices.
These restrictions in the use of devices justifies why the plots in Figure 62 (a, b and e) are
uniform for the different failure probabilities.
Figure 62 c) shows that the medium for in-situ communications is the same for all
failure probabilities. However, when the failure probability of the mobile phone is low
(10 and 20%), there is higher variability (although the medium remains constant). These
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results are justified taken into account that only in these cases the other commands (i.e.
Establish emergency level 1, 2, 3) are transmitted.

Figure 62 Number of activations of the different devices when the mobile phone fails with
different probabilities
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Figure 62 d) shows an increasing trend in the mean and medium in the use of landline
phone and Figure 62 f) a decreasing trend for the mobile. When the mobile phone fails,
the individuals who has access to landline phone use it more and stop using the mobile.
Moreover, since there are people that only have access to mobile, the probability to
establish the communication is lower. As people do not know why there is not response,
they keep trying to communicate.
Based on these results, we can see that we need to review the communications within
the Health group. We have also found that the behavior of the individuals is also critical
in the information transmission process. With these simulations, we have identified a key
parameter to study: the number of attempts before we can accept a communication is lost
(Na). We could not have reached this conclusion about the behavior just analyzing the
network model.
Since this parameter (i.e. Na) is not included in the behavior defined in the AgentBased model, to make these studies we will need to modify the model. One advantage of
the proposed architecture is that we can enrich the model adding new features in an
incremental way. In this case, we will need to update the XML files where the behavior
of the agents is defined and just update one component of the DAM: the Behavior Rules
(see Figure 33). These analyses are included as future research lines of this thesis (see
section 11.2).
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Chapter 11

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we present the conclusions of this thesis. We discuss the applicability
of the proposed framework to design mitigation and disaster management plans and for
policy decision making. We also present the limitations of this work and state the future
research lines.

11.1.

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have introduced a Framework to design resilient organizations. The
framework is based on the methodology introduced by Perez Rios (2010) to design viable
organizations and an architecture to simulate diffusion processes in multiplex networks.
The Framework is used to identify the pathologies of an organization and to study the
communication inside an organization (a key element to be resilient). We have focused
on the application of this Framework to design resilient emergency plans.
To build the Framework, we first carried a literature review about organizational
resilience. The main contributions of this review are a conceptualization of organizational
resilience, a four-level Maturity Model for Organizational Resilience (MMOR) based on
the development of the abilities or capacities the organization has to deal with disruptive
events and the identification of two streams to measure organizational resilience. The
first one is focused on providing an estimate of organizational resilience potential based
on the characteristics, abilities or capabilities of the organization before a disruptive event
occurs. The second stream will measure organizational resilience once a disruptive event
has occurred. Measuring resilience after a disruptive event has occurred will help to
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provide better estimates of the resilience potential studying the correction between the
two measures.
There are different works (see Chapter 2) that focus on the measurement
organizational resilience. However, we did not identify a measure that allows us to
quantify the resilience of the organization. Therefore, we can conclude that we cannot yet
compare two organizations and conclude which one is more resilient.
Based on the review of organizational resilience and taking into account the
definition of viable organizations, we have established that resilient organizations should
be viable. Both viable and resilient organizations should be designed to survive to
changes in the environment. Therefore, we conclude that resilient organizations fit the
principles of the VSM.
Since resilient organizations fits the principles of the VSM, we have proposed the
application of the VSM and the methodology introduced by Pérez Ríos (2010) to the
design of resilient organizations. Using this methodology, we can identify the pathologies
that the organization suffers. Once we have identified the pathologies, we can make
changes in the organization to overcome them. This approach allows improving the
organization tackling the pathologies identified.
Although the organization may suffer different pathologies, we have focused on the
study of one of them: the communications inside the organization. We chose this
pathology because this thesis started as collaboration with the Civil Protection Agency to
design resilient emergency plans and several reviews of emergencies highlighted the
importance of the communications to be resilient.
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The communications inside an organization can be modeled as an information
diffusion process in multiplex networks. We reviewed existing architectures to study
information diffusion process and we found that the one proposed by Bouanan et al.
(2016) could be applicable to study the resilience of communications. We test its
applicability to our case study (a Spanish NEP) and we identify some drawback when
including the behavior of the people involved in the plan and when simulating different
scenarios (see section 5.5). The main drawbacks were based on the use of MySQL to
define the behavior of the agents and the use of DS-DEVS to simulate dynamic networks.
Based on this architecture, in this thesis we have proposed a new one and a
development process based on a formal modeling and simulation methodology to
simulate diffusion processes in multiplex networks (see Chapter 6). We used Agent
Based Modeling techniques to identify the agents involved in the diffusion process and
their behavior, and Network Theory to define the relations between these agents. Both the
Network and Agent Based models were used to develop the Diffusion Abstract Model.
We used DEVS to define the Diffusion Abstract Model because other formalisms can be
transformed into DEVS models and the advantages presented in Chapter 3 (e.g. we can
use a well-defined simulation algorithm, we can develop hierarchical models in a
modular way, etc.).
To obtain the architecture and development process we followed a bottom up
approach. We generalized the model and the steps we used to study the communications
in the NEP. In the thesis, we introduced the general architecture first to explain the
application of development process to build a model from scratch.
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In Chapters 7 – 10, we explained how to apply the architecture proposed in Chapter 6
to study the communications inside an organization. We have used as a case study a real
NEP from Spain because they are complex organizations and the communications are a
key element for the management of the emergency. Moreover, the literature remarks the
importance of improving emergency plans and we have access to data of a real NEP
provided by the Civil Protection Agency.
We have focused on the study of the resilience of the communication network
analyzing scenarios with different failure probabilities for the communication devices.
We have shown how these scenarios and results are generated automatically using the
program explained in Chapter 8. The analysis of these results (i.e. including the human in
the loop as shown in Figure 21) have provided useful information to design new policies
(e.g. including new communication mechanism in some groups, establish the number of
attempts to transmit a command, etc.) to make the system more resilient (i.e. less
susceptible to the failures in the communications mechanism). These new policies can be
tested using the model presented in this thesis as test suite.
We identified that the behavior of the individuals involved in the NEP (i.e. the nodes
in the Network model) also affects the resilience of the network. For example, in section
10.4, we identify that the number of attempts before we can accept that a communication
is lost (Na) may be critical in to improve the information transmission process. Having a
person that does not transmit the information as expected can stop the whole process if it
is a critical node. The lack of these studies is a limitation of this thesis, and as we mention
in section 11.2, it will be a future research line.
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The model we developed has the advantage that allows us to modify easily the
behavior of the agents. We can study different behavior of the individuals just modifying
the Agent’s parameters defined in the XML file. If we want to develop more advance
models for the behavior of the agent (i.e. including more parameters), we need to update
the XML structure and therefore the DAM. Having the DAM formally defined and
implemented in DEVS has one advantage: it is modular. We just need to update the
definition of the Behavior Rules model inside the Person model (see Figure 33).
Therefore, we reduce developing time since we just need to redefine, implement, verify
and validate one component of the model. This advantage was maintained in the
extrapolation process when we generalized to obtain the architecture and development
process.
The case study shown in this thesis (i.e. the study of the communications inside the
NEP) shows the applicably of this architecture for policymaking. The models developed
under the architecture can be used as a test suite for decision makers before implementing
their policies in the real world. Having a test suite will allow policymakers to have a tool
for testing new policies before implementing them in the real world, thus saving time,
costs, and reducing the effects of inadequate policies.
Although we have shown the applicability to study the communications inside
organizations, it can also be applied in other field such as design policies to control the
diffusion of diseases, design policies to control the spread of fake news over the social
media, etc.
Our case study also demonstrates the applicability of whole framework as a kernel to
design the resilient mitigation and disaster management plans. It is significant for
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emergency agencies such as the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
whose primary objective is to coordinate the response to a disaster in the United States
when the local and state authorities do not have enough resources.

11.2.

Future work

The future research lines of this thesis will aim to tackle the limitations of this
research and to improve the framework we have defined.
In this thesis, we build a model of the NEP. All the models are abstraction of the
reality that can be improved. Analyzing the Health group, we identify an important
parameter to include in our model: the number of attempts before we can accept a
communication is lost (Na) (see section 10.4). We will work on the modification of the
model to improve it and make the behavior of the people more real. With this new model,
we will study more scenarios where we can analyze the combined effect of modifications
in the behavior of the people and the reliability of the communication mechanism.
We will also apply this Framework to study the communications in other emergency
plans and other organizations. The application of the Framework to study other
emergency plans and organizations will provide evidence of its applicability and the
opportunity to check the architecture.
Having different models to study the communications inside organizations, we can
find similarities. Based on the similarities, we will define and implement metamodels to
study the communications in different organizations. We will design a tool with a
graphical interface to instantiate the metamodels and automatically generate different
components of the architecture: the Network Model, the Agent Based Model based, the
Diffusion Abstract Model and its computerized version.
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These improvements will be oriented to demonstrate the applicability of our
framework to aid decision makers in policy driving and the design of mitigation and
disaster management plans using our architecture as a test suite.
Another limitation of the thesis is that we have just study one the pathologies
introduced by Pérez Ríos (2010): the one related to communications. Moreover, we have
focus on the communications between people, but gathering data from sensors and early
warning systems can also be critical. Future research lines will aim to study this other
type of communications and other pathologies to improve the framework we have
proposed.
Other research line will aim to advance in the topic of resilience. We will focus on
providing a quantitative measure to evaluate the resilience of the organizations. With this
measure, we will have a double objective. First, we want to be able to compare two
organizations in terms of its resilience. Second, we want to be able to provide feedback to
the organization about what are its weaknesses and how to improve its level of resilience.
Measuring resilience is a challenging endeavor, thus, we propose to address this issue
as a two-step process. First, we would identify the attributes or characteristics that
contribute to develop resilience and how they interact with each other building a
dependency tree. Based on these dependencies, we would identify the core attributes and
evaluate how the organization performs for each of them. Instead of combining the score
of the different attributes, we propose to provide a radar graph to be able to evaluate how
the organization performs in each characteristic. Using the radar graph, we would be able
to provide the organization with a roadmap for improvement.
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Finally, we will aim to apply the proposed architecture to study other diffusion
processes in multiplex networks in different domains such as the spread of diseases,
rumors over populations, etc.
.
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Appendix A - Diffusion Abstract Model. Formal definition using DEVS
The DAM, presented in figure 2, is formally defined using DEVS as follows:

Where

𝐷𝐴𝑀 = < 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝐷, {𝑀𝑑 |𝑑 ∈ 𝐷}, 𝐸𝐼𝐶, 𝐸𝑂𝐶, 𝐼𝐶 >

𝑋= ∅
𝑌= ∅

𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒1 , 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒2 , … , 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛 ,
⎫
𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘1 , 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘2 , … , 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑛 ,
⎪
𝐷 = 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟,
⎨ 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, ⎬
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
⎧
⎪

𝑀𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒1 , 𝑀𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒2 , … , 𝑀𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛
⎫
𝑀𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘1 , 𝑀𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘2 , … , 𝑀𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑛
⎪
𝑀 = 𝑀𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 , 𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 , 𝑀𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
⎨ 𝑀𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 , 𝑀𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 , 𝑀𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 , ⎬
⎪
⎪
𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
⎩
⎭
⎧
⎪

𝐸𝐼𝐶 = ∅

𝐸𝑂𝐶 = ∅

245

𝐼𝐶

=

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

�(𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒1 , 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
�(𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒2 , 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
…
�(𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛 , 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒1 , 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒2 , 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,
…
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛 , 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,

�(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘1 , 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,
�(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘2 , 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,
…
�(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘2 , 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,

�(𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒)�,
�(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑂𝑢𝑡), (𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒)�,

�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒1 , 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐼𝑛)�,
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒2 , 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐼𝑛)�,
…
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛 , 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐼𝑛)�,
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒1 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒2 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
…
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
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⎪
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⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨
⎬
⎪
⎪
),
(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘
)�,
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒1 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡
1 , 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛
⎪
⎪
�(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒2 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘2 , 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
⎪
⎪
…
⎪
⎪
⎪ �(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑛 , 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�, ⎪
⎪
⎪
�(𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒1 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
⎪
⎪
�(𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒2 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
⎪
⎪
…
⎪
⎪
�(𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
�(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘1 , 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒1 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
⎪
⎪
�(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘2 , 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒2 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,
⎪
⎪
…
⎪
⎪
⎪ �(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑛 , 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑛 , 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�, ⎪
⎪ �(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 , 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ), (𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 )�, ⎪
1
𝑂𝑢𝑡
𝐼𝑛
⎪
⎪
),
(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠,
,
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
�(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘
2
𝑂𝑢𝑡
𝐼𝑛 )�, ⎪
⎪
…
⎪
⎪
⎪�(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑛 , 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�,⎪
⎪ �(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ), (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 , 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 )�, ⎪
𝑂𝑢𝑡
1
𝐼𝑛
⎪
⎪
⎪�(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘2 , 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )�, ⎪
…
⎪
⎪
⎩ �(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑛 , 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑛 )� ⎭

𝑛 = #𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
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The rest of the coupled models inside the DAM are defined following the same
formalism and reasoning.
Appendix B - Generator Filter. Formal definition using DEVS
The formal definition of Generator Filter atomic model is as follows:

Where

𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝐼𝑑) = < 𝑋𝑏 , 𝑌𝑏 , 𝑆, 𝑡𝑎, 𝛿𝑒𝑥𝑡 , 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡 , 𝛿𝑐𝑜𝑛 , 𝜆 >

𝑋 𝑏 = ��"In", 𝑑 𝑏 ��

𝑌 𝑏 = ��"Out", 𝑑 𝑏 ��
𝑆 = {𝑚𝑑 𝑏 }

𝑡𝑎(𝑆) = �

𝑚𝑑 𝑏 = {} → ∞
�
𝑚𝑑 𝑏 ≠ {} → 0

∀ 𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑋 𝑏
𝛿𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑆, 𝑒, 𝑋) = 𝛿𝑐𝑜𝑛 (𝑆, 𝑒, 𝑋) = � 𝑖𝑓 𝑑0 = 𝐼𝑑 �
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑚𝑑 𝑏 += 𝑑
𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑆) = {𝑚𝑑 𝑏 = {}}
𝜆(𝑆) = {𝑚𝑑 𝑏 }
Where

“In” and “Out” are the names of the input and output ports respectively
𝑑 𝑏 = 𝑚𝑑 𝑏 = { 𝑑 | 𝑑 ∈ ℕ4 } are bags of natural numbers
𝑑0 represents the receiver of the message
𝑑1 represents the sender of the message

𝑑2 represents the information transmitted

𝑑3 represents the network layer used to transmit the message
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Appendix C Indirect Links. Formal definition using DEVS
The formal definition of Indirect Links coupled model is as follows:

Where

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠 = < 𝑋𝑏 , 𝑌𝑏 , 𝐷, {𝑀𝑑 |𝑑 ∈ 𝐷}, 𝐸𝐼𝐶, 𝐸𝑂𝐶, 𝐼𝐶 >
�"NodeIn",𝑑 𝑏 �;

𝑋 𝑏 = � �"LinkConnectorsIn",𝑑 𝑏 �;�
�"UpdaterIn",𝑢𝑏 �

�"𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑂𝑢𝑡",𝑑 𝑏 �;

𝑏

𝑌 =�
�
�"𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑢𝑡",𝑑 𝑏 �
Where

“NodeIn”, “LinkConnectorsIn”, “UpdatersIn”, “NodeOut” and “LinkConnectorsOut”
are the names of input and output ports
𝑑 𝑏 is a bag of 𝑑 | 𝑑 ∈ ℕ4

𝑑0 represents the receiver of the message
𝑑1 represents the sender of the message

𝑑2 represents the information transmitted

𝑑3 represents the network layer used to transmit the message

𝑢𝑏 is a bag of 𝑢 | 𝑢 ∈ ℕ that represents updates in the state of the indirect link

𝐷=�

𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠,
�
𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1 , 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒2 , … , 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛 ,
𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘

𝑀=�

𝑀𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 , 𝑀𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 , … , 𝑀𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 ,
𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1 , 𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒2 , … , 𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛 ,
�
𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘

𝐸𝐼𝐶 = �

�(𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐼𝑛 ), (𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,

��𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛 �, (𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛 )� ,

�

�(𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝐼𝑛 ), (𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝐼𝑛 )�
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�(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑂𝑢𝑡 )�,
⎫
…
⎪
⎪
�(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑂𝑢𝑡 )�
𝐸𝑂𝐶 =
⎨�(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑢𝑡 )�,⎬
⎪
⎪
…
⎪
⎪
⎩ �(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑂𝑢𝑡 )� ⎭
⎧
⎪
⎪

𝐼𝐶

=

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

�(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐿𝑇1𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,
…
�(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐿𝑇𝑛𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,
�(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐿𝑇𝑛+1𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,
…
�(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐿𝑇𝑚𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐼𝑛 )�,

�(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑇1𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), �𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛 �� ,
…
�(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑇𝑛𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), �𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛 �� ,

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨
⎬
�(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑇𝑛+1𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), �𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛 �� ,
⎪
⎪
…
⎪
⎪
�(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑇𝑚𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), �𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛 �� ,
⎪
⎪
⎪ �(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝐿𝑇1𝑂𝑢𝑡 ), (𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1, 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒1𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝐼𝑛 )�, ⎪
⎪
⎪
…
⎪�(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠
(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛,
)�,
),
𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝐼𝑛 ⎪
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Appendix D - Generator Filter. Implementation in CDBoost
1 //Declaration of the ports in the atomic
2 struct genertatorFilter_defs{
3
struct out : public out_port<DiffusionElement> {};
4
struct in : public in_port< DiffusionElement > {};
5 };
6 //Atomic model definition
7 template<typename TIME>
8 class genertatorFilter {
9
using defs= genertatorFilter_defs;
10
public:
11
using input_ports=tuple<typename defs::in>; //Input ports definition
12
using output_ports=tuple<typename defs::out>; //Output ports definition
13
string id; //Model parameter
14
struct state_type{ //Model state declaration
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15
vector<DiffusionElement> messagesPassingFilter;
16
};
17
state_type state; //Model state definition
18
genertatorFilter (string Id) noexcept { //Constructor & state initialization
19
id=Id;
20
state. messagesPassingFilter.clear();
21
}
22
void internal_transition() { //Internal transition
23
state.messagesPassingFilter.clear();
24
}
25
//External transition
26
void external_transition(TIME e,typename make_message_bags<input_ports>::type
mbs){
27
for (const auto &x : get_messages<typename defs::in>(mbs)){
28
if(x.destinatary == id) state.messagesPassingFilter.emplace_back(x);
29
}
30
}
31
//Confluence transition
32
void confluence_transition(TIME e,typename make_message_bags<input_ports>::type
mbs){
33
internal_transition();
34
external_transition(TIME(), move(mbs));
35
}
36
typename make_message_bags<output_ports>::type output() const { //Output function
37
typename make_message_bags<output_ports>::type bags;
38
for (int i = 0; i < (state. messagesPassingFilter.size()); i++){
39
get_messages<typename
defs::out>(bags).push_back(state.messagesPassingFilter[i]);
40
}
41
return bags;
42
}
43
//Time advance function
44
TIME time_advance() const {
45
return (state.messagesPassingFilter.empty() ? numeric_limits<TIME>::infinity() :
46
TIME("00:00:00:001"));
47
}
48 }

The Generator Filter model filters the messages in the in port based on the model Id.
When the massages pass the filter criteria, they are sent through the out port. We start by
defining the input and output ports of the model (lines 1-5). Then, we implement the
DEVS functions: the internal transition (lines 22-24), the external transition (lines 25-30),
confluence (lines 31-35) the output (lines 36-42) and time advance functions (lines 4347). To do so, we define the DEVS function for the filter. The internal transition function
clears the msgPassingFilter variable. The external transition function stores the messages
received through the input port in msgPassingFilter variable if the field “to” of the
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message matches the Id of the model. The output function sends the messages stored in
the msgPassingFilter variable through the output port. Finally, the time advance function
passivates the model if there is nothing to send, and set the time advance in 1ms is there
is something to send
Appendix E - Diffusion Abstract Model. Implementation in CDBoost
1 //Input ports
2 using iports_DAM = tuple<>;
3 //Output ports
4 using oports_DAM = tuple<>;
5 //Components
6 using submodels_DAM = models_tuple<
7
Node1, Node2, ... , Noden,
8
IndirectLink1, IndirectLink2, ...,IndirectLinkn,
9
DirectLink, LinkConnectors, DiffusionElementGenerator,
10
NodeUpdater, IndirectLinkUpdater, DirectLinkUpdater, LinkConnectorsUpdater
11 >;
12 //External Input Couplings
13 using eics_DAM = tuple< >;
14 //External Output Couplings
15 using eocs_DAM = tuple< >;
16 //Internal Couplings
17 using ics_DAM = tuple<
18
IC<DiffusionElementGenerator, DiffusionElementGenerator::Out, Node1,
19
Node1::InitialDiffusionElementIn>,
20
...
21
IC<DiffusionElementGenerator, DiffusionElementGenerator::Out, Noden,
22
Noden::InitialDiffusionElementIn>,
23
IC<NodeUpdater, NodeUpdater::Out, Node1, Node1::PropertyUpdateIn>,
24
...
25
IC<NodeUpdater, NodeUpdater::Out, Noden, Noden::PropertyUpdateIn>,
26
IC<IndirectLinkUpdater, IndirectLinkUpdater::Out, IndirectLink1,
27
IndirectLink1::PropertyUpdateIn>
28
...
29
IC<IndirectLinkUpdater, IndirectLinkUpdater::Out, IndirectLinkn,
30
IndirectLinkn::PropertyUpdateIn>
31
IC<DirectLinkUpdater, DirectLinkUpdater::Out, DirectLink,
32
DirectLink::PropertyUpdateIn>
33
IC<LinkConnectorsUpdater, LinkConnectorsUpdater::Out, LinkConnectors,
34
LinkConnectors::PropertyUpdateIn>
35
IC<Node1, Node1::PropertyUpdateOut, NodeUpdater, NodeUpdater::In>,
36
...
37
IC<Noden, Noden::PropertyUpdateOut, NodeUpdater, NodeUpdater::In>,
38
IC<Node1, Node1:: DiffusionElementDirectOut, DirectLink,
39
DirectLink::DiffusionElementIn>,
40
...
41
IC<Noden, Noden:: DiffusionElementDirectOut, DirectLink,
42
DirectLink::DiffusionElementIn>,
43
IC<Node1, Node1:: DiffusionElementIndirectOut, IndirectLink1,
44
IndirectLink1::DiffusionElementIn>,
45
...
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46
IC<Noden, Noden:: DiffusionElementIndirectOut, IndirectLinkn,
47
IndirectLinkn::DiffusionElementIn>,
48
IC<DirectLink, DirectLink::DiffusionElementOut, Node1,
49
Node1::DiffusionElementDirectIn>,
50
...
51
IC<DirectLink, DirectLink::DiffusionElementOut, Noden,
52
Noden::DiffusionElementDirectIn>,
53
IC<IndirectLink1, IndirectLink1::DiffusionElementOut, Node1,
54
Node1::DiffusionElementIndirectIn, >,
55
...
56
IC<IndirectLinkn, IndirectLinkn::DiffusionElementOut, Noden,
57
Noden::DiffusionElementIndirectIn,>,
58
IC<IndirectLink1, IndirectLink1::ConnectorDiffusionElementOut,LinkConnectors,
59
LinkConnectors::DiffusionElementIn>
60
...
61
IC<IndirectLinkn, IndirectLinkn::ConnectorDiffusionElementOut, LinkConnectors,
62
LinkConnectors::DiffusionElementIn>
60
IC<LinkConnectors, LinkConnectors::DiffusionElementOut, IndirectLink1,
63
IndirectLink1::ConnectorDiffusionElementIn>
64
...
65
IC<LinkConnectors, LinkConnectors::DiffusionElementOut, IndirectLinkn,
66
IndirectLinkn::ConnectorDiffusionElementIn >
67
>;
68 //Coupled model
69 template<typename TIME>
70 struct DAM : public coupled_model<
71
TIME, iports_DAM, oports_DAM, submodels_DAM, eics_DAM, eocs_DAM, ics_DAM>{};

To implement the DAM, we translate every component in the formal definition (see
Appendix A ) to a specific notation that CDBoost understands. We use the services and
notation explained in section 2. In lines 1-4, we define the input and output ports of the
model as a tuple. For the DAM, they are an empty tuple. In lines 5-11, we define the
subcomponents of the models using the keyword models_tuple. This tuple includes the
name of all the components of the DAM (both atomics and coupled models) defined in
M. In lines 12-15, we define the external input and output couplings (EIC & EOC) as
tuples. In the DAM, they are an empty set. In lines 16-67, we define the internal
couplings (IC). The IC is a tuple that includes the IC specified in the formal definition.
Finally, we define the DAM as a coupled model (lines 66-71). The coupled model is
defined as a tuple (i.e. coupled model) that contains all the elements previously
implemented and a TIME type parameter.
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